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ABSTRACT

POTENTIAL OF SITE-BASED STUDY TOURS AS AN
EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT METHOD
TO FOSTER TEACHER UNDERSTANDING OF
HISTORICAL PROCESS OF HISTORICAL THINKING
By
A. Blake Seward
The War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Belgium is a two week intensive site-based
learning opportunity for teachers across Canada. To determine if this sitebased study tour represents an effective learning opportunity, a case study was
conducted with fifteen teachers from across Canada who participated in one
tour. Three sets of semi-structured interviews were individually conducted with
interview questions were structured around the relationship between activities
and assignments and the concepts of historical thinking. As well, data was
collected as teachers participated in seminars, small group exercises and large
group discussions. Teachers were also required to complete pre, during and
post-tour assignments.
The results demonstrated that teachers began to connect content with
the concepts of historical thinking. After the tour, teachers adopted many of the
concepts as part of their teaching practice in elementary and secondary
schools. This example of intensive site-based learning represents effective
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professional development for teachers to understand and implement historical
processes for historical thinking.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2003 I had the good fortune to be invited on a tour of the Great War
and Second World War battlefields of France and Belgium. Standing at the
base of the Vimy monument I listened to the tour leader recite a narrative about
Vimy that I knew all too well. I had been told this narrative before and I had
taught the same narrative to students in my history class more times than I can
recall. The narrative about Vimy might be familiar to you as well. It is the birth
of Canada as a nation as we succeeded where other nations failed in taking the
famous ridge. Quite often it was with pride that I would try to drill this narrative
into my students’ minds as part of their Canada’s history course. I did so
because it was my understanding that my purpose as a teacher was to shape
essential elements of identity within my students about what it meant to be
Canadian.
A year later I was standing in the same spot helping a professor of history
from the University of Waterloo run a battlefield tour for teachers. This time,
however, the narrative that was being told was quite different. What I was
hearing from this academic was a story that questioned the accepted narrative I
was used to hearing and promoting. How could two versions exist about the
same event let alone reconcile that these two narratives were contradicting one
another? At no point in my undergraduate degree or in my education career
was I presented with having to weigh contesting points of view. At no point did I
work with the processes of historical thinking.
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In the education field, the typical professional development opportunity is
a workshop or presentation led by a so-called subject matter expert. In my
experience attending such workshops, I consistently found myself swimming
and sometimes drowning in material presented in a lecture-driven, presentercentered session that did little for my self-esteem as a teacher let alone help me
to understand the students in my classroom. At such workshops, teacherparticipants arrive without any prior activation for the day’s learning. Typically,
participants are provided with a package of material they are expected to read
(and understand), contextualize, and, in a one day workshop, visualize how the
new material will be integrated into the classroom. The assumption made by
workshop leaders or professional development facilitators is that all of this can
be done quite simply by listening and reading the material provided. All of this is
occurs without the opportunity to discuss at length and in detail with peers to
establish a deeper understanding. Also, due to restrictive time allocations for
professional development there is little opportunity to reflect upon what the
practice might look like. From my experience, professional development
opportunities for educators are generally of poor quality and have little effect for
training better educators.
Education workshops are generally designed to be self-serving and do
not promote effective teaching. At workshops designed for educators who teach
history, for example, participants are often encouraged to “buy-in” to a textbook
(promoted by a publishing company). The workshop facilitator assumes that
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educators will purchase the textbook as a class set or purchase pre-built unit
lessons (that the teacher would then have to photocopy for each student). In
addition, workshop presenters provide teachers with a set of best practice
lessons directly connected to information from the same textbook. At these
workshops, very little is required of participants and there is little to no
encouragement or incentive to approach teaching history with any academic
rigor. In short, at most professional development workshops and presentations,
educators are not challenged to think critically about their practices in the
classroom.
Typical education professional development workshops or presentations
do not provide teachers with the tools for how to teach history in the classroom.
Education professionals, myself included, who are not equipped to discuss how
history is studied from the standpoint of a professional historian, generally resort
to the regular teaching practice of information regurgitation from a single
resource and reliance on a textbook, modeling the style of presentation at
professional development experiences. A lack of understanding of how to
manage content or identify and work with concepts of historical thinking led me
to employ the teaching methodology I was exposed to when I was in secondary
school: a teacher-centered, lecture-driven, content heavy course of study that
did not create an environment in which my students could learn. Thus, my
students left not effectively prepared for further study in history. I am
embarrassed that I subjected students to such poor teaching practice.
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The realization that I was employing ineffective practices in my classroom
led me to search for opportunities to understand the best practices of others,
explore the pedagogy of teaching history, and experience professional
development opportunities in different settings. I wanted to create my own new
learning with the goal of implementing meaningful lessons and activities in a
very different way. I hoped this self-guided approach would work to address
what I perceived as two gaps in professional practice: teaching history, not
through content regurgitation rather than using the processes of historical
thinking to teach students, and, second, the lack of effective professional
development processes.
The activation of new approaches for professional development
purposes was simply stage one but it already took me way beyond the level of
existing professional development opportunities (described above) that leave
little time for discussion, deeper understanding and educator development. This
journey has left me with the following question: How can I implement a positive
and constructive learning practice for students if I cannot recognize what it might
look like for myself?
Numerous studies have been completed that clearly identify principles for
effective professional development. The Centre for Educational Research and
Innovation (CERI) (1998) examined several studies and compiled an outline for
educators, administrators, school boards and other agencies to use for
professional development purposes including a set of seven essential
components for effective professional development. They are:
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Experiential in nature engaging teachers in tasks that promote learning
and development;



Participant driven activities grounded in inquiry, reflection, and
experimentation;



Collaborative with other participants sharing knowledge;



Connected to and derived from teachers’ working with students;



Supported by modelling, coaching and collective problem solving around
problems of practice;



Connected to how schools can work together to change the learning
culture; and



Sustained, ongoing, and intensive commitment to embedding new
practice.

I will explore these principles in more depth throughout my thesis, but it
must be understood that although these principles exist and have existed for
over a decade, there is a gap between knowing the principles and employing
them. In essence, we have the theory but not the practice.

Over the past decade I have been encouraged by an emerging revolution
that is occurring in nations around the world including Canada. This revolution
has focused on the need for history as a subject to move beyond the
regurgitation of content to including attention to the processes of historical
thinking. Evidence from scholars around the world such as Barton and Levstik
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(2004), Wineburg (1991) and VanSledright (1996) from the United States;
Sandwell (2011), Clark (2012), Sears (2014), Seixas (2001), Osborne (2012)
from Canada; Clark (2009) from Australia, and others have long advocated for
teachers to implement practices that will close the gap between the content of
history and the discipline of history. In most cases, these academics recognize
that much work remains to be done to close the gap.
In Canada, Peter Seixas (University of British Columbia) is a leader in
promoting the idea that the gap between history content and practicing the
discipline of history needs to be closed. In his major work, Benchmarks for
Historical Thinking (2006), Seixas provides a blueprint for the concepts to be
used by teachers in their classrooms to help contextualize the content explored
by students. These concepts are: historical significance, evidence, cause and
consequence, continuity and change, the ethical dimension and historical
perspective. I will explore these concepts in more detail as part of my analysis in
Chapters four and five.
Recently, Seixas, working with Tom Morton (2012), produced The Big Six
Historical Thinking Concepts, which provides teachers with classroom examples
of how to connect content and concepts in a meaningful way for students to
understanding the complexity of history as a discipline. Prior to these resources
promoting a new method for teaching the discipline teachers often delivered a
significant amount of decontextualized content without understanding why it is
important for students to understand. Resources that focus on the discipline of
history provide a guide to help teachers to work with purpose in their classroom.
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For example, working within the concepts of historical thinking a teacher can
introduce a photograph (ex: the hanging of Louis Riel) from a historical event
and have students explore the photograph through the concepts such as
significance, empathy, continuity and change, cause and consequence,
evidence and perspective.
Despite the availability of the Big Six (2012) and other resources a gap
still exists between the theory or discipline of teaching history and the practices
employed in the classroom. Educators like Sandwell (2012), Osborne (2004),
Sears (2014) and others recognize this and advocate for a more engaging
approach to teaching history whereby the activities used by teachers challenge
students to constantly work within one or more of the processes of historical
thinking. This “know by doing” approach is intended to get students to explore
the contestable points of view that exist in history. This requires teachers to
know and understand how to create a learning context that challenges
narratives and evidence. However, in Penney Clark’s (2012) introduction in New
Possibilities for the Past she poses several questions concerning the degree of
academic preparation required for history teachers, use of textbooks that may
be inadequate and inaccurate, and whether teachers understand the “purposes
and pedagogy” connected to teaching history (p.3). Ultimately, if classrooms
work toward students establishing perspective-driven outcomes rather than
answer-based regurgitation students will be better prepared to explore and
understand historical and contemporary issues.
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However, fostering a concept-driven practice assumes that teachers
have had the opportunity to engage in “know by doing” practices either in their
own education pathway or during professional development sessions. This is
the second gap. Do our professional development opportunities help us to
establish this learning process? What opportunities exist where teachers can
work to understand, experiment with, and implement these theories into
practice?
Although there is a set of recognized principles that outline the required
elements for effective professional development (CERI, 1998), schools,
administrators, school boards, and other agencies and organizations are either
unaware these principles exist or ignore the principles and adhere to workshops
and professional development that is short, content-heavy, and remote from the
classroom experience (CERI, 1998). Pragmatically and financially, this is
understandable. Teachers simply do not have the time, or are not given the time
by schools, to be out of the classroom so they can engage in meaningful
professional development. Also, budget allocation for professional development
is often limited, as school boards must balance demands for classroom
instruction with new learning for teachers. Regardless of the reasons, the issue
of ineffective professional development for teachers continues to be a problem
(Katz, Earl, & Jafaar, 2009).
To address this problem the Gregg Centre for the Study of War and
Society at the University of New Brunswick developed a professional
development tour of the battlefields of France and Belgium for educators. The
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tour introduces educators to the history of the two world wars and Canada’s
participation. The tour is used as a vehicle to foster critical thinking skills and
provide professional development activities for teachers to engage with the
concepts of historical thinking. Or, to think historically. Or, to do history. This
site-based professional development program creates an opportunity for
teachers to apply the principles of effective professional development through
an intense tour that bridges pedagogy with the discipline of history. The tour
requires teachers to work with academics in the field of history and education to
ensure that rigorous attention is applied to both disciplines. It is hoped that in
doing so the gaps that currently exist may be closed resulting in teachers
learning about Canada’s history in a more engaging and meaningful process
that eventually translates into classroom practice. Ultimately, the War and the
Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and
Belgium provides an opportunity for teachers to work in a site-based setting that
may represent effective professional development. This thesis addresses the
following research questions.

Is the site-based War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’
Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders represent an
effective professional development opportunity for teachers?
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Does the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Flanders foster deeper teacher
understanding of historical thinking processes?

In conclusion, it is widely recognized that changes are necessary in how
history is currently taught. These changes include increased number of
teachers using the concepts of historical thinking as part of their everyday
practice with students. For this to occur, teachers must be provided the
opportunities to learn and implement these concepts through professional
development opportunities. The purpose of this thesis is to determine if the
War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour
in France and Flanders represents an effective opportunity for teachers to learn
the concepts of historical thinking and if the methods used during the tour
enable teachers to employ this new learning in the classroom.
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Chapter 2

Current Understanding of Professional Development
If instructional improvement and sustainable education reform is to
occur a substantial rethinking of professional development for teachers is
necessary (Elmore, 1997). These changes include addressing:


How teachers are trained in faculties of education;



Building collaborative cultures amongst teachers (Katz et al.,
2009);



Embedding a practice of continuous professional development
within schools through opportunities designed to engage teachers
in enhancing their practice of teaching (City, Elmore, Fiarman &
Teitel, 2009).

The challenge is to thread each element together to facilitate opportunities for
systematic revision of current practices of professional development.
Penney Clark’s (2014) chapter in Becoming a History Teacher examines
the evolving nature of teacher education in Canada that recognizes the parallels
between guiding principles for teaching and principles for teaching specific
subjects. The question of whether there “are general principles which can be
identified and employed in teaching or does the teaching of each subject
represent such a unique experience that a form of preparation emphasizing the
specific is more valuable?” (p. 31) recognizes this as an area of debate in
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teacher education. What is of more value: generic themes/concepts for teacher
professional development or subject specific concepts for professional
development? For example, in Ontario, specific subject associations exist for
teachers to attend conferences for the purposes of professional development.
Teachers are required to become members of a subject association if they wish
to attend professional development workshops. The emergence of these
associations has created silos between subjects in which teachers downplay the
connections that potentially exist between the disciplines. The result is subject
specific professional development rather than overarching pedagogical
concepts that could break down those silos. This isolating approach by
associations is a similar practice conducted by teachers who isolate the subject
they are teaching from other subjects (Sears, 2011).
Gibson (2014) builds on Sears’s (2014) research suggesting that
“teacher education [in the context of history education but applicable to all
disciplines] should aim to set teachers on an in-bound trajectory, to nurture them
as practitioners of the discipline using “boundary practices” between two related
and overlapping communities of practice” (p. 215). This requires teachers to
know and learn not only about the pedagogy of their subject but learn about the
discipline of history. To engage in this teachers must work with academics,
peers and mentors as part of the practice of effective professional development.
Clark (2014), Sears (2014), Barton and Levstik (2004) and other academics
recognize that reform in teaching practice, pre-service teacher education and
professional development opportunities are essential.
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To this end, the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI)
(1998) developed seven principles for effective professional development listed
in Table 1. CERI (1998) identified that improvements in student learning will
occur if teachers employ these principles as part of any professional
development activity. However, opportunities to engage with these principles
are only possible if institutions that organize PD embed it as part of the teacher
activities.

Table 1
Seven Principles of Effective Professional Development (CERI, 1998)
1

3

Experiential, engaging teachers in concrete tasks that elucidate
learning and development
Participant driven. Grounded in inquiry, reflection, and
experimentation
Collaborative, interactional, involving sharing knowledge

4

Connected to and derived from teachers’ working with students

5
6

Supported by modeling, coaching and collective problem solving
around specific problems of practice
Connected to and integrated with comprehensive school change

7

Sustained, ongoing and intensive

2

Research into collaborative teaching cultures (City et al,, 2009; Katz et
al., 2009) recognizes that the issue of teacher professional development is
critical but far more complex than simply providing a day or half day workshops.
To build sustainable practices, Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree, Richardson, &
Orphanos, (2009) argue that establishing cultures of learning will be difficult to
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attain when half day or one day PD sessions are the most common amount of
time dedicated to teacher professional development. CERI (1998) identifies a
minimum of 100 hours as normally required to establish significant change from
current teacher practice to a desired state of teacher practice.
To help put in place sustainable and capacity building practices, City et al
(2009), Elmore (2007), and Fullan (2007) contend that teachers should look for
opportunities to work with colleagues in their place of work and where possible,
with others in the same discipline or family of schools. By creating cultures of
professional development among teachers, sustainable and capacity-building
practices will improve student learning. However, CERI (1998) found that few
collaborative teaching opportunities exist limiting the overall effectiveness of
current professional development practices.
As stated earlier a common format for professional development
opportunities is a one day or half-day of low intensity workshops. This format
inadequately prepares teachers to contextualize their new learning (CERI,
1998). The result is a limited capacity-building process that will not affect
necessary change in practice (Wenger, 2002). According to Wenger, only
through the “process of giving form to our experience by producing objects that
congeal this experience into thingness…do we create points of focus around
which the negotiation of meaning becomes organized” (p. 58).
As well, professional development that is completed in such a short
period of time does not allow teachers to engage with the complexities of
effective teaching in a meaningful way. As a result, teachers experience
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professional development in a very passive manner. Sears (2014) and others
suggest if professional development shifts from passive engagement to active
engagement, teachers will establish a deeper understanding of both the
discipline of history and the pedagogical thinking behind classroom activities.
A second problem identified with current professional development
practices is the focus of the activities presented. For example, professional
development sessions will often focus on peripheral issues such as attendance
and behavior, which are not directly connected to teaching or improving student
learning. Stephanie Hirsh (2009) suggests that improving student learning
requires “high quality, sustained professional learning…from experts, mentors,
and peers…” (p.3). However, Hirsh reveals that “much of the professional
development available today focuses on educators’ academic content
knowledge and pays growing attention to mentoring support…but overall the
kind of high-intensity, job-embedded collaborative learning that is most effective
is not a common feature of professional development…”(p.4).
The CERI (1998) principles, in addition to the research from academics
such as City et al. (2009), Sears (2014), Hirsh (2009), (Levesque, 2010),
(Seixas, 2013) and others, have provided the larger education community with
concrete ideas for developing new approaches for teacher professional
development. These academics in Canada and elsewhere around the world
have been pressing the need for these reforms for years and in some cases
decades.
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The third aspect of affecting change in professional development is
dependent upon teachers having an opportunity to practice their new learning in
the context of the classroom. City et al. (2009) suggest that the interplay
between the student, teacher and content are the elements of what is known as
the instructional core and key to teacher professional development. The
instructional core is the continuous need for teachers to improve teacher
knowledge of both their discipline and pedagogy. This includes improvement in
understanding content, in combination with increased student engagement (City
et al., 2009, p. 22). The interplay that occurs enables teachers to work toward a
continuous professional development learning environment as part of regular
classroom practice. I have created a diagram to visualize the interplay between
the three components in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Interplay in the Instructional Core

Instructional Core

Content

Teacher
New
Learning

Student
Engagement

In summary, the principles that are essential for current teachers to
establish new learning practices are clearly identified by CERI (1998). However,
research by de Vries, van de Grift, Jansen (2013) reveals that although nations
around the world recognize the need for continuous professional development
access to such activities varies greatly in each country. Darling-Hammond et
al. (2009) identify that in the United States access to continuous professional
development varies between states but warn the education community that
much more needs to be done. In Canada, Sandwell (2005), Osborne (2012),
Sears (2014), and others echo these concerns. One common element
17

identified in many nations is that the amount of allotted time for professional
development activities is limited, minimizing a teacher’s ability to properly
understand new practices within the context of the classroom. Ultimately, this
suggests that the current understanding of the importance of continuous
professional development for teachers is not a priority for school districts, which
limits the potential for significant changes in current teacher practice.

What is necessary for schools to implement effective professional
development?
City et al., (2009), Darling-Hammond et al., (2009), Hirsh (2009) and
others identify four distinct stages that are essential to unpack effective
professional development. These four components are found within the seven
principles outlined by CERI (1998). They are awareness, planning,
implementation and reflection. These components thread together to develop
new teacher practice. Each step in the process of effective professional
development is purposeful. The activities within each component explore new
learning and are connected to the next component. I have created a visual to
demonstrate the process of effective professional development in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Process for Effective Professional Development

Awareness is identified as the need for teachers to activate new learning
through the latest research or books to extend their current knowledge and
understanding of instructional practice. In doing so, teachers begin the process
of approaching professional development as a long-term, multi-faceted
component of continuous professional growth building upon the personal beliefs
that they bring to their work. Their personal beliefs will be challenged or
supported by new research in the field of education. As a result, the teacher
begins to close the gap between their current practice and a new approach
based on new learning (Fullan, 2005). The awareness component is included in
the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development
Tour in France and Flanders by providing participants with scholarly research in
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the field of education and history to deepen teacher awareness. This will be
examined in more depth later in this paper.
The awareness component demonstrates what Sears (2014) recognizes
and that is “that teachers come to the teaching of history [or any subject for that
matter] with preconceived and powerful ideas of what the discipline is and how it
should be taught, and any approaches advocated in pre-service methods
courses, or in-service educational opportunities will be filtered through those
frames” (p. 16). For example, many teachers might have a pre-conceived
understanding that the basics for students to understand history are the
memorization of historical facts. Other teachers might believe that students
should engage history through story-telling about historical events or people. In
both examples, the teacher pre-determines which facts are essential for
students to know and which stories are “good” stories in history.
The second component, the planning process, brings together a team
of educators working on a specific problem that has been identified by teachers,
a school committee or administrator based on identified student learning needs.
The planning process identifies the curriculum outcome that needs to be
connected to the instructional practice that will be implemented. The teacher
team works to determine the best method to implement the lesson. The team
approach to planning is important because participation by teachers in a
professional development learning environment activates a collaborative
learning culture whereby professional and purposeful conversations guide the
direction for the new learning. The teachers work with academics, mentors and
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peers to learn and work collaboratively with others in the group (DarlingHammond et al., 2009). Working together in a learning culture that promotes
open dialogue (currently in the Ontario curriculum teachers are encouraged to
work in collaborative working cultures in their school), various teaching
approaches can be explored and critical conversations occur that will help
teachers determine the direction to be taken (Katz et al., 2009). Michael Fullan
(2002) suggests that by adopting this learning approach, teachers will be more
committed to the educational principle of affecting teaching practice because
they are owners of the actual change that will take place. This change will be
embedded in new practices in the classroom. By placing teachers together with
a common goal, and providing authentic activities for them to work with to
develop a contextualized understanding of the work they are completing, they
establish a confidence in their new learning and teaching approach with
students in the classroom. Authentic activities require students to engage in
open-ended inquiry. Students must construct a process of thinking in which
connections are made from a personal frame of reference. This real world
connection assists the learner to contextualize their work. As a result, moving
from theory to practice, professional development for teachers will be more
effective at strengthening teacher practice. For the purposes of the War and the
Canadian Experience: Teachers Professional Development Tour in France and
Flanders, this principle of bringing scholars, mentors and peers together in
boundary practice is central. It provides teachers an opportunity to explore and
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contextualize their learning and will be explained more fully in the analysis
section.
Implementation is the third component of effective teacher professional
development. It resides in the need for teachers to be given the opportunity to
test out their new learning, work with scholars in the field of history and
education and experiment with the implementation of an activity prior to working
with students. As teachers build toward implementation of new practices they
must be given the opportunity to “bring the substance and the teaching of
history together” (Sandwell, 2011, p. 225). As noted earlier, the research by
Darling-Hammond et al. (2009), Elmore (1997), and Levesque (2010) indicates
that implementation of new practices that are understood as complex from a
subject matter and pedagogical perspective requires significant investment of
time and energy. This investment works in conjunction with awareness and
planning components to create a process of continuous professional
development. Part of the experimentation of implementation is to provide
teachers with activities or the necessary resources to create activities. As
teachers build new understanding and learning through these activities,
individually and with their peers, mentors and academics, they develop more
meaningful connections to their classroom (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). As
well, teachers begin to establish what City et al. (2009) identify as a habit of
mind approach to their work, which promotes continuous professional
development as a part of their daily work habits.
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In contrast, current teacher professional development opportunities are
often one day in duration and not related to perceived teacher needs. The
National Centre for Education Statistics (2006) suggests less than one-third of
teachers in the United States, both elementary and secondary, participate in
professional development that is based on areas of teacher interest or aspects
of teaching identified by the teacher as a next step for professional
development. As a result, there is little opportunity for contextualized
understanding of what their professional development learning might look like in
the classroom. This diminishes the purposefulness of the activities connected to
the professional development. As noted by Darling-Hammond et al., (2009),
“workshops disconnected from practice do not allow teachers the time for
serious, cumulative study of the given subject matter or for trying out ideas in
the classroom and reflecting on the results” (pg. 9). Also, there is little
opportunity to experiment in their learning with other teachers as they work to
bridge the gap between substance and the teaching of history.
As noted earlier, teachers are confronted with this complex work within
the confines of professional development opportunities that are limited to one
day or a half day of PD. For the purpose of the War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour of France and Flanders,
participants are provided with activities and resources to plan and work
individually, as well as with academics, mentors and peers in boundary work.
Participants are encouraged to experiment in a constructive learning
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environment that fosters experimentation and differentiation of process and
product of their work.
The fourth component of effective professional development is reflection
time for teachers to conceptualize their new learning. Reflection is essential for
teachers to help identify the components that are involved in the professional
development process. For example, teachers need to reflect upon the role the
teacher, student and co-teacher(s) play in the implementation of an activity.
They need to consider the resources required to provide multiple perspectives
as well as how to assess the activities. Teachers must also reflect on the
variety of ways students may demonstrate their learning.
As suggested by Fullan (2009), “This brings cutting-edge, researchbased supported instructional practice into classrooms” (p.52). Elmore (2011)
points out that reflection “on the process by which we read and adapt to the
consequences of our actions, and try to improve how we learn from our actions”
(p. 41) is essential for teachers to build sustainable practices with their students.
Current professional development opportunities provide limited time for teachers
to reflect upon their new learning and connect it to their classroom practice. As
Beach (2012) indicates, it normally involves a “one-shot workshop…with little
direct connection to classrooms, coaching support, or follow-up” (p.256). Beach
also suggests that to build capacity within new teacher practice it is important
that teachers work together in what he describes as “collective inquiry”: the
need for teachers to collaborate on new teaching methods and test out these
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practices in the classroom. This approach is part of the daily routine for
teachers throughout the tour.
Research completed by Ball & Cohen (1999) demonstrated that
professional development is most effective when it addresses the concrete,
everyday challenges involved in teaching and learning specific academic
subject matter, rather than focusing on abstract educational principles or
teaching methods taken out of context. Teachers are better able to understand
what a lesson or practice looks like if it has been modeled for them or if the
teacher has had an opportunity to do the work prior to implementation. The
purpose is to recognize what the learning might look like when delivered to
students. In many ways the learning that will take place when the teacher is
“doing history” as Sears (2014) suggests will be similar to the learning that will
take place when students are engaged in a similar approach in the classroom.
While engaged in “doing history”, the teacher is able to see the learning
process being modeled which can then be emulated in the classroom (Osborne,
2003). By working in this way the concepts of historical thinking can be
identified and the skills required to teach students through a contextualized
method can be embedded. Much of the success and depth of new learning
depends on the teacher’s exposure to doing history in their education career.
Through reflection time teachers will have an opportunity to develop a deeper
competency in historical thinking concepts. Ball and Cohen (1999) suggest that
following such a process during a professional development activity will result in
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increased competency of teachers, improved teacher practice, and ultimately
improved student achievement.
If capacity-building change is to occur in education, a systematic
rethinking of how teachers are taught is the necessary starting point to move
education and for the specific purposes of this case study, history education,
from its current state to a desired state of students working with practices of
historical thinking. What must happen for this to occur? Practices that focus on
intensive professional development of a minimum of 100 hours (Hirsh, 2009)
whereby teachers actively engage in doing the work of history (Sears, 2014),
process, experiment, and reflect upon their learning is essential. By providing
intensive opportunities, teachers will embed the new knowledge attained (CERI,
1998). Approaching professional development in such a way will foster
improved teacher practice (City et al., 2009).

In summary, opportunities to engage teachers in professional
development experiences that includes high-intensity, collaborative working
environment with academics, mentors and peers for an extended length of time
is necessary to effect change. Teachers must be given the opportunity to
engage with the latest research available in both the fields of education and
specific subjects and they must be given the opportunity to experiment in their
new learning with other teachers. Finally, teachers must be given time to
adequately reflect on their new learning and contextualize this new learning for
sustained classroom practice. Without this opportunity provided for teachers,
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much of their professional learning will seem disconnected from their classroom
practice and isolated from the relevance of their daily work with students. The
result, as noted by Eaker, Dufour, & Burnette (2002), is that despite the
numerous attempts to reform public education, little evidence exists that schools
have significantly improved their effectiveness. I developed a figure (Figure 3)
to visualize the interplay of the four components to facilitate an understanding of
effective professional development that is required regardless of the subject
discipline. The figure demonstrates the interconnectedness of each stage of
professional development.
Figure 3
Four Stages of Professional Development
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Current Practices and Issues in the Teaching of History

Specific to the subject of history, A.B. Hodgett’s (1968) reported in his
book What Culture? What Heritage? teacher over-dependence on the use of
chalkboards to facilitate lecture-style teaching and content-heavy learning.
Teacher-centered classrooms where “bench bound listeners” Hodgetts, (Clark,
2001, p. 43), existed decades ago are still common today. Anna Clark’s
research (2009) reveals that Canada and Australia, are confronted by a similar
practice of a decontextualized, fact-driven narrative of history. Hodgett (1968)
believed that teachers employ such a practice because that is what they were
taught to do regardless of whether it was effective as a teaching practice.
Osborne (2003), in his reflections on Fred Fling and his source method of
teaching, supports Hodgett’s contention suggesting that only by engaging
students, and for my research purposes teachers, in the processes of historical
thinking, can students and teachers understand the complexities of history.
Barton and Levstik (2004), Barton (2005), Fragnoli (2006), Wineberg
(1991), Sears (2014) and others argue that the current peripheral approach to
teaching history limits the possibilities for deeper and more meaningful
discussions connected to the subject matter. Sears (2014) identifies the
negative impact of this on students that are engaged in superficial investigations
of historical events. This is supported by Clark (2009) who warns that teachers’
peripheral practice of regurgitating historical names, dates and dead people,
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“tends to reduce historical study to a sanctioned tally of critical facts and dates”
(p.748). For students, peripheral practice does not develop skills for contesting
points of view or challenging dominant narratives, leaving student understanding
of national events as intrinsic rather than contingent (Clark, 2012). In other
words, a potential danger exists whereby a student’s understanding of an event
is not based on perspective or criteria (contingent) but simply on accepting a
teacher’s version of the event and internalizing this version as the truth
(intrinsic). Hodgetts (1968) warns that the absence of deep meaningful
examination of historical issues and events leads to a lecture-style teaching
method that promotes a teacher-centered classroom environment characterized
by students asking the teacher questions and the teacher providing specific
answers with little or no discussion. The result is knowledge-based content
classrooms that rarely enhance students’ understanding of historical concepts
(Hargreaves, 2003; Barton and Levstik, 2004).
This problem in history classrooms exists partly because teachers have a
superficial understanding of the content. According to VanSledright (1996), this
lack of deep subject-matter knowledge is only half the problem. “In order to
teach history well, one must also possess historical pedagogical content
knowledge” (p. 258). A failure to combine subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical knowledge by the teacher in the classroom will ultimately limit
students’ ability to attain useful and valuable skills and information necessary to
understand the discipline of history.
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Elmore (1999), Sears (2014), VanSledright (1996), Clark (2012),
Hodgetts (1968) and others are not alone in their concern over teacher practices
in the classroom. In Losing the Hearts and Minds, or How Clio Disappeared
from Canadian Public Schools, Fink (1999) argues that the systematic study of
history has been missing in the classroom identifying the negative impact of
“stultifying teaching methods, the boredom of students, a dearth of good
published work on Canada and a glut of textbooks that offered bland consensus
versing of the Canadian past” (p. 212)
The impact on teaching history in the classroom is an established
teaching practice rooted in chronology of events mirroring the unit by unit design
of textbooks passing through the decades with an emphasis on facts as the root
of understanding history. Such practice has contributed to a significant decline
in enrolment in history classes as students cannot find relevance or importance
in learning history (Clark, 2009). As noted by Fink (1999), students in Ontario in
the 1960’s were required to take a history course each of the five years enrolled
in secondary school. However, as of 2014 in Ontario, students are only
required to take one mandatory history course in their entire secondary school
career. Similar trends in other provinces across Canada indicate that the study
of history, or Canada’s history specifically, is declining across the country. The
need for significant change in how we teach history is apparent with academics
in the field sounding the warning bells from the mid-1960’s to today. All of this
evidence reveals a long standing need to change how educators go about
learning to teach history but how should this be done?
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Teaching History through new Professional Development Approaches
During the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Flanders, teachers are provided with
considerable time for purposeful reflection. By providing this time participants
can work collectively to bridge the gap that exists between their entry level
understanding of historical concepts and pedagogy with the expectation that
they will use their learning to implement new practices in the classroom. As
well, the tour is designed to assist teachers in understanding the interplay
between research articles and planning lessons or activities while experimenting
and implementing lessons or activities. Teachers do this in a collaborative
working culture with their peers, mentors and academics. Through this process,
teachers are provided with support and encouragement to develop new
practices. As identified by the National Staff Development Council (2009)
teachers that experience intensive professional development opportunities of
over 100 hours showed a “positive and significant effect on student
achievement” (p. 9).

Professional Development for Teaching History
As stated earlier, effective professional development must build in the
components of awareness, planning, implementation and reflection. City et al.,
(2009) argued that “We [teachers] learn to do the work by doing the work, not by
telling other people to do the work, not by having done the work at some point in
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the past and not by hiring proxies for our knowledge about how to do the work”
(p.33). In history education, considerable research has been initiated which
compliments this concept. Academics in the field of education suggest that
teachers must work to engage students in more than story-telling if students are
to become skilled at historical thinking (Seixas and Morton, 2013).
An assumption that is often made is that at some point during a teacher’s
educational path, the opportunity to engage in “learning to do the work by doing
the work” has occurred, but, as noted by Sears (2014), this is often not the case.
A second assumption is that teachers have acquired historical thinking
knowledge and skills to engage in “doing history” during their pursuit of an
undergraduate degree or in teacher education. The reality is that many
teachers have not acquired this knowledge or skill. The result is an absence of
experiential learning on the part of teachers, which translates into an inability to
have their students working to be active participants engaged in history. This
failure to have students engaged in the discipline of historical thinking results in
the continued practice of students being passive receptors of history; the cycle
continues as students that become teachers will, in all likelihood, teach the way
that they were taught (Levstik and Barton, 2004). As suggested by Seixas
(2001), teachers perpetuate many of the myths they themselves grew up with
when they were in school.
One consequence is that teachers remain on the periphery of history
teaching unless they are provided with opportunities to understand and practice
the concepts of historical thinking, formulate questions for historical inquiry, and
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implement their new learning in the classroom. Ultimately, the goal would be to
have students engage in similar meaningful and cognitively challenging
activities guided by a teacher that employs a “doing history” process as part of
their teaching practice.
The model for historical thinking developed by Peter Seixas at the Centre
for the Study of Historical Consciousness at the University of British Columbia
identifies six concepts that should be used by teachers to shape teacher and
student thinking in history classes. Some of these principles will be discussed
below but a complete list is attached. Please refer to Appendix A.
To establish a teacher practice that embeds the processes of historical
thinking, teachers must participate in professional development opportunities for
teaching history that engage in the “convergence” of the historical thinking
processes. This must include the elements of effective professional
development, which has been explored in the first section of this research.
Analysis of teacher participation in all of these assignments and activities
will be examined in greater detail in the data analysis section of this research.
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Chapter 3: A Qualitative Case Study Research Method and Design

Research Method and Design
Purpose of Study. From the perspective of using a qualitative case
study method I was interested in examining the War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development in France and Flanders tour
to determine if site-based professional development represents a more effective
example of professional development for teachers than most current
professional development practices.
The case study is the tour and one group of teachers that participated on
the tour. The importance of using a qualitative case study for my research
purposes is to collect data while teachers are engaged in professional
development throughout the tour.
This qualitative case study examined the level of teacher exposure to
historical thinking processes within the context of a professional development
opportunity for teachers of history education. The teachers participated in an
intensive, intricately designed regimen that combined the elements of effective
professional development (activation, planning, implementation, reflection) with
daily activities that engaged teachers in “doing history”. This included exploring
multiple sources, competing perspectives, primary evidence research, criteriabuilding exercises, small group work, large group work, seminar discussions,
and personal reflection time to consolidate their new learning. After the tour,
teachers were provided with supports back in their community as they worked to
embed. The supports for teachers included question and answer emails, phone
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calls, advice from academics in history and education, mentor guidance as well
as support from other participants from the tour.

Research Questions. Each year the War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders
offers a twelve-day (average) exploration of Canada’s participation in France
and Belgium during the Great War and Second World War. The War and the
Canadian Experience tour is designed to be a platform for teachers to explore
six concepts for historical thinking. Through a variety of tour activities and
required assignments that explore the six concepts the teachers engage in an
intensive professional development process. For the purposes of this case
study, two central questions are the basis for effective teacher professional
development. They are:
1. Is the site-based War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’
Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders represent an
effective professional development opportunity for teachers?
2. Does the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Flanders foster deeper teacher
understanding of historical thinking processes?

A brief explanation of the type of research being conducted is required to
properly complete this case study research.
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Qualitative Case Study. A researcher uses qualitative case study to
determine how people construct meaning in their work or practice or as Merriam
suggests how “reality is constructed by individuals interacting with their social
worlds” (p. 6). To do this a researcher must carefully construct the methods in
which data are collected to ensure that the perspectives of the participants are
accurately captured. As well, the researcher employs a variety of methods to
ensure that the collected data is reflective of the diversity of participant
understandings or conceptions. Through this diversity of situations the
perspective of the participants is the basis of a considerable amount of the data
gathered.
Qualitative case studies are commonly used in the field of education
because researchers must collect empirical data to understand the complexity
of person-to-person interaction in education practices that are transmitted and
communicated through words – not statistically. As noted by Yin (1994), “A case
study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 13). As part of this
qualitative case study, the collected data included the conversations between
participants, the comments made during seminars, assignments and interviews.

A case study can be used to ascertain a deep understanding of a
particular program or situation in comparison to other programs or situations.
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For example, as demonstrated in Chapter two there are numerous professional
development opportunities for teachers but very few are determined to have
impact on changing teacher practice. Within the case study the participants
involved are the basis of the data (participant actions, interactions,
conversations, submitted documents), which is then analyzed to establish
patterns, or themes that emerge. As noted by Spiegelberg (1965), a case study
allows for the researcher to establish relationships between what the data
reveals and how this connects to issues such as participant conceptions or how
the phenomena has been viewed traditionally. For example, I was able to
connect themes that emerged from the interviews with topics in discussed in
conversations between participants.
As a result, a qualitative case study was the most appropriate for my
study because it focuses on the process of data gathering during the tour or, as
identified by Sherman & Webb (1988), as the experience is “lived or felt” (p.7).
For this case study the data gathered was analyzed to determine relationships
between current classroom practices and teacher training and the role
professional development can play in establishing new practices. Understanding
how participants’ progress from current teaching practice to desired teaching
practice is best done with the data collection tools used in a qualitative case
study.
Sharan Merriam (1998) outlines several steps that must be completed
involving fieldwork to ensure proper data gathering has been conducted within
the design of a qualitative case study. This inductive research method is
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employed to ensure that the interpretation of the data is reflective of the
participants in the study rather than the beliefs of the researcher. To establish
the trustworthiness of the data collected and interpreted, I will outline the types
of data for this qualitative case study.

Types of Data. A wide variety of data gathering tools were necessary to
ensure that participants were provided opportunities to share their perspectives
with me. These tools included observations, interviews, samples of work,
presentations, and structured and unstructured conversations. Each data
gathering tool explored, with purpose, aspects of the research questions under
study and each data gathering tool was used in support of the other tools of this
study.

Neutral Observer. In each situation for gathering data I acted as
observer recording information provided by participants in a fieldwork setting. I
recorded interactions, conversations, body language, and presentations. By predetermining the situations, and/or times in which the data can be collected, I
was able to establish controls on the validity of the data collected. As
suggested by LeCompte & Preissle (1993) the researcher records the fieldwork
observations, the data collected honours the participant’s actions and activities
as it happens capturing the observations objectively.

The observations

recorded while in the field are important because they can be used in
conjunction with interviews and submitted documents to triangulate the analysis
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of all data collected. Each type of data works in support of the other, helping to
establish the trustworthiness of the findings.
Observing participant activities, listening to conversations and participant
actions and conducting a series of interviews provided me a deeper
understanding of the contexts in which the participants were interacting and
responding to situations. The success of this process was dependent upon
working as much as it is possible to be a neutral observer. The challenge was
working with skill and purpose to identify the progression of understanding in
participants. In some instances, I was able to recognize subtle changes in
participant perspectives, actions, or beliefs as the participants work through
activities or situations.
One of the criticisms of observation as a data gathering method is that it
can be highly subjective because of human nature whereby the researcher
attaches their personal beliefs as they interpret their observations. However, if
the researcher works purposefully in establishing appropriate times to observe
participants in the field and controls variables such as personal beliefs the
researcher can ensure the skills required to properly observe and record data.
As noted by Burgess, in Merriam’s guide to qualitative case study work (1998)
concerning the use of observation as a data collection tool, the researcher “must
know where to observe, when to observe, whom to observe, and what to
observe” (p.76). To this end, this researcher was careful to follow conversations
without interjecting or guiding conversations.
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Note-taking as Observer. The researcher must be prepared to take
extensive field notes throughout each observation recognizing that not only are
the conversations and interactions taking place are important to record but also
the potential impact on participants from the physical surroundings must be
considered. Also, the body language reactions of others to comments and
conversations must be noted to ensure that the researcher understands a
complete context.

For the purposes of this case study, a note book was used

every day and updated several times each day. The notebook recorded points
raised by teachers in conversations or themes discussed.

Participant-Observer. The researcher can also be a participantobserver interacting with participants throughout the field study experience. By
acting as both participant and observer the researcher engages in the full
spectrum of the experience and interpretation of the program. However, at very
specific times while gathering fieldwork data, the researcher’s actions must not
influence the participants in their conversations, samples of work, and
interviews. The duality of being both a participant-observer and observer in a
qualitative case study provides a shared experience of the data collected– one
data set from an observer perspective and the other from a participant
perspective. For the purposes of this case study I engaged in conversations or
posed questions to participants in an effort to elicit more conversations between
participants.
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Structured Activities and Unstructured Conversations. Throughout the tour
I gathered data during structured and unstructured activities. For example,
each participant was given the responsibility of leading a seminar discussion.
The seminar provides an opportunity for the seminar leader to explore and
better understand the issue under discussion and make connections between
the disciplines of history and education, and the necessary content to
contextualize the issue under study. For the participants engaged in the
seminar there was an opportunity to explore issues and share their
understanding with others.
During these seminars I was collected data based on participant
responses. For the purposes of this case study these unstructured
conversations were usually the final activity of each day. Often, the seminar
leader would adjust the question or essence of the seminar based on new
learning during the study tour making the learning process more fluid and
reflective of their understanding of the issues connected.
A researcher must decide on their role as an observer to these
unstructured conversations collecting data by observing and recording the
conversations or getting involved in the dialogue as a participant-observer. By
listening and audio taping these conversations and occasionally inserting
insights, I was an observer and occasionally a participant-observer, interjecting
questions or points of interest in these unstructured conversations to provoke
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thinking in aspects of the phenomenon that have not been discussed by the
participants.
The value of unstructured conversations is that they are spontaneous
interactions and conversations that occur between participants. These types of
activity provided me with new insights into participant thinking as they discussed
the seminar issue. In most cases the setting, size of the group, who participated
could not be controlled, but the threads of discussion offered nuggets of
understanding. The data collected in unstructured conversations provided
additional information that were used as part of this case study
For the purposes of this qualitative case study, the unstructured
conversations also took place in the passenger travel vans. The vans provided
spontaneous conversations for small groups of participants to discuss and
contextualize their learning and understanding of concepts. The tour leaders
provided me with insights and feedback as to what was being discussed in all
the vans. These were recorded as part of my data collection.
The structured conversations were the three sets of interviews that were
conducted during and after the tour. These conversations were guided by three
sets of questions specifically designed to explore the progression of teacher
learning in the concepts of historical thinking as well as the interplay between
the disciplines of history and education. The interviews represent a
considerable amount of the total data used to address my thesis questions.
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Interviews. The most common data collection method in a qualitative
case study is the interview. Two sets of interviews were completed during the
tour and one set of interviews was conducted ninety days after the tour was
over and participants had returned to work. The purpose of the interview is to
allow the researcher to “find out what is in and on some else’s mind” (Merriam,
1994, p. 71). Interviewing is an important data gathering tool because it is
difficult to understand the emotions or behavior of someone else without
applying our own personal emotional interpretation of situations or activities.
For example, during a fight that takes place at school an administrator will need
to interview several witnesses to the fight to ascertain a deeper understanding
of the context of the fight and to gather evidence from multiple sources to
ensure that the administrator is confident about what took place during the fight.
There are three approaches to conducting an interview ranging from a
highly structured interview where the wording of the questions are predetermined and the questions are ordered and strictly followed by the
researcher to ensure that all questions are answered in a systematic way. A
second approach to conducting an interview is known as a semi-structured
format whereby the questions are open-ended to allow for the participant being
interviewed to add new ideas or questions that are inserted while the interview
is being conducted. The types of questions being asked in a semi-structured
format include open and close-ended questions in an effort to get facts from the
interviewee as well as their interpretations and emotions. The third type of
interview is the unstructured or informal interview. This type of interview asks
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open-ended questions that promote exploration of the subject area and the
potential divergent topics connected to the subject. For the interviewer and the
interviewee the process might look and feel more like a conversation between
two people than a more formal interview.
For the purposes of this qualitative case study the interviewer conducted
three semi-structured interviews before, during, and after the study tour. The
questions were a mix of factual questions used to ascertain specific data from
each participant for comparison and patterns and open-ended questions to elicit
perspectives based on activities and situations constructed throughout the study
tour. The questions were a blend of hypothetical questions that asked
participants to consider potential reactions from peers when they begin to
implement concepts learned during the study tour whereby participants were
asked to share their professional experiences that contrasted current teaching
practice to desired teaching practice. However, the pre-dominant questions
being asked were interpretive questions to ensure that aspects of teaching
could be explored through the addition of new questions during the interview to
help expand both the interviewers and interviewees understanding of the
concepts being examined.
Throughout the interview stage the goal of the researcher conducting the
interview is to remain neutral or unbiased, as much as possible, to the
comments or opinions of the participants. Instead the researcher should apply
the required skills to formulate new questions for the participant to explore in
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more depth elements introduced by the interviewee. This is an essential
component to being able to conduct a good interview.
To ensure the accuracy of the data everything discussed throughout the
interviews was recorded using a voice recorder, which was re-visited as often as
necessary. Also, during the interview, I wrote additional notes to capture the
physical setting in which the interview took place and the proximity of other
participants during the interview to ensure that all potential factors that could
impact the validity of the data was considered. Table 2 shows the questions
asked to each participant during each interview.

Table 2
Unstructured Interview Questions used for Case Study
Pre-tour questions or themes
What province do you teach/work in?
Which grade(s) are you currently teaching?
What grades have you taught in the past?
Can you describe the practices you currently use in the classroom?
How would you describe your predominant classroom practice? Is it based on content or
concepts and could you give a rough percentage between content and concept?
How do you organize your courses to cover the curriculum?
What resources do you use to cover the curriculum?
What weight do you give to particular resources in terms of amount of use?
In your opinion is there "essential" content that must be taught? What content would that
be?
Is there a particular resource you use in the classroom?
How much experience have you had as a teacher in working with historical thinking
concepts? If so, is there a particular concept that you are most comfortable in using with
students?
How would you describe your professional development experiences prior to this tour?
Did your Faculty of Education program provide opportunities for you to engage in and
practice historical thinking processes? If so, can you describe some of those practices?
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Tour
Based on what you have seen so far what aspects of historical thinking do you believe is
possible to implement in your classroom?
Based on your experiences so far on the tour what historical thinking processes would you
feel comfortable teaching with your students?
How might you begin to implement aspects of historical thinking in your courses?
What do you believe are the pros and cons of this type of professional development?
Is there a specific concept that you would like to implement in your courses?
Has your perspective changed on what history can be and how it can be taught?
What challenges do you foresee in implementing aspects of historical thinking?
How do you think this approach to teaching history would be greeted by your peers?
What aspects of the tour, if any, are helping to create new approaches to classroom
teaching?
Post Tour
Do you feel comfortable teaching historical thinking processes at your grade level?
I want to know if participants have started to implement aspects of historical thinking with
their students and if so how?
What feedback, if any, students have given in regards to this approach to teaching and
learning?
How has this approach affected your ability to complete student assessments?
What feedback, if any, teachers have you received from your peers regarding this
approach to teaching and learning?
Has a particular historical thinking concept been more successful in implementation than
another and why?
How did the battlefield tour help to shape your knowledge about historical thinking
processes and if the tour has been a guide to implementing aspects of historical thinking?
Was the battlefield tour an effective professional development opportunity? How?

Data from Documents. Documents are important as a data gathering
tool because they represent a range of “written, visual, and physical material
relevant to the study at hand” (Merriam, 1998, p.112). The documents can be
used as a tool to establish current understanding of participants or establish
how participants perceive or interpret documents. It is the participant’s
perception or interpretation of documents that provides a researcher with
valuable data for a case study. For example, if a pattern emerges from
participants’ interpretations of documents the researcher must ask what
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potential beliefs have guided these participants to interpret the documents in a
specific way?
At the same time, documents can be introduced to participants to
establish new knowledge or concept attainment. Participants of any study arrive
with prior knowledge (Gardner, 1999) which influences how they engage with
new learning. As participants are exposed to new experiences they establish a
new understanding and therefore can perceive activities or phenomena
differently. For example, if a teacher has never worked with primary documents
their understanding of documents as tools for learning may be somewhat
limited. However, if that same teacher is provided help and support to work
through primary documents their experience has expanded and their
understanding of using documents as a teaching tool improves resulting in a
new understanding of that process.
Although many types of public and personal documents can be used as
sources of data this case study gathered data from personal documents and
assignments because they reflected participants’ personal beliefs, perspectives
and attitudes during the study tour that was essential for my research purposes.
The research-generated documents specific to the study tour helped me to
determine the depth of understanding and the progression of learning that took
place before, during, and after the study tour. The documents (assignments)
were given to participants two months before the beginning of the study tour to
provide an opportunity for participants to apply new understandings of history
and education learned throughout the tour.
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Types of Assignments. A variety of assignments were given to
participants to allow me to gather data in a wide assortment of contexts during
the study tour. The assignments included small and large group presentations,
and the development of lesson plans for the classroom based on new concepts
and ideas learned during the study tour. As well, larger assignments including
the use of primary and secondary sources as well as simulations based on
fieldwork experiences provided me with considerable data. These assignments
provided me with insights into the personal values and perspectives of each
participant as well as a sense of the depth of their understanding of key
concepts of historical thinking.
Teachers were required to complete or participate in assignments and
activities before, during and after the tour. For a complete list of assignments
and seminar questions within a brief of daily activities please refer to the War
and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in
France and Flanders syllabus, which is labeled Appendix B.

The assignments included the following:
1. Lead a large group seminar discussion based on pedagogical and
historical concepts. Seminar is based on a pre-determined open-ended
historical question.

2. Compare different approaches museums use to convey messages to
visitors. Teachers were asked to consider local museums to contrast
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these approaches, consider conflicting perspectives different museums
present, and assess whether specific “voices” of history dominate other
“voices”.

3. Analyse monuments, both at home and in France in Flanders, to
determine the values and beliefs reflected in the design. Teachers are
asked to consider how historical events should be commemorated and
what symbols and designs could be incorporated in new monuments.

4. Teachers are required to complete a short biography of a soldier using
primary and secondary evidence. Teachers are provided with a service
personnel file from Library and Archives (primary evidence) from tour
leaders. Each presents his or her biography at the grave of the soldier
they have researched.

Sample Group. Based on a defined research problem and a set of
question to be explored, the sample group was used to gather different sets of
data to help explore, understand, and explain the research problem. There are
two types of sample groups – probability and nonprobability. Probability group
data are more generalized and often used to indicate patterns that may exist
within larger populations in society. The random sampling of people is not
conducive for qualitative case studies because it does allow the researcher to
be specific which is difficult to justify when conducting a qualitative case study.
The second type of sampling which is the most common for qualitative case
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studies is nonprobability, which allows the researcher to discover “what occurs,
the implications of what occurs, and the relationships linking occurrences”
(Merriam, 1998, p.84). For the purposes of this case study, the data collected
represents a non-probability sample group.
In consideration of the interview process, the sampling group was
interviewed three times throughout the study tour process to ensure that any
possible information available was mined for data purposes. This approach
ensures what Merriam (1998) identifies as redundancy within the sample group
– no new information is available from the sample group.
By incorporating all three types of data gathering within this qualitative
case study the data from one type supports the other data types creating an
interactive and recursive process (Merriam, 1998) to maximize the data
collected.
Participants. Several guiding principles are used in the final process of
selecting of participants. In consideration of group characteristics tour leaders
select participants using the following criteria:


The participants on the tour provided a pan-Canadian representation of
teaching. Seven provinces were represented providing teachings into
insights the curriculum requirements from different provinces.



The participants included elementary/secondary teachers as well as
graduate students to ensure that all levels of education were considered
throughout the tour.



Teacher participants came from a variety of subject disciplines. This is
strategic because the tour leaders want the subject of history education
to be viewed through other subject lenses. This cross-boundary concept
will be discussed in greater detail in this paper.



There were an equal number of male and female teachers.
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Building on the trend that increasingly provinces are designing public
education from a K-12 curriculum framework the study tour invites teachers from
both the elementary and secondary panels and purposely designs mixed
groupings to ensure that activities throughout the tour encourage teachers to
consider not only what the new learning would look like in their own classes but
also what it might look like for teachers from other provinces teaching either the
elementary or secondary level. By designing the mixed groupings of the study
tour in this way, the tour leaders hope to address what von Heyking (2012)
recognizes as a gap in professional development whereby “student teachers
simply do not have multiple or sustained opportunities to develop a robust
understanding of relevant historical information…and how they can make the
subject meaningful for K-12 students” (pg. 99).
A second consideration of who was accepted on the tour was based on
the years of experience in the classroom. The activities designed for the study
tour are intended to create conversations amongst teachers regardless of the
years of experience. Teacher candidates or teachers recently graduated from
their education program can share their new experiences and new
understandings of how students think and learn and how teachers can construct
new learning with teachers that have fifteen or more years of classroom
experience. An important aspect that the tour leaders are aware of is the
possible hierarchy that might occur as teachers with many years of experience
can “hold court” over new teachers. The purpose of mixing the groups
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according to years of experience as well as elementary/secondary is to ensure
that as many different voices from as many different contexts hold equal value
in designing new learning. Table 5 describes the participants used in this
research study.
Table 3
Background of Participants on War and the Canadian Experience:
Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders
Province

Number of
Gender (M/F)
participants

British
Columbia
Alberta

0

Saskatchewan
Manitoba

1
2

Ontario

2

3

Quebec
0
Prince Edward 1
Island
New Brunswick 7

Nova Scotia
Newfoundland/
Labrador
Nunavut
Northwest
Territories

Years of
teaching
experience

Teaching
Status

Teacher A - M
Teacher B -F
Teacher C -M
Teacher A – M
Teacher A – M
Teacher B - M
Teacher A – M
Teacher B - F

15 + years
15 + years
< 3 years
15 + years
10 + years
15 + years
15 + years
< 1 year

Elementary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Recent
Graduate

Teacher A – M

< 3 years

Teacher A – F
Teacher B – F
Teacher C – F
Teacher D – F
Teacher E - F
Teacher F – M
Teacher G - M

< 3 years
< 3 years
5 + years
5 + years
10 + years
< 5 years
25 + years

Public
Sector*
University**
University**
(Elem)
Elementary
Elementary
Secondary
Secondary
Retired
Principal

Teacher A – F

< 1 year

Elementary

0
0
1
0
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In total there were five teacher participants that worked within the
elementary panel and eight teachers that worked within the secondary panel.
There was a split between males (9) and females (8) on the study tour.
* A tour participant with a teaching degree worked in the public sector but was
not connected to a school board or worked in the teaching profession. He
was accepted as a participant on the study tour to provide insights for other
teachers on how he develops resources for Canadian citizens to use based
on events in Canada’s military history. These history resources are branded
as educational resource packages and teachers can order these resources
online for use in their classrooms.
** Two participants on the professional development tour were accepted to
provide a perspective for how historical thinking concepts can be implemented
with students enrolled in teachers college or at the graduate level.

Data Analysis. A careful and methodical approach to analyzing data is
essential to the quality of a qualitative case study. I adopted a holistic
approach to ensure that all data sources were considered in an effort to
establish patterns or themes. As noted by Yin (2009) patterns emerge from
within data and the researcher must be disciplined to explore all types of data.
For example, transcripts of interviews should be made to help a researcher
breakdown what is said within the whole interview and establish patterns or
categories from the data that emerges. All interviews were transcribed and I
examined all interviews in the same way to make all possible connections.
Merriam (1998) suggests that it is important to examine an interview from
start to finish to identify consistent themes rather than focusing on one short
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statement made by a participant and represents a fraction of what was stated
overall. In adopting this approach the researcher is considering the data as a
whole, which helps to maintain a standard of high quality in the research study.
This approach was adopted for this case study.

Setting. An important consideration in a qualitative case study is the
setting in which the researcher is collecting field data. To collect data as it is
“lived and felt” the researcher should carefully consider the moments and places
to observe the participants, interview the participants, or place participants in
specific settings to record reactions and interactions. For the purposes of this
case study, the seminars at the end of each day’s activities were recorded by
this researcher through note-taking. The interviews were conducted in settings
that fostered a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere so participants would be
more willing to talk and discuss issues and questions.

Role of the Researcher. Identifying the role of the researcher during
each phased of data collection is critical to the trustworthiness of the results. As
stated above the researcher can adopt the role of being an observer at specific
times during the research study but can also take on the role of participantobserver.

The researcher was aware of potential personal judgments during

the observations of participants or while listening to the conversations taking
place between participants. At the same time, I was aware of potential bias in
interpreting interview responses to questions being asked. Recognizing the
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potential of bias was discussed extensively with my advisor throughout the data
gathering process and is noted in the analysis of the data.

Assignments. Teachers are required to complete assignments or
participate in activities before, during, and after the tour. For a complete list of
assignments and seminar questions and daily activities please refer to the
syllabus which is labeled Appendix A. However, the purpose of the
assignments was to promote the use of the concepts of historical thinking and
build upon an initial understanding of these concepts as the tour progressed and
participants became comfortable as the complexity of the concepts increased.

Each assignment is connected to pre-tour activation, tour
experimentation, and post-tour actualization culminating in new practices with
students in the classroom. If this occurs, then the data collected will be
reflective of effective professional development.
Summary. In summary, the case study qualitative research design to
determine if site-based professional development was effective required a
variety of assignments given to participants to ensure robust data was collected.
Each assignment was designed to be purposeful to engage teachers in the
concepts of historical thinking. Each assignment was also designed to connect
to all the other assignments and activities delivered throughout the tour. In the
same manner, the threading together of the assignments and activities
facilitated continuous data collection from the beginning of the tour to three
months after the tour ended. The three sets of interviews that were conducted
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throughout the tour and three months afterwards, in combination with observing
and daily note-taking on large and small group activities and interactions
provided significant evidence to help determine if this type of professional
development was effective for teacher understanding and eventual adoption of
historical thinking concepts as part of their classroom practice. As you will read
in Chapter 4 several themes emerged from the data as well as next steps when
considering site-based learning opportunities as effective professional
development for teachers.
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Chapter 4
Findings and Discussion Part 1

Only when they gain a sense of the diverse and often competing inputs to
historians, and the conflicting ways of making sense of texts and other
forms of evidence, do students begin to understand that history is not a
given: any historical account must be constructed, and those who do the
construction help us to define ourselves, our allies, our enemies, and our
options (including our moral choices).
Howard Gardner (1999, p.154)
Introduction

The data was gathered through assigned work, small group work, large
group work, seminars, presentations, interviews and conversations with
participants throughout and after the tour. This provided me with rich layers of
data to analyse and draw conclusions. I will explore the data collected from the
first two sets of interviews individually in this chapter and then discuss the
themes that threaded through all three sets of interviews in Chapter 5.

Interviews: Brief Overview
The first set of interviews was completed by the sixth day of the tour in
early July 2013. The second set of interviews was completed during the final
three days of the twelve day tour. The final interviews were completed through
individual phone conversations three months after the tour. I will discuss issues
and themes in general terms in this chapter emerging from the interviews but
discuss in detail over-arching themes threaded through all sets of collected
data.
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The purpose of the first round of interviews was to establish a baseline
for participant knowledge of historical thinking concepts at the beginning of the
professional development (PD) tour. The second interview in the final days of
the PD tour were to determine if there was an increase level in understanding of
historical thinking, aspects of the tour that teachers might want to experiment
with their students. The final interviews, track progression of new learning and
understanding of historical thinking based on the Big Six concepts of historical
thinking after teachers returned to the classroom in September 2013. Between
the second and third interviews participants were emailed several times to
gather information. On average the first interview lasted for thirty-two minutes
while the second and third sets of interviews lasted over seventy minutes.

The First Interview
The purpose of the first set of interviews was to determine participant
familiarity with historical thinking concepts. The Big Six: Historical Thinking
Concepts (Seixas & Morton, 2013) was an assigned text for participants to read
before the tour and use throughout the tour. The first interview took place at
various sites as teachers explored their current practice and understanding of
historical thinking.
The first interviews provided insights into current teacher use of the
concepts of historical thinking. First, only two participants were familiar with the
concepts and used them in a limited capacity. Both teachers stated that they
used one or more of the concepts to investigate history with their students, with
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one teacher describing how they used primary evidence in the classroom. Both
teachers were from the secondary panel and from two different provinces. One
teacher explained that he used “the concept of historical significance in their
classroom as well as primary evidence”. The second teacher suggested that
she use the “establishment of criteria” with students to examine historical
issues. The other participants were not familiar with the concepts and
wondered why this was not a part of their learning at their Faculty of Education.
The majority of teachers stated that their first exposure to the concepts was
from the required reading (Sexias & Morton, 2013) for the tour.
Every teacher but one stated that they had never participated in primary
evidence research to the extent that they did for their tour assignments. The
one teacher that had completed extensive primary evidence research noted that
it [primary evidence] only “happened during my graduate degree as a required
component” for attaining the degree. Every other teacher had minimal exposure
to primary evidence research but they enjoyed the process and believed that the
skills they developed will help them in the future. One teacher noted during the
first interview that,
“This is my first year of teaching and I have never done anything
like this. When I received the primary document I had no idea
what to do or where to look or even where to start. I came on the
tour hoping that I could learn more about how to look at primary
evidence and maybe get my students to do something like this
although I am not sure how I would go about doing this.”

Every teacher on the tour recognized that such an exercise was an
important activity to connect the larger picture of history such as Canada’s
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participation in the wars as well as to the very specific aspect of “their” soldier
within the context of Canada’s participation. As well, every teacher noted that
the personal connection that emerged as they completed their research helped
to develop a deeper understanding of the soldiers who fought in the specific
battles.
Many of the teachers commented that several concepts of historical
thinking emerged for them as they completed their activities and assignments.
The teachers noted that battles, which previous to the tour were simply tallies of
number of killed or wounded, took on new meaning. Battles were now thought
of through “the eyes of the individual soldiers” that participated in those battles
and how the soldier’s might have felt. As well, many of the teachers suggested
that their soldier biography led them to think of “Canadians at home” and the
challenge of maintaining “hope of their loved ones surviving when casualty lists
were posted or news reports were printed” in the local newspapers. Also, many
of the teachers tried to connect with the anxieties that the families would feel.
Many commented that if they had a son or loved one that was in a similar
situation with a war raging overseas they would view the war far differently. It
was during these conversations that the concept of historical empathy emerged.
Still others connected the Great War and Second World War to the recent
conflict in Afghanistan where over one hundred Canadians lost their lives. Many
began to ask if new memorials should be created for this conflict and how
Canadians will remember those that were killed. Teachers began to make
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connections beyond the tour activities and contextualize their new learning in a
classroom setting. One teacher commented that,
I would like to see if I could use the primary evidence files in my
classroom and although the resources are quite scripted I would
like to see what my students are able to take away from the files. I
am a little scared to do this but I think that what the tour has shown
me is that it is far more rewarding to step away from things that are
always preset with a known outcome but the students do not
necessarily find the work interesting or that they can connect to the
lessons. Hopefully if I can connect them to the town then they will
want to learn. I am hoping that if I have any difficulties that I can
contact the tour leaders for support.

This is one example of new learning for teachers working with primary
evidence to make connections to historical significance, historical empathy, as
well as, cause and consequence, perspective, and continuity and change. The
added element of an emotional connection developing between the research
being presented and the presenter was identified by every participant as a
significant aspect to the professional development. Many suggested that they
felt they not only owed it to the soldier to complete their primary evidence
research to the best of their ability but also that it took on a deeper meaning
because of the emotional connection which led them to a rewarding experience
that they had never had in the past with any other academic assignment.
This connection between past and present to create relevance deserves
some investigation. Stephane Levesque (2014) suggests that a lively debate as
to what is significant in history must be relevant to current interests in
disciplinary history (p.49). Levesque argues that some historians such as
Herbert Butterfield bemoan the practice of trying to connect events of the past to
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current issues. Butterfield warns that there is potential for over-simplification
and misinterpretation of the past in making these types of connections. On the
other side of the debate, Levesque (2014) points to Thomas Macauley who
believed that historians cannot divorce themselves from the influence of the
present when interpreting the past. Emotional connections to work completed
for professional development is a theme that will be discussed in connection to
other sets of data in Chapter 5.
For several teachers, the initial stages of exploring concepts of historical
thinking was daunting and somewhat messy in terms of learning new pedagogy
for the classroom. During the first interviews several teachers indicated that
developing a starting point for themselves in the classroom was “challenging”
and several worried that they might be “wrong” in how they might use the
concepts with their students or be unable to “make connections” between
historical events.
What emerged was the importance of teachers connecting their work to a
larger context and the need to teach the concepts appropriately. The
dissonance in understanding their research in relation to the concepts was an
imperfect but essential first step in learning to understand the process that
historians undertake. In his chapter in New Possibilities for the Past, Osborne
(Clark, 2011) suggested that in teaching history we have to start somewhere
and abandon the belief that “children and adolescents simply could not
understand” (p. 72) historical thinking. As teachers established an
understanding of the processes connected to historical thinking they worked to
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consider lessons that would embed the concepts for historical thinking with their
students.
This potential new practice was not limited to secondary teachers on the
tour. Three of the elementary teachers began to ask questions wondering if
these concepts were too complex for younger students and might “confuse”
students and be “too complicated”. VanSledright’s (1996) research on getting
elementary school students engaged in the sophisticated historical thinking
processes demonstrated that it is possible and an excellent first step to creating
next steps for students as they move upwards in the complexity of working with
the concepts in secondary schools as long as it is taught properly. However, by
the end of the tour and in the subsequent school year, revealed during the third
interview, the elementary teachers were equally active in having students work
with the concepts of historical thinking as the secondary teachers. This
indicates that regardless of the grade being taught these teachers saw the
concepts surrounding historical thinking as applicable and relevant. By the end
of the tour the elementary teachers were enthusiastic about initiating work with
students centered on the concepts of historical thinking. The issue of attitudes
toward new toward learning between secondary and elementary teachers will be
discussed in depth in Chapter 5.
At the beginning of the tour, teachers were challenged to explore how to
determine significance in history. During the first interview ten of the teachers
indicated that they had never created significance criteria but using The Big Six
Historical Thinking Concepts (Seixas & Morton, 2013) helped them to
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understand how to establish criteria. Three secondary teachers revealed that
they had never considered the process by which students would work to
determine whether an event was significant but deferred to classroom resources
to establish this for them. Every elementary teacher indicated that before the
tour they had never considered how to investigate historical significance with
their students. One teacher felt that “it would be too complicated for students to
understand” and was not sure how to fit it into her curriculum.”
At the conclusion of the first set of interviews several issues were
apparent. I did not distinguish these as themes but I have listed them in general
terms below. They are:


Concepts of Historical Thinking (CHT) were not well known and therefore
not a part of classroom practices.



In the first days of the tour the majority of teachers began to make
connections between their assignments and the concepts of historical
thinking.



Teachers expressed a new understanding of the connection to their work
that emerged as personal and emotional.



Teachers were making connections between the assignments, the
concepts of historical thinking and their community.
Teachers were developing an understanding of the connection between
pedagogy and classroom practice.



Elementary teachers were cautious of the perceived complexity of using
the CHT in the classroom.
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The Second set of Interviews
After ten days of intensive professional development the second
interviews began with a pre-arranged time and place to meet with each
participant. The setting that I chose was strategic. The accommodation that the
tour rents for the second week is an idyllic thirteenth century millhouse with a
stream running through the property. In the evenings many of the participants
wanted to relax and sit on comfortable benches under a century old pine tree by
the water. For each participant I asked if they wanted to sit by the water under
the tree and each one agreed.
The questions I asked during the second interview were intended to
delve into each participants understanding of historical thinking concepts and
the contexts in which they would use them. Keeping in mind that only two
participants in the first set of interviews acknowledged that they were familiar
with any of the concepts I wanted to determine if participants could identify
many of the concepts and would feel comfortable in applying them in their
classroom upon their return in September. I was also looking for themes that
might continue to emerge from the first interviews. I will identify the themes first
and then explore each one in greater detail. I have separated issues
surrounding the Concepts of Historical Thinking under different headings
because there are subtle differences that are important and deserve their own
discussion. The themes are as follows:
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Concepts of Historical Thinking
Six participants stated in their second interview that they were
comfortable with the historical thinking concepts but to varying degrees. Of the
six concepts teachers indicated that using primary evidence, historical
perspective and cause and consequence were the concepts that they were
most comfortable with testing out back in their classroom. However, five
indicated that they were wrestling with the application of the concepts in their
classroom as it pertained to their curriculum and requested to defer
commenting, in detail, of their understanding of the concepts and asked me to
get back to them during the third interview.
Four teachers were excited to try using primary evidence and indicated
that they would begin to search for sources that would be grade appropriate and
engaging for their students. One teacher wondered how much primary
evidence existed for music and the relationship between music and evidence.
Six teachers requested more time to reflect on where and how they
would apply their new learning in relation to the concepts of historical thinking.
The need for teachers to reflect on new learning to establish new practices in
the classroom is important and consistent with the research completed by City
et al., (2009), Katz et al., (2009) and other academics. As stated in Chapter 2
teachers must understand and make connections between professional
development and pedagogy and then have time to test out this new learning as
part of their new practice (Yates, 2007). What does it mean to reflect and is it
important for the teaching profession? To reflect means that the individual is
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processing a variety of issues that will eventually bring about a change in
current practice based on new knowledge or understanding (Snow-Renner &
Lauer, 2005).
Throughout the tour teachers were provided with time to reflect each day
on the concepts of historical thinking concepts and how those concepts could be
embedded into a lesson design. This supports the findings of CERI (1998),
which determined that reflection time built into a professional development
process is essential to help consolidate understanding and create contexts for
the classroom.
Curriculum Connections and the Concepts for Historical Thinking.
As stated during the first set of interviews several teachers questioned
the connections that could be made between their tour work and CHT in the
classroom. Specifically, during the second interviews five teachers stated that
the time constraints to ‘get through’ the curriculum would make any opportunity
to study the Great War or Second World War in any depth impossible and that
exploring the concepts only deepened the constraints. This indicated that for
these teachers classroom work and the use of the concepts remained isolated
rather than integrated. Three teachers indicated they have a pre-set timeframe
of five days for students to attain an understanding of the Great War and a
similar amount of time dedicated to the Second World War with an emphasis on
Holocaust education during that time. Of the five teachers that noted the time
constraints of delving into an event, four of the teachers had over ten years of
experience and the fifth was new to the profession having yet to be established
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in a classroom. I noted this to suggest that despite classroom experience the
curriculum was still viewed as something to get through rather than explore.
There are many potential reasons for such hesitancy to consider a
change in practice. The current training in inquiry approaches to teaching is
often described in the literature as a time-consuming process to learn and since
the current attitude is to “cover” as much curriculum as possible in a limited
amount of time the desire to learn something new is impractical (Neumann,
2012). However, four of these teachers also expressed a desire to connect the
concepts to work outside the Great War and Second World War. This indicates
that these teachers were expanding their understanding of the CHT and
developing deeper contexts across subject areas. This is similar to the research
completed by Sears (2014) who suggests that when teachers are working within
the core of a subject area, in this case “doing history” with academics, peers
and mentors, a more authentic learning process occurs which will ultimately
change teacher practice. Also, when considering that during the first interview
several teachers were new to developing a connection between the CHT and
pedagogy many of the teachers were expanding this connection to other subject
areas.

Resources to Explore Concepts of Historical Thinking. As noted
above in the first set of interviews, many of the teachers began to make
connections between the concepts of historical thinking and student work.
During the second set of interviews five of the participants indicated that the
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resources used on the tour had really helped them understand that exploring
multiple perspectives provided students a deeper and more important
interpretation of events in the past. This shift to being open to students
interpreting events indicates an effort by the teachers to let students engage in
active learning in history. Providing students with the opportunity to explore
multiple perspectives signified that the teacher is willing to challenge single
narratives or dominant narratives about events, issues, or people in history.
This is supported by the research completed by Sandwell (2012), Sears (2014),
and Osborne (2003) and others promoting the practice of contesting points of
view.
As well, during the second set of interviews, six of the participants
indicated that they viewed the use of a textbook in the classroom very differently
than before the tour. Two of the participants suggested that the activities during
the tour inspired them to get students to challenge the content of the textbook
with alternative view points as a new activity in their classroom. However, at the
time of the second set of interviews many teachers were unsure about where to
find resources that would enable them to facilitate this conversion from using a
single source in the classroom to students engaged in exploring multiple
sources.
Parallel to using textbooks in a different way six participants wanted to
implement multiple sources in their classroom. This is a first step to exploring
historical perspective in the classroom. According to the Centre for Study of
Historical Consciousness historical perspective is defined as developing an
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understanding through “social, cultural, intellectual, and emotional settings that
shaped people’s lives and actions in the past” (Seixas, 2006). To do this
effectively both students and teachers must realize the differences between
individuals in the past and what influenced them such as beliefs, customs, rules
and how present day beliefs, customs, and rules are different (Seixas & Morton,
2013). This requires an understanding of perspectives from a wide variety of
historical actors from the past. The six participants did not indicate that they
were no longer going to use a textbook but that they would use it as one
perspective to be presented in class along with other sources that provided an
alternative perspective.
Using the Concepts of Historical Thinking. From the second set of
interviews eleven of the participants identified several concepts of historical
thinking and provided examples connected to each of the concepts. This reveals
a growing sophistication of understanding of how to use the concepts with
content. As mentioned earlier, during the first set of interviews six of the
participants requested more reflection time so they could visualize how they
would use the concepts in their classroom. By the second set of interviews, five
of the same six participants were able to provide some new ideas for how they
would use the concepts in their classroom and were more confident in their
implementation plan for students to use the concepts.
In particular, seven of the participants identified the need to use primary
documents in the classroom as a critical component for students to engage in
history activities. Three of the teachers that identified primary evidence as
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essential asked if I could help them to get resources so they could get their
students started in historical inquiry. These participants indicated that they liked
the primary evidence assignment and working with primary evidence because
they now felt confident in extending what they were required to learn. They said
that they were more confident in using the concepts, the connections made
between concepts and extending this to the classroom. The issue of confidence
is important to consider (Meiers & Ingverson, 2005). The issue of confidence
emerged more so when discussing primary evidence than the other concepts.
This could be because teachers were continuously exposed to the types of
primary evidence (photographs, reports, maps, documents) and they were
worried they might not be competent enough to work with the potential layers.
By the third interview, every teacher was more willing to risk working with
primary evidence. This willingness to work with evidence was the same for both
elementary and secondary teachers.

Covering the Curriculum. As noted in the first set of interviews, many
teachers expressed concern over covering their curriculum when using the
concepts of historical thinking. By the second set of interviews seven of the
participants stated that they now questioned the limited amount of time given to
students in an attempt to cover the content but indicated that they were not sure
how they would adjust their practice in the classroom. These participants
suggested that they felt unsure about how to change their practice and worried
that if support after the tour was not available they might slip back into their
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current practice of simply covering the curriculum. Participants identified that
working with other teachers after the tour would be an important first step to
continue their professional development. By identifying the need for support
after the professional development tour they were in line with one of the seven
principles of effective professional development outlined by CERI (1998).
The need for additional support in the classroom after a professional
development opportunity is important if the goal is to create a change in current
practice that embeds historical thinking practices. It must be understood this
this is not unique to the discipline of history but to all disciplines. For example,
the research completed by Kazemi & Franke (2004) demonstrated that teachers
working collaboratively to understand student work in mathematics were
essential to develop new learning within themselves and within the group. This
is the emergence of the importance of boundary work as a theme and will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 5 as it connects not only with interviews but other
sets of data collected.

Emotional Connections to the Work. During the first set of interviews
the teachers expressed an emotional connection to their work that helped to
deepen their understanding. This developed into a theme during the second set
of interviews as many teachers expressed a sincere personal desire to complete
their work. Eleven of the participants suggested that many of the assignments
established a personal connection to the work that they had completed. The
connection increased when teachers started to present their findings to the
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larger group, in seminars, small group discussions or in front of the grave of the
soldier they had researched. The activities/assignments that they had to
complete during the tour provided sound pedagogical practice but were made
personal by the connections that emerged through their primary evidence
research.
In many ways, the link between the tour and assignments creates that
direct link between theory and practice, which is identified by Fullan & Miles
(1992) as an important element to establishing purposeful learning, which is
essential to changing current practice. As a result, the curiosity to continue their
work and explore more of the concepts and the connections to other concepts
was heightened. This is consistent with the research surrounding effective
professional development. As stated in the introduction, students are less
interested in a traditional approach to history based on the memorization of facts
(Stearns, Seixas & Wineburg, 2000). Students are more interested when
history is based on and experienced through the use of stories, museums or
connections are made between issues/events in history and themselves
(Rosenzweig & Thelen, 1998).
The emotional connection may cause some concern for how the past
may be interpreted with a degree of “presentism,” but the study by Rosenweig &
Thelen (1998) suggests that when people want to engage in understanding the
past they will search for relevancy of history to their lives. This leads to the
types of assignments completed during the tour.
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Know by Doing the Work. By the end of the second set of interviews
the teachers had presented their work, participated in examination of evidence,
led seminar discussions, participated in large and small group discussions and
explored other subject areas. With this in mind, four of the participants identified
that they liked the aspect of being able to present their research findings to a
larger group. They liked the fact that they could revamp their work as they
broadened their understanding of new concepts or were able to apply new
approaches to their assignments. Three teachers noted that the structure of the
assignments allowed them to develop a new confidence in their teaching
practice. Four other participants identified the interactions between academics,
mentors and peers as an effective method to build a collaborative learning
environment (Boundary work). Seven teachers stated that the assignments
challenged them to learn and practice their new learning throughout the tour.
As a result, they stated that this PD tour was the most effective professional
development in which they had participated. Three teachers liked the
assignment structure as they were able to continuously work through an
assignment that allowed for the application of new learning as the tour went
along (Borko, 2004; Snow-Renner & Lauer, 2006). There are several other
themes that emerged but these will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5
because they are connected to other sets of data.
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Third Interview
The third interview was conducted in the last week of October and first
two weeks of November. This timeframe was intentional for two reasons. First,
I wanted to determine if the euphoria of a site-based professional development
opportunity in Europe had worn off and if teachers had returned to their past
classroom practice. Over 90 days had passed since the tour and teachers had
been working in their classrooms for over 60 days. I wanted to know if teachers
had activated their new learning bridging theory and practice. Barton and
Levstik (2004), Sears (2014), Wineburg (1991), Seixas (2001), and others, have
recognized in their research that teachers are usually passive participants in
history education. As noted in Chapter 2, teachers will often teach to their
“know” practices rather than adopt new practices. Essentially, I wanted to know
if the professional development process had engaged teachers to the extent
that they were practicing one or more of the tour components (See Introduction)
explored during the tour. Finally, I was curious to hear how they were
implementing, if any, of the concepts with their students and/or other teachers.
In terms of themes I noticed that during the third set of interviews there
was considerable integration of the concepts that did not exist before the tour
but was emerging during the tour. Seven teachers indicated that they had
continued to reflect and experiment in their understanding of their practice. This
exhibited a confidence in undertaking new learning as well as a new
understanding of the importance of embedding this type of work as a part of
their normal everyday practice. This is what was identified in Chapter 2 as a
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“habit of mind”. As well, four teachers were expanding the relevance of the
concepts to other subject areas. Again, this indicates a level of competency and
confidence that did not exist before the tour.
Generally, the third interview revealed that eleven teachers were using
one or more of the concepts in their classroom. Nine teachers had adopted new
approaches to professional development by engaging in experimental teaching
ideas. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, seven teachers also began to work
more collaboratively with their peers on projects and school professional
development.

Summary
In Chapter 4 several concepts and themes emerged from the three sets
of interviews. For my research purposes the interviews demonstrated a
significant increase in the knowledge and use of the concepts of historical
thinking by teachers. Teachers developed a greater confidence in using the
concepts with their students. Teachers were also expanding the applicability of
the concepts to other subject areas. The increased use of historical thinking
concepts and other themes emerged as I progressed through each set of
interviews. Since the third interviews build upon the first two sets of interviews I
will make connections to larger themes in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Findings and Discussion Part 2
A theme that existed throughout all three sets of interviews, but to varying
degrees, was the increased use of the concepts of historical thinking. Since this
is central to one of my research questions I will discuss this first and then
connect other themes from the interviews to other sets of data collected as part
of my research.

Increased Use of Concepts of Historical Thinking
From the third set of interviews I was able to establish that eleven of the
fifteen teachers that participated on the tour were now actively engaged in
promoting historical thinking with their students. The most prominent of the
concepts being used was evidence. However, teachers were exploring the
connection between evidence and historical significance as well as perspective,
empathy and cause and consequence. In addition to this increased use of the
concepts in the classroom nine of the eleven teachers were actively promoting
the use of historical thinking concepts with staff members. They were doing this
not only in their schools but many were running workshops for other teachers
promoting the value of such practices in the classroom.
Secondly, since the very nature of the tour centered on the Great War
and Second World War I was interested to see how teachers might incorporate
new content knowledge as well as historical thinking concepts around
Remembrance Day and the days leading up to November 11th. From my
interactions with the teachers through email after the end of the tour until the
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end of October I knew that nine of the eleven teachers were researching
soldiers from their area as part of a class project to research the names found
on local cenotaphs. Also, I was interested to know if the teachers were using
both knowledge and concepts together or in isolation from one another.
Eleven of the fifteen teachers were actively engaged in using both
concepts and content as part of their teaching practice many noting that the
level of engagement and the complexity of the work from their students had
increased significantly. Nine of the eleven teachers suggested that the success
of their combination of concept and content with their students was leading them
to investigate further ways in which they could continue on with their own
personal professional development.
During the interviews five teachers revealed the importance of continued
support by tour leaders as they worked to embed their PD experience in the
classroom. Both elementary and secondary teachers communicated with the
tour leaders in the months after the tour. The teachers suggested that the
extended support helped them to continue in their own PD. Two elementary
teachers suggested that the support removed any isolation they might have felt
working alone on historical thinking concepts in their schools. The component
of feeling isolated when learning new ideas or practices as part of PD is not
uncommon. The nine teachers involved in exploring new teaching practices
were very supportive of the boundary work relationship between principles,
mentors in their schools, peers that they were working with and the support they
received from academics. City et al. (2009) identify this as a critical
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consideration for teachers if a change in current practice is to occur. Teachers
need support as they experiment to make new meaning in their teaching
practice. This support removes the isolation. The graph in Figure 4
demonstrates this increased use of concepts.

Figure 4
Increased Use of Concepts of Historical Thinking
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Other Major Themes from All Data Sets

From the data collected during the interviews as well as the observations
and conversations throughout the tour I have established four over-arching
themes and within each one of these themes the layers will be discussed in
detail. Overall, four themes emerged from the data and will be analyzed. They
are:


Boundary Work



Challenging Accepted Narratives



Creating, Contextualizing and Connecting Narratives



Disciplinary Authority and Pedagogy

Boundary Work

Boundary work is the relationship between the practitioners of a
discipline, such as history, and education. Interactions between the
practitioners enable a deeper understanding of both disciplines. The
stakeholders in such a process include teachers, from within the discipline as
well as outside the discipline, where cross-curricular connections can be made.
Also, academics within the fields of history and education, work to explore the
inter-connectedness of the disciplines. In other words, teachers engage not
only in the “disciplinary aspects of history in addition to history and content,” but
also learn to teach the “mechanisms historians use” (Sears, P. 24).
For the purposes of professional development, participants spend two
weeks working closely with peers, mentors, educators, as well as academics in
education and history to establish a deep understanding of the inter-play
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between the disciplines. This provides an opportunity for everyone to share and
learn from each other in a collaborative learning culture and develops what
Wenger identifies as “new possibilities for meaning” (Wenger, 1998, p.109).
For boundary work to be successful a carefully constructed process of
learning must be put into place so participants to engage in the interplay
between the disciplines. For the purposes of this research the Tour is designed
to offer teachers the opportunity to engage in historical thinking concepts with
activities that are designed to foster an understanding of how to move from
periphery practices such as board notes, de-contextualized content, and single
source material to understand and event, to core practices in history education
such as contestable points of view connected to a historical event and primary
evidence research. (See Appendix B: Syllabus War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers Professional Development Tour in France and
Flanders1).
This context-rich learning environment challenged current teaching
practices while promoting effective professional development. As argued by
Hardy & Ronnerman (2011), “changed practice can only come about as a result
of sustained and concerted inquiry on the part of teachers into the nature of their
work, in specific locations, and in the knowledge that this work is being
undertaken under broader, influential social conditions.” (p.462). In order to
explore the nature of their work teachers need to be brought into a state of
readiness for new learning as a part of the professional development process.

1

The Cleghorn War and the Canadian Experience Teachers Battlefield Tour was renamed in 2013 as War
and the Canadian Experience: Teachers Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders.
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A concept map outlining the daily process of Boundary work during the tour has
been created.
Figure 5
Boundary work process for professional development

Activation of Learning and Assignments. CERI (1998) recommends
that teachers begin, prior to their PD sessions, with an article or activity that
prompts them to activate learning and deepen their prior knowledge. By
following this practice teachers arrive with a sense of purpose or reflection and
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are warmed up to begin their professional development. The tour adopted the
same approach and assigns each participant a series of activities to complete
as well as academic articles and texts to read. One goal is to expose teachers
to concepts of historical thinking and connect to issues that will be discussed in
greater detail through assigned seminars throughout the tour. For example, at
specific sites during the tour teachers are asked to consider what makes an
issue, event or person significant in history, or consider historical empathy
(understanding the values at a different point in history as well as cause and
consequence.
With this in mind two months before the tour began participants were
required to read several articles to activate new learning in both the field of
education and history. This was the starting point for placing teachers on what is
known as the inbound trajectory of boundary work (Sears, 2014). Teachers
were provided with relevant academic articles, primary and secondary sources,
and other resources. The selection of material delivers contesting points of view
or multiple perspectives complimented by recently completed academic
research in both disciplines.
The design of the assignments is intended to connect historical thinking
concepts, research, and classroom pedagogy, with the required reading of
academic articles. For example, teachers examine local cenotaphs and war
monuments to better understand the possible values the monument designers
intended the public to recognize. Such an exercise challenges teachers to
understand societal values at the time of design thereby avoiding “presentism”
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which is the imposing of present values on the values of the past. As well, this
type of assignment introduces the ethical dimension in history.
These assignments are also intended to help teachers make history
connections to their community. Throughout the tour, participants discuss in
large and small group settings how their community works to remember and
commemorate the military past, study local monument designs as well as
monuments observed and studied during the tour. Teachers discuss how the
analysis of monuments is a meaningful practice for students in the 21st century
to understand their community and world around them. Woven into this
process, academics from history and education challenge teachers to consider
pedagogy and historical concepts.
Teachers are encouraged to discuss their work and research with peers,
mentors, and academics as part of their everyday professional development
practice. The purpose is to model a learning approach that is fluid or continuous
as the teacher acquires new or deeper ideas or understandings of a historical
concept while they are exposed to practical applications of those concepts. The
hope is that teachers become comfortable with this collaborative working
environment and that this approach will continue back in their own schools after
the tour is completed. This is the next stage of boundary work.
The assignments to be completed by the teachers are intended to get
teachers to engage with the six concepts of historical thinking but the
assignments can be completed in a variety of ways throughout the tour.
Teachers are also challenged to work with competing narratives of well-
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established public history interpretations of historical events such as the
significance of Vimy Ridge, the Battle of the Somme, the Dieppe Raid, and the
Normandy Campaign. Faced with these historical dilemmas, teachers must
determine through the development of criteria of what is historically significant
about these events, which perspectives are the most valid, and what evidence
needs to be considered in making this decision.
As stated earlier, one of the major assignments on the tour is the
completion of a soldier biography by using primary and secondary evidence.
Each teacher brings together the evidence through writing a short biography of
his or her soldier. The purpose of this activity is to engage teachers in an
exercise of interpreting evidence within the context of its historical setting and
share their work with the other participants. Before presenting their biography
each teacher visits the battle space of the soldier before they were killed.
Walking the ground of the soldier, teachers expand their work by considering
geography, military tactics, infrastructure (i.e. roads, urban settings, etc.) and
psychological impact. Throughout this process the teachers can discuss their
work with their peers, mentors and academics to explore issues not yet
considered. Putting participants through such an exercise fosters a “doing
history” approach, contextualizing evidence and research. It contributes to
changing the purpose of “teaching history” from peripheral examinations of
names, dates and dead people to engaging in core activities of historical
thinking (Sears, 2014). Every component to this exercise is carefully designed
as part of the boundary work emphasized throughout the tour. The hope is that
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teachers will employ similar approaches in the classroom thereby engaging their
students in the practice of historical research.
For the purpose of the tour the leaders work to get teachers to feel
comfortable with content that has been contextualized. The complexity of
converging the elements necessary for effective professional development and
application of contextualized historical thinking concepts is essential. The
content becomes personalized and an emotional attachment to the work is
developed. Throughout the tour the teachers are challenged with multipleperspectives at designated places. The purpose is to create tension between
the prior knowledge of the teachers, which has been developed through the
resources used in the classroom, or through a textbook, and the new historical
and pedagogical knowledge acquired during the tour.
To reinforce their new historical and pedagogical knowledge teachers are
provided with time to reflect on their new knowledge to develop a deeper and
more complex understanding of particular issues or events in Canada’s history.
For example, teachers travel from place to place in vans. When they return
from a stand to the travel vans they are encouraged to discuss how the
perspectives presented at the various places represent a distinct alternative to
the narrative with which they might be familiar. The goal of the tour leaders is to
encourage teachers to verbalize and work through new learning with others,
make connections to the articles, research and academics across disciplines in
order to develop a deeper meaning in their current practice (City et al, 2009). At
the same time, the tour leaders work to have the teachers consider how this
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new knowledge might influence current practice in the classroom. The
conversations in the vans also help to consolidate their learning and through
discussion or reflection time teachers can begin to shape what the process
might look like in their classroom with their students.
By the end of the tour the data suggests that teachers were significantly
more comfortable and confident working with concepts of historical thinking.
Nine teachers stated that they found the rapport between the larger group and
the tour leaders encouraged them to discuss issues and explore new teaching
methods and that the routine that promoted boundary work was most helpful in
supporting them.

Content versus Context: A Balanced Approach. Another element to
boundary work that the tour explores is the balance between the amount of
content history teachers use in their classrooms in relation to the amount of time
spent contextualizing the content. For example, should students receive “the
basics” of history before they learn about historical thinking concepts or vice
versa? As one participant stated during their first interview, “the content is
important and before students can begin to examine the documents students
have to know the basics if they are going to examine documents properly”.
That tour participant quote is indicative of the struggle teachers are
confronted with in their classrooms when it comes to how much content is
necessary to provide to students and how does a teacher determine what
content is essential? When asked what defines the basics about the Great War
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this teacher responded that the battles were most significant because the
battles helped define what Canada achieved during the war. This was one of
the two teachers that stated in their first interview that they were familiar with the
concepts of historical thinking (CHT) and that they used the concepts
extensively in their classroom. However, if a teacher pre-determines the
content, and therefore the narrative for the issue or event, the outcome of
student learning, in essence, has been pre-determined. During the first set of
interviews, six teachers suggested that without providing students with content
they would not be able to navigate issues in history and therefore not be able to
understand the complexities attached to concepts of historical thinking. Two
teachers initially resisted adopting the concepts pointing out that pre-set course
exams dictate the amount of content delivered in the course. One teacher used
the word “dangerous” in describing the consequences of not providing
prescribed content to students. Five teachers discussed the role of provincial
exams or pre-set course exams as the determining factor for the content
delivered in the course.
In many ways, a lack of alignment exists, whether self-imposed or
imposed by external factors, in the relationship between the amount of time
spent delivering content in the classroom and the amount of time teachers
spend working to contextualize that same content. This is not to suggest that
there is a defined right or wrong way to use CHT with students in the classroom.
However, several issues emerged from my research that require discussion.
First, for the teacher to pre-determine for students what basic content is
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essential to understand Canada’s history removes a potential learning
opportunity for students in determine historical significance for themselves. For
example, what is historically significant to be “required” basics to understand the
Great War? If the teacher determines the basics of content students have to
shape their thinking to pre-determined content based on the teacher’s
determination of significance. The belief that basic information has to first be
covered by a teacher in order for students to have the background to engage in
history reinforces the problem that Fragnoli (2005) discovered with new
teachers. Her study found that many teachers felt as though their knowledge
base of historical issues was not deep enough to start the process of historical
inquiry with students. “You have to know history to send students on this trail of
exploration” (P. 3).
This leads to the practice of peripheral history as acquiring content
replaces the investigation of events or issue through historical inquiry (Sandwell,
1999; Sears, 2014). On the tour four teachers commented several times that
they never seem to know enough content in order to engage in history. One
elementary teacher stated that “I never seem to know enough” while three
secondary teachers said they hoped this PD experience would “increase their
knowledge of events” that they could then talk about in the classroom. At the
beginning of the tour the teachers predominantly focus on the content of the
discipline of history rather than the pedagogy of the discipline of history.
However, as the teachers continued to work in the pedagogical discipline of
history the issue of knowing the basics of historical content diminished as
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content was being replaced by inquiry. This raises the question of whether the
pedagogy of learning to use historical thinking concepts becomes the new
content for the basics rather historical content.
In Fragnoli’s (2005) research, many teachers reported enjoying using
primary evidence with students but that they lacked “confidence” in knowing the
content (P.4). Fragnoli (2005) suggests that if teachers establish a confidence
with content in their subject area they would discover the interdisciplinary ties
between material to be used and extensions into other subject areas.
Fragnoli’s (2005) work supports the research completed by Seixas (2013),
Sears (2014) and Gardner (1997). These academics suggest that considerable
attention has been paid to understanding how students think and work in history
classes but little has been done to understand the cognitive frames of the
teachers who teach students (Sears, 2014, p. 27). The teacher responses in
Frangoli’s study indicate that, for them, content is the required first step to
teaching rather than concept exploration. This approach was supported by
several of the teachers on the tour. The sequence of “doing history” requires
content attainment before considering the concept and not the reverse.
However, several of the teachers frequently suggested that they did not know
enough required content. As a result, teachers do not seem to get to the
concepts of historical thinking as indicated by only two teachers being familiar
with the concepts.
Of the four teachers that expressed concern over content attainment, one
noted that she taught English and would have little to contribute to discussions
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except from the perspective of English literature. However, by the third
interview this same teacher was working in partnership with other teachers on
the tour, including another two of the four teachers that expressed doubts of
being able to contribute. They planned to establish an online network for
teachers to share ideas and increase teacher capacity to implement the
concepts of historical thinking (CHT) learned during the tour. The English
teacher was not alone in shifting from a limited participatory perspective to
significantly more participatory by the end of the tour. As the tour progressed
and the teachers explored their work, a new understanding of the deep
connections was made between subjects regardless of comfort with content. In
many ways the teachers shifted from a content mastery perspective to using
concepts of historical thinking –first- and then consider content. In doing so,
what emerged was a new understanding that any version of history has
contestable points of view. As a result, many teachers were more relaxed with
expressing their opinion and more willing to explore the connections with other
subjects. As the tour progressed these teachers became more comfortable with
connecting concepts to content and challenging those in the group that were
initially viewed as masters of history content.
In many ways this supports the research around Vygostsky’s (1978)
scaffolding principles. For example, a teacher establishes the learning steps
(scaffolding) required by students before they can be expected to understand,
analyse, and make conclusions about the work they are completing. However,
this assumes that teachers have the skills to scaffold; yet only two teachers on
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the tour had any knowledge of the concepts of historical thinking. This limits the
ability of teachers, and ultimately students, to participate in “doing history” as a
core element of the discipline as outlined by Sears (2014).
By “doing history”, teachers participate with the students in the discovery
of what needs to be done in terms of historical thinking to understand the
contexts in which events occur. As students increase their comfort level in doing
history teachers can have students explore connections across disciplines.
Teachers must allow their work as teachers to become “messy” as they work to
make meaning out of what they discover. The student work is parallel to the
teacher’s process with the student learning being equally messy. Working
through such a process together brings “clarity” to their new knowledge and
understanding of what it means to “do history”.

As Sears (2014) points out

“professional practice depends not only on what we know and can do but also
on our sense of identity – on who we are.” If these teachers marginalize
themselves as being limited in capability to “do history”, or to contribute to the
discussions about aspects of inquiry, they will be “passive recipients of history
not active makers of it” (Sears, 2014, p. 27). The Tour’s approach that learning
is messy creates an environment where teachers feel comfortable in
experimenting while developing perspectives and to participate in active
dialogue as they construct new learning. This new learning leads to an ability to
scaffold for understanding.
The second factor to consider when scaffolding must be the length of
time required to maintain student engagement. As noted by Fragnoli (2005),
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when asking what student-teachers thought students should be learning,
several teachers in her study suggested that students need to have “hands on”
activities and to be “brought into” the time, and place of events “to make the
past come alive again” (p.4). For seven teachers on the tour that use board
notes, textbooks and pre-set classroom resources there is the potential for
limited opportunity to engage students in hands-on activities. For example, one
teacher on the tour that used CHT in their classroom, also suggested that
mastery of content was essential and that before concepts could be
implemented, pre-determined content on historical events must be delivered.
However when the tour leaders introduced concepts that questioned widely
accepted historical narratives in Canada’s history the same teacher protested
that having participants engage in interpretations of the significance of Vimy
Ridge in Canada’s history was “disrespectful to the soldiers that died at Vimy”.
A second teacher suggested that the professor was trying to be controversial
because he was “working to make a name for himself”. Essentially, this teacher
was only willing to engage in exploring concepts in historical thinking when the
narrative presented by tour leaders aligned with the acceptable or predetermined narrative of the teacher. This leads to the issue of “prior knowledge”
as outlined by Howard Gardner (1997). If prior knowledge (acceptable
narrative) guides scaffolding, the prior knowledge is a pre-determined narrative
that is reflective of a mastery of content with few skills acquired to investigate
the narrative itself. This teacher’s approach to teaching history is well
documented in the research, as outlined in Chapter 2.
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As a result, students receive information rather than engaging in
historical thinking (Osborne, 2003). This scenario, which quite possibly is all too
common a practice in history classrooms, ensures that students become
passive receptors of information. It also reveals that teachers, in supporting the
passive approach to learning, do not understand how to foster historical thinking
in their classrooms (Wenger, 2002).

In summary, content versus context challenges teachers to consider two
very different approaches to teaching. From the interviews, observations,
comments, assignments and activities many teachers were not comfortable in
providing enough academic space to let evidence and research determine
significance or perspective. Promoting content before context enables a
teacher to dictate the final narrative while promoting context through concepts is
“messy” and more than one potential narrative will emerge as students work
through the concepts. However, as teachers became more comfortable with
boundary work the majority of teachers began to question the practice of
content before context. Many of the teachers indicated that their ability to shift
away from a content-driven practice was due to the boundary work process.
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Challenging Accepted Narratives
“There is not enough time to use multiple sources all the time
and to find these resources to use in the classroom is not realistic.”
(Tour participant at Vimy)

Throughout the tour several narratives are introduced that add to current
and widely known narratives connected to four events: Battle of Vimy Ridge,
The Battle of the Somme, and the Dieppe Raid and the Normandy Campaign.
Tour leaders introduce new narratives as part of the teacher investigation of
using multiple sources to understand historical events. Osborne (2003) and
Wineburg (1991) identify the importance of using multiple sources as a part of
regular practice for historians. For teachers, this process is equally important as
it creates, for students, contestable points of view and challenges embedded
established narratives on historical events. Four teachers on the tour indicated
that their greatest challenge would be “finding the necessary resources” to use
in the classroom. One elementary teacher admitted that she would not even
“know what to look for” when it came to using sources with contesting points of
view and one another teacher suggested that if this approach was necessary
some training would be required to ensure that teachers did it correctly.
Presenting multiple perspectives to teachers not only challenges the
narratives used to teach students about events such as Vimy, Somme and
Dieppe but also their prior knowledge. Throughout the tour these established
narratives used by teachers in the classroom were challenged at four particular
places: Vimy, Somme, Dieppe and Normandy.
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The Battle of Vimy Ridge and the Somme: The Power of Narratives.
On the fourth day of the professional development tour the group begins
the day at Canada’s monument to fallen soldiers on French soil whose bodies
were never found. This is of course the monument at Vimy Ridge. The Battle of
Vimy Ridge represents a complex aspect in teaching about concepts in history.
The tour leaders begin the day by asking participants to write down how we
should teach students about Vimy Ridge. For the tour leaders the purpose of
this exercise is to explore the complexity that surrounds how teachers unpack
student learning around this subject. The tour leaders present scholarly
research providing alternative perspectives that draw a distinction between
public history and academic history (Sandwell, 2005).
Public history is a promoted history based on a single national narrative
(Osborne, 2003) that uses textbooks and lectures to engage students in easily
acquiring information in the pursuit of accumulating historical facts. This is very
similar to the approach taken by historians in the nineteenth century. As noted
by Osborne (Clark, 2011) “history was to be taught as the authoritative story of
what happened in the past, with no reference to questions of evidence or
interpretation” (p. 57). In contrast to this is a more contemporary approach
recognizing the importance of contesting perspectives brought about by
examining evidence that promotes an interdisciplinary approach to teaching
history (Sandwell, 2011).
A quick survey of Canadian history textbooks on the subject of the Great
War reveals the predominance of four factors that are promoted as Canada’s
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history concerning Vimy Ridge. The central features that textbooks emphasize
include:





First time all four Canadian divisions fought together in the Great War
(Cruxton & Wilson, 2000);
The Canadian Expeditionary Force succeeded in taking Vimy Ridge
when all other Allied armies (Britain and France) failed to take the Ridge
(Fielding et al., 2001);
The victory at Vimy Ridge brought about the birth of our nation on the
international stage (Quinlan, Baldwin, Mahoney & Reed, 2008);
First major victory by the Allies on the Western Front since the beginning
of the war in 1914 (Cruxton & Wilson, 2000).
I will not get into the merits of whether these historical points are valid
and accurate but what it does reveal is the approach that textbooks, and
therefore teachers, use when informing students about Vimy Ridge.
“Professional historians view history as a process of critical enquiry
concerning evidence left over from the past; evidence that historians
interpret through complex, varied and contested narratives” (Sandwell,
2005). For Sandwell (2005), Vimy represents the difference between
history educators that would accept the public narrative without
challenging that narrative and historians that would conduct their own
research and reach their own conclusions. Textbooks present Vimy
Ridge as a simple digestion of facts based on four central points. This is,
as suggested by Sandwell, the “school history” approach which is in stark
contrast to the work of historians which begs the question, are we
teaching about understanding history in our classrooms or are we
teaching students to accept a pre-determined set of beliefs? As
mentioned earlier one of the stands begins at the Vimy Ridge monument.
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Teachers are asked what should be taught about Vimy. I have graphed
their responses below (Figure 6). Of note is the dominance of the four
elements used in textbooks.

Figure 6
Teacher responses indicating what should be emphasized when teaching
about the Battle of Vimy Ridge. In some cases more than one response was
given.
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The day at Vimy provided a stark contrast between elementary and
secondary teachers. All elementary teachers admitted that Vimy was familiar to
them but they knew very little about the battle of Vimy Ridge. The elementary
teachers indicated that the Battle of Vimy Ridge is not something that they
would cover in their curriculum. The secondary teachers all stated that they
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were familiar with the battle of Vimy Ridge and could talk about aspects of the
battle as they related to historical significance for Canada. Of note is that the
responses of the secondary teachers were consistent with what is commonly
identified in the textbooks. The most common response was the “birth of a
nation” response. Seven teachers gave this as their first answer. The second
most common answer was that Canada “succeeded where others failed” with
five responses. The third most common response was “sacrifice” while the
fourth response was “excellent preparation” that enabled Canada to be
successful in taking the ridge.
The teaching points, raised by the teachers, support Sandwell’s
contention that educators do not deviate from a prescriptive narrative
concerning history but work to reinforce the established version. Professor Lee
Windsor begins the stand discussion by examining the narrative established by
the textbooks. He introduces the tactical objectives of the French army and
British army revealing that the objective of each of those armies was not
specifically to “breakthrough” the enemy defenses but to get as close as
possible to the base of the ridge. If this tactic was successful in breaking
through they could exploit this condition to as much potential as possible, which
might mean taking the ridge. Professor Windsor emphasizes to the participants
that the latest scholarly research challenges the concept of “succeeding where
other armies failed” which is one of the four basic points emphasized in the
textbooks. Sandwell (2005) argues this approach is necessary it calls into
question “an epic form of narrative, with a single plot line and clearly defined
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“heroic” heroes and evil villains” (p.1). Professor Windsor continues by
challenging the other points cited in the textbooks. When finished the tour
leaders pose a few questions to the participants as examples of how teachers
could begin a critical inquiry with students in the classroom concerning Vimy.
Participants are made aware of some scholarly research that could be used as
resources to provide students with multiple perspectives. Questions such as,
“Whose nation is being referred to when we characterize Vimy Ridge as the
birth of a nation?” asks teachers to consider the perspective of French Canada
or First Nations’ people in Canada. Another starting point for inquiry is to ask
students whether they feel comfortable with the birth of a nation on a battlefield
as a characteristic they feel accurately defines Canada?
In discussions with teachers about the textbook characterization of Vimy
several let it be known that they were uncomfortable with challenging this
narrative. Three teachers approached me privately to question the purpose of
contesting the established narrative. Two teachers suggested that it was
“inappropriate” to discuss such perspectives at Vimy and that it was
“disrespectful to the soldiers” that fought at Vimy. A third teacher suggested
that questioning the place that Vimy seems to hold in terms of historical status in
Canada was “making light” of the sacrifice made by Canadians. It seemed as
though the academic approach to using the concepts of historical thinking to
understand events in history, whether it be through significance, perspective,
evidence or any other concept of historical thinking, was dismissed in reverence
to the national narrative surrounding Vimy.
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What I found interesting was how teachers approached the topic of Vimy
Ridge. For secondary teachers it was not from a historical thinking concepts
point of view but from the well-established national narrative that was defended
by the teachers. Questioning historical significance of Vimy Ridge seemed to
them an assault on Canada’s identity, which assumes that there is one
accepted version of a national identity. Teachers found it necessary to defend
against an alternative narrative to the accepted accounts of Vimy.

Also, the

concept of establishing criteria to determine historical significance was not well
accepted by many of the teachers.
This willingness by teachers to set aside the principles of historical
practice and endorse a personal belief is similar to the findings of Barton and
Levstik (2004) where they discovered that students were willing to “distort the
historical evidence to fit their preconceptions” (pg. 170). This connects to the
research completed by Gardner (2006) on prior knowledge. Gardner (2006)
argued that because of prior knowledge and cognitive frames it “becomes
difficult to alter one’s mind as the years pass” (p.17). What this does reveal is
the power and influence the cognitive frameworks of prior knowledge can have
in determining what is taught in the classroom.
Two of the elementary teachers asked about the availability of resources
that would help them investigate on their own the varying perspectives on the
predominant narrative about the Battle of Vimy Ridge. The elementary teachers
also asked about how the current narrative was established and how this could
be “unquestioned”. In many ways the elementary teachers that had little “prior
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knowledge” about Vimy Ridge were more open to apply the concepts of
historical thinking than the secondary teachers that were well versed in the
dominant narrative surrounding Vimy.
The difference in attitude toward accepting new narratives between
secondary and elementary teachers suggests many things. First, similar to the
findings of Barton and Levstik (2004), teachers arrive with their own cultural
beliefs and may teach to reinforce those beliefs. Teachers may feel the need to
abandon the principle of examining historical evidence in an attempt to defend
or reinforce what they believe is an essential component of Canada’s identity.
This is similar to the research completed by Sam Wineburg who found that
many history teachers did not employ the skills that are necessary when
examining events in history (Wineburg, 1991). However, unlike Wineburg’s
findings, elementary teachers that had little prior knowledge or content mastery
of a historical event such as Vimy Ridge were the teachers most willing to
asking for additional resources in an effort to explore multiple perspectives on
Canada’s participation and historical significance at Vimy Ridge. Conversely,
many of the secondary teachers that had a deeply embedded narrative of Vimy
Ridge were ready to dismiss the potential investigation that could take place
with students using multiple perspectives.
Second, presence of an embedded narrative with teachers indicates that
a transmission pedagogy (Osborne, 1991) has been a part of their education
experience or a part of their education practice. It is “the traditional view of
teaching sees it as the transmission of knowledge and skills, a one-way sending
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of a message from expert to novice, in which the receiver’s job is to take in the
message as accurately as possible….” (Osborne, 1991, p. 26). The task of the
teacher is to transmit the message of a specific narrative to students. Such a
practice leaves little room for students to engage in the core practices of
historical thinking firmly placing students in a position of peripheral learning of
history (Sears, 2014). As a result, the responses by several of the teachers that
rejected the introduction of an alternative narrative to Vimy makes sense as it
threatened their established narrative.
Third, the presence of embedded narratives indicates that a lack of
training for teachers to engage in historical thinking has left teachers without the
skills to work in the core of the discipline. Barton and Levstik (2004), Sears
(2014), Osborne (1991) and others have long identified this as a problem of
practice for teachers. Without being exposed to the concepts of historical
thinking there is little reasonable expectation that teachers will move away from
these traditional pedagogical practices.
Finally, discussions specific to alternative perspectives concerning the
facts used to establish historical significance for the Battle of Vimy Ridge did not
elicit a series of questions from teachers. However, the next day when the
teachers’ tour was examining the Battle of the Somme teachers bombarded tour
leaders with questions and points of interest. Teachers were more willing to
explore alternative narratives concerning their understanding of the Battle of the
Somme that they were not willing to do at Vimy.

A comparison between the

two days is important to understand a potential reason why teachers treat
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events unevenly when it pertains to the implementation of historical thinking
concepts.

Contrast in Responses between the Battle of the Somme and Vimy
Ridge. On day five of the PD tour the teachers the day began at Beaumont
Hamel culminating at the Newfoundland monument to commemorate the
sacrifice of soldiers from Newfoundland in the battle of the Somme. Teachers
are asked what they know about Beaumont Hamel and the fate of the
Newfoundland regiment. Overwhelmingly, the teacher response was the wellestablished narrative that sacrifice of the Newfoundlanders on 1 July 1916 was
a “senseless slaughter” of men. After the participants discuss their current
understanding of what happened Professor Windsor provides counter-narratives
to establish contesting points of view concerning what happened on 1 July
1916.
Windsor introduced the idea that what happened at Beaumont Hamel
and on the Somme in general was not really about the sacrifice of men in this
area of France. Windsor pointed out that scholars recognize that the 1916
Battle of the Somme is about saving the French army at Verdun and that many
historians understand the battle of the Somme as a diversionary tactic. This
narrative was new for the teachers and many expressed that they had never
considered this perspective. Unlike Vimy, teachers began to discuss this new
narrative concerning the Somme. The tour leaders reminded teachers of the
gap that exists between public and academic history in how a perspective of an
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event is understood. At the Beaumont Hamel monument, teachers were
informed about the work of Sandwell (2005), Barton and Levstik (2004), Sears
(2014), and other academics who research the gap between public and
academic history. The conversation between teachers as they moved back to
the vans was an acknowledgement that these events were far more complex
than they understood them to be and that they felt they needed to learn more
about the Somme in a larger context of the Great War.
The tour moved back to the vans in preparation for the next stop which
was the cube shaped monument at another Somme battle known as the Battle
of Courcelette. This is the spot located at what is known as the sugar beet
factory on the outskirts of the village of Courcelette where significant fighting
took place in September 1916 between the Canadians and the Germans. At the
monument, tour leaders ask teachers what they know and teach about the battle
of the Somme which is similar to what was ask of teachers at the Vimy
memorial. Again, there was a distinct difference between elementary teachers
and secondary teachers. All but one elementary teacher admitted that they
knew about the battle of the Somme but did not know details about the battle, as
it was not a part of their curriculum teaching. The secondary teachers agreed
that they knew and taught about the battle of the Somme. Their responses are
noted in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7
Teacher responses to what should be taught about the Battle of the Somme
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Professor Windsor follows the same procedure as the day before by
outlining what the textbooks detail about the battle of the Somme which are
similar to responses provided by the teachers as noted in Figure 7. Again, the
teachers are provided with scholarly research that presents alternative
perspectives to what textbooks outline or what teachers suggest is part of the
content given to students. For example, Windsor challenges several of the
widely accepted factors that are a part of the narrative and introduces research
that suggests the Somme offensive of July 1916 was a diversionary tactic to
relieve pressure in the Verdun sector to the West of the Somme on the FrenchGerman border. The Verdun sector and the battle engagements going on at the
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time were known as the Battle of Verdun. As well, Professor Windsor
challenged the narrative that the Somme offensive failed to break through
enemy lines and that so many lives were lost by the end of the offensive in
October 1916, for so little ground gained emphasizing that the Somme offensive
was about attrition of the enemy. Again, this existing gap supports Sandwell’s
(2005) research that reveals a wide gulf between public and academic
education, Windsor suggests that the latest scholarly research demonstrates
that the Somme offensive, as a diversion to relieve pressure in the Verdun
sector, was not about gaining ground or achieving a breakthrough but about
attrition of enemy forces to the extent that the enemy will cease the offensive in
the Verdun sector which they did.
Armed with this new information the participants had a completely
different reaction than from the previous day at Vimy Ridge. Unlike the day
before where teachers were somewhat critical of the new information provided
by Professor Windsor, the teachers at the cube monument wanted to know “why
is this not known in the general public?” and “why do the resources we use not
give us this information?” At the Somme monument, teachers wanted to know
what resources they could use that would help them to have students better
analyze alternative perspectives. The conversation between teachers became
a fluid discussion as to whether the Somme, as a battle, was a success or
failure and how students could work to establish whether a battle was a success
or failure. The teachers working to understand the battle of the Somme were
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willing to engage in historical thinking concepts and apply the discipline of
history.
Teachers did not actively employ this the day before at the Vimy
monument. It should also be mentioned that the tour group was standing on the
monument to the Canadians, which was a very similar scenario to the previous
day when the group was standing on the Vimy monument. However, at the
Somme monument there was not mention of disrespect to soldiers when
exploring alternative narratives. At the same time, there was no concern of
questioning narratives while standing on the Somme monument but the day
before three teachers indicated that the tour was being disrespectful while
standing at Vimy.
On previous professional development tours the tour leaders have had
similar reactions by teachers at both Vimy and the Somme monuments.
Previous participants have declared that providing alternative perspectives that
challenge the narrative at Vimy was “unpatriotic” to Canada and disrespectful to
those that died taking the ridge. However, considering an alternative
perspective of what happened during the Somme battle was not considered
unpatriotic or disrespectful to the soldiers that were killed. It may be that the
positive story surrounding Vimy allows teachers to feel patriotic about the
outcome, while accepting alternative perspectives concerning the Somme
allows teachers to change what is perceived as a negative outcome. This is an
element that requires more research.
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The contrast in approaches to historical events is reflective of Barton and
Levstik’s (2004) frustration of witnessing teachers suspending their disciplinary
understanding of engaging students in the process of using historical thinking
concepts. VanSledright (1996) discovered teachers that should know better and
adhere to academic principles of inquiry quickly replaced the discipline of
studying history with the need to reproduce a single narrative (pg. 249).
VanSledright documents an issue with one experienced and highly qualified
teacher who “treated the textbook as though it were an authoritative and
unproblematic source of factual information. Students did not learn that the text
itself was an interpretation, nor were they asked to evaluate the historical claims
found in that or any other source” (p. 286).
The distinction between the teacher’s responses at the Vimy Ridge
monument and the Somme monument reveal that teachers are willing to
selectively engage in questioning the dominant narrative of an event and are
willing to ask for additional resources that will challenge that dominant narrative
when it does not contradict a teachers personal belief system or prior
knowledge as suggested by Gardner (2006), Sears (2014), VanSledright (1996)
and others.
The contrast in approaches could be connected to the narrative that
surrounds each event. For example, the widely understood story of Vimy is a
positive one for most Canadians. The “birth of our nation” and “we succeeded
where all others failed” contributes to our status in the Great War as an
independent nation with competent soldiers that helped define the qualities that
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might be associated with Canada’s citizens. The narrative is a success story for
a young nation. Teachers can easily link Canada’s exploits on the battlefield to
citizenship and our status on the international stage. It is a narrative worth
defending. However, the narrative that surrounds the battle of the Somme is
often characterized as “senseless slaughter for little ground gained” or “lions led
by donkeys” (Clark, 1961, p.9). In this case, teachers may desire to shift what is
perceived as a negative narrative to a positive narrative.
The selective application of historical thinking concepts might be exactly
that – when teachers are confronted by new knowledge that directly challenges
their personal as well as professional belief system they might reject the new
knowledge in order to protect their beliefs or current classroom practice. This is,
as Gardner (2006) suggests, “prior knowledge” and the prior knowledge that is
drilled into many history students is that Vimy, as an event in Canada’s history,
is incredibly significant. As a result, it may be that when imparting the widely
used and long established narrative on Vimy the over-riding function as a
teacher may be to “repeat an educational experience familiar to ourselves”
(Gardner, 2006, p. 54) and make students feel good about being a Canadian
citizen.
In my high school education career, I was taught that Vimy was the
sacred cow of Canada’s history and I was informed by my teacher that this was
the birth of the nation – my nation. This point of view is also promoted in
Canadian history textbooks, which can justify the use of the narrative. But as
Von Heyking’s (2014) research reveals most students find history confusing
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because we use textbooks of “doubtful quality resulting in a confused
decontextualized framework of historical events” (pg. 179).
A second possible rationale for the different reaction by the teachers is
the lack of actual time teachers have had to make connections between
disciplinary knowledge and the pedagogy of teaching. As noted by Barton and
Levstik (2004), student teachers have limited exposure to the connection
between the disciplinary knowledge and pedagogy and even less time to
practice making the connection between the two. As a result, teachers may
simply opt for a ready-made solution contained within a textbook assuming that
it has already made the connection. The research by Ball & McDiarmid in
(Houston (Ed.), 1988) reveals that teachers have very little conception of the
connection between the discipline of history and pedagogy. For the research
purposes of this study the fact that only two teachers started the tour familiar
with historical thinking concepts there can be limited expectation that teachers
would be able to also make that connection. Also, one of the two teachers that
admitted to understanding historical thinking concepts noted during the first
interview that their Education program was “useless” and taught me “nothing of
value in the teaching of history.”
Another participant that worked in the Federal government but was a
qualified teacher noted that he understood what the PD tour was trying to do
through the exploration of historical thinking concepts and the assignments and
activities. This teacher admitted in the first interview that at no point in teacher
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education had the concepts of historical thinking ever been discussed. In his
current job he outlined that the goal of his department was:
To make sure that content is getting through. There is lots of
room for expanding from the chronologies and add layers to
inquiry. There are pros to using this process [of historical inquiry]
but there are also cons. The con is that there is no real
deliverable or content that can be pushed out into the public. For
my job [in the Federal government] I must have a
measurable to show our bosses. The goal, in my job, is to get
the public to remember or know about Vimy or Juno. In my
current job we are looking for agency. We have had significant
structural and philosophical agency imposed upon us. In my job
I am now worried about making sure that the message that the
department wishes to convey is promoted. There have been
significant cuts and we now have no leeway as to what gets
pushed forward or not. It has become quite political. I believe in
what you people do but politically I cannot really participate as
my job may be on the line.”
This conversation reveals that there are not only contesting points of view in
Canada’s history but that there are organizations that work not only to promote
one narrative but also to suppress other narratives.
After the tour’s day at Vimy Ridge I approached this same participant to
get an opinion on whether basing our day on a set of questions to establish
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Vimy’s historical significance was acceptable.

In response, the participant

noted that “Canada likes a winner, and that is why Vimy is so important. By
questioning, the significance of Vimy we are saying that Canadians died for
nothing at Vimy. We cannot say that so for my purposes and my job so we
cannot engage in critical thinking.”
The next day when the tour examined the Battle of the Somme
monument I approached the same participant to continue our conversation
about employing historical thinking concepts. Specifically, I was interested in
knowing how the new information would be treated in the context of this
participant’s employment. When asked about how to approach the battle of the
Somme the participant suggested that “the [battle of the] Somme had 24000
casualties and there was very little ground taken and we can take and hang
numbers and peg them to a battle.” When I asked the participant how this
approach can be reconciled with scholarly research the participant noted that
“not all manipulation is bad because you can get positive outcomes. The fact
that we [the professional development tour] are using historical concepts is
manipulation and propaganda as you are trying to get everyone to think about
history in a new way. Is this any different than what are doing by getting
teachers to work in specific ways with specific content?”
This participant’s analysis is reflective of the debates that were occurring
in Canada in the 1990s. During this time there was some concern that there
was no longer a single national narrative that was instilling a tangible Canadian
identity for students. This participant’s employment is in response to this
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concern by working to ensure that a specific content with a specific set of facts
is promoted. As Osborne (Clark, 2011) points out this is reflective of the work
completed by the Dominion Institute (now Historica Canada) or the recent
announcement (2012) of the Federal government to create a Canadian Museum
of History to reflect the diversity of experiences in Canada’s history. Also, the
heightened interest in what is Canada’s history and how it should be taught will
ensure that history courses in schools will not fade away any time soon as
course options for students.

The Dieppe Decision Exercise: Challenging the Narrative held in
textbooks. Five days into the professional development tour teachers were
challenged with the narrative by organizations and textbook companies that
promote the Dieppe Raid as a failure. Professors Lee Windsor and Cindy
Brown challenge this narrative with evidence and alternative perspectives from
research completed by academics and are not often considered because it is an
alternative narrative. One purpose is to get teachers to question the wellestablished Dieppe narrative promoted in textbooks. By presenting multiple
perspectives on a single event, who should determine which perspective is
correct and what is the process required to determine an answer (Seixas and
Morton, 2013)? Engaging in these questions is part of the work that requires
training and skills as historians and history teachers (Sandwell, 2011).
The tour leaders selected the Dieppe Raid because it is a controversial
event in Canada’s history. First, many academic historians disagree that the
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Canadian raid on beaches around the French coastal city of Dieppe was a
failure. In contrast, public history primarily characterizes the raid as a poorly
planned military action that cost Canada 1500 casualties (killed and wounded)
and nearly 2000 soldiers taken as prisoners of war. Teachers are provided with
text from three textbooks (Cruxton and Wilson, 2000; Quinlan, Baldwin,
Mahoney & Reed, 2008; Fielding and Evans, 2001) from major education
publishing companies that characterize the Dieppe Raid as an unsuccessful
military action with one textbook using the word ‘disaster’ several times to
describe the event. From an education perspective, all three textbook versions
effectively remove the role that students could play in examining available
evidence and individually determining whether the Dieppe Raid was a success
or failure.
For tour leaders, the Dieppe Raid exercise presents itself as an
opportunity to engage in historical thinking concepts and let participants explore
multiple perspectives, discuss with their peers the merits of each article, and
determine for themselves the Raid’s success or failure much like the tour
leaders hope the participants will do when they return to classrooms. The
questions for teachers are: how do we determine if the Dieppe Raid is a
success or failure? Additional questions include: who writes textbooks and
what is the textbook authors’ intent and why can’t students determine whether
the Dieppe Raid was a success or failure?
To begin the process of considering multiple perspectives (Seixas and
Morton, 2013) in historical events, the teachers are asked to determine whether
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Dieppe was a disaster or if it was a carefully conceived plan that achieved many
of its objectives. The tour leaders ask teachers to describe the narrative used in
the classroom regarding the Dieppe Raid and from what source(s) they
determined their opinion. The goal was to establish teacher “prior knowledge” so
that tour leaders can understand the cognitive framework that teachers are
bringing to this historical event (Gardner, 2006). Ten teachers responded with
words such as “ill-planned”, “failure”, “bad planning”, “disaster”, “the cliffs” and
“failure of the tanks to get off the beach” revealing how teachers describe their
perception of the raid. Their responses are reflective of public history
interpretations that are promoted by various organizations such as Veterans
Affairs Canada (2012) and textbooks (Quinlan, Baldwin, Mahoney & Reed,
2008; Fielding and Evans, 2001; Cruxton and Wilson, 2000). The teachers were
asked where they developed such a position. They indicated two dominant
sources for their interpretation. First, the information contained in the textbook
used in their class. The second source for their characterization of the Dieppe
Raid was that this is what they were told or taught when they were in school.
This is reflective of what Sears (2014) and others identify as teachers simply
passing along information to their students in the same way they received their
knowledge (Sandwell, 2012; Von Heyking, 2011).
Once prior knowledge (Gardner, 2006) was established and the
source(s) of that knowledge determined, the teachers were provided with pages
from the three textbooks that supported the viewpoint that Dieppe was an illplanned disaster that left thousands killed, wounded or prisoner. A second
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perspective is introduced to the teachers, which reinforces the textbook point of
view, but from an academic historian. A third article is then provided to the
teachers which contests the content of the first two documents. The third
document, written by historian Terry Copp (1999), suggests that the Dieppe raid
was a success in terms of reaching its overall objectives.
Armed with these conflicting opinions the teachers are asked to consider
all points of view and re-assess whether they believe the Dieppe Raid was a
success or failure. To add detail and additional perspectives concerning the
Dieppe Raid, Professors Windsor and Brown provide new evidence on issues to
consider such as civilians in the battle space and misconceptions of military
tactics. For example, Windsor, who was a tank driver in the Canadian military
before becoming a historian, challenges the narrative that the tanks that landed
on the main beach at Dieppe broke down on the rocks that cover the beach. He
points out that when looking at textbooks the images used, as well as the
language in these resources, lead readers to a pre-determined conclusion about
this aspect of the Raid. He presents evidence that narratives surrounding
historical events are sometimes promoted because they are more exciting or
dramatic than what the actual evidence suggests, and therefore appeal to the
public more as an exciting story than considering alternate versions of events.
This is somewhat similar to the findings of Wineburg (1991), Clark (2011) and
Osborne (2003) who found that vast differences occur because of how teachers,
and ultimately students, use evidence to determine a perspective. In some
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ways it is similar to a quote by writer Mark Twain who suggested “never let the
truth stand in the way of a good story.”
For many teachers, Dieppe represents an entrenched belief that the Raid
was a disaster and they are resistant to having their beliefs challenged. On
several occasions the teachers wanted to by-pass the learning process of
assessing the evidence they were provided and asked for additional information
that was not available at the time of the decision in 1942. One teacher
suggested that it would be easier if they were provided with the answer rather
than work to determine possible answers. This suggested that the teachers
were not comfortable with not knowing the answers and wanted to just know
what they perceived as “the” answer. This indicates that teachers were not
comfortable with using open ended and conflicting historical evidence in
decision-making exercises.
After the exercise three teachers relayed to the larger group that they
wish they had more information so they could make a more informed decision
regardless of whether that was all the information that was available in 1942. At
the end of the exercise several teachers acknowledged that getting students to
determine the success or failure at Dieppe would be an interesting and
worthwhile activity or “at least a similar activity but using different resources”.
At Dieppe, the tour leaders’ worked to dispel any concept that the
teachers are being judged for teaching the Dieppe Raid as a disaster. As noted
by City et al. (2009), challenging a classroom practice of other teachers
assumes that someone is an expert and has the answer. Often, teachers can
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view themselves as the experts in the classroom and if they promote Dieppe as
a disaster, as indicated by the responses of the participants, they could be left
with the belief that they have been teaching an inaccurate version or that they
taught Dieppe as having only one possible conclusion. It is in these situations
that teachers can feel judged and become defensive of their practice. The tour
leaders work to ensure that the focus is on the process of working through
historical thinking concepts and that the answer concerning the Dieppe Raid
may vary from student to student.
During the tour stop at Dieppe two teachers expressed concerns that
providing students with more than one potential narrative might confuse them.
These teachers were concerned that the identity of students as citizens needed
to be considered because dominant narratives such as Dieppe and Vimy Ridge
shape how citizens view themselves as Canadians. This perspective by
teachers illuminates the issue of a teacher’s purpose in the classroom. On one
hand the teacher may work to create independent thinkers that can determine
their own perspective while on the other hand teachers may feel as though their
job is to create patriotic or nationalistic citizens. These young citizens identify
themselves through narratives such as Dieppe as a failure. One of the teachers
expressing concern was also one of the teachers that indicated they use
historical thinking concepts in their classroom. This issue of selective use of
CHT will be discussed in greater detail when examining teacher reactions at
Vimy.
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Every teacher agreed that this was the narrative promoted not only in his
or her textbook but also emphasized in their classroom as part of the lesson
given to students. The teachers were also asked to consider the questions that
the textbook authors were asking students to answer and whether these were
leading to a pre-determined answers or whether the questions allowed for
interpretation of information. One question in the textbook chapter asked
students “why was the Dieppe Raid a failure?” Students, using the textbook as
the only resource must conclude that the Dieppe Raid was a failure.
At this point the concept of historical perspective (Seixas and Morton,
2013) is explicitly connected to the activity. Teachers are asked to consider the
third article by Terry Copp (1999). This narrative suggests that the Dieppe Raid
was successful in achieving most of the desired outcomes that planners
intended when they first conceived of the raid.
Confronted by these conflicting perspectives teachers began to ask a
series of questions that revealed various stages of new learning. One teacher
asked “which version is right?” indicating that they believed that a single
narrative on the events and outcome of the Dieppe Raid still existed and that
once the ‘answer’ was given that teacher might simply shift the design of their
lesson from the version currently used in their classroom to another version. In
this case they would simply be moving from one single narrative to another
without considering evidence and significance to determine the success or
failure of the Dieppe Raid. This approach would also remove the students’
capacity to determine for themselves the success or failure of the raid when
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provided with multiple resources that support contesting points of view on the
issue.
After the initial question was asked three other teachers began to ask
Professors Windsor and Brown questions for clarification on specific details
about the Dieppe Raid to better understand many of the aspects that had been
presented either by them or the articles. In many ways the new learning by
teachers may be very similar to a classroom scenario when students are given
multiple resources on an issue and they are looking for a deeper understanding
or clarification on the issue or event.

After several questions were asked and

details provided one teacher suggested that “determining the success or failure
of the Dieppe Raid really depended upon the definition of success” and
wondered about the factors that one would have to consider in determining that
definition. As the tour leaders stood there on the main beach at Dieppe the
teachers began to engage in a conversation on the factors that should be
considered. Conversation between teachers exploring resources and reflecting
on current pedagogical practices (Grodsky & Gamoran, 2003) is identified by
CERI (1999) as an essential component for effective PD. After 10 minutes of
discussion one teacher suggested that the textbook they used was inadequate
in how it dealt with the success or failure of the Dieppe Raid. This kind of selfreporting of new learning is identified by Mayer (1999) as a first step to
becoming confident about establishing new practices.
Later that same day as the teachers were in the vans travelling from
Dieppe to the next tour destination the conversation in my van continued on as
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teachers began to question other aspects of the textbook such as images, use
of bias language, and the types of questions asked by the authors of the
textbook. This indicated that the teachers were willing to consider that the use
of a single resource in the classroom was a questionable practice. In my van,
one teacher suggested that more than one resource should always be used to
ensure that the students are troubled by the conflicting interpretations. As well,
a topic explored by teachers was the type of questions students could be asked
and that teachers should work to develop their own questions to ensure that
students are given every opportunity to determine their own perspective
(Grodsky & Gamoran, 2003). One teacher in my van stated that the Dieppe
Raid exercise is a perfect opportunity to investigate bias in history and that
further connections could be made using other events such as the Cold War,
Native issues, or the role of women and how they are portrayed in textbooks.
Another teacher identified that they needed “to practice building open-ended
questions that would invite student discussions”.
The exercise at Dieppe was presented to teachers as an opportunity to
examine the use of resources, primarily textbooks, in the classroom and
deconstruct the contents such as images used, bias or leading language or
activities to complete. Teachers were encouraged to consider multiple sources
in their classroom as an effective way to get students to consider contesting
perspectives. The exercise was intended to encourage teachers to examine
resources used in the classroom with a critical eye whereby both teachers and
students question the intent of textbooks. The van drive from Dieppe to
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Normandy was four hours and provided teachers with considerable reflection
time. Nine teachers commented that the Dieppe exercise provided new thinking
and that they hoped these activities would continue.

Creating, Contextualizing and Connecting Narratives
The third theme that emerged from my research was the impact on
teachers through the development of narratives that were contextualized with
evidence by viewing the ground connected to the evidence and an historical
event. Teachers are asked to create a narrative from a soldier’s perspective by
working through primary evidence. As each participant completes a biography
of their soldier they are asked to connect their work with as many of the
concepts of historical thinking as possible. They are also asked to attach a
similar process to their curriculum so teachers can begin to visualize the look
and feel of their work in the classroom.
To contextualize participant research the tour visits the ground connected
to their work and while standing there provide new research and relevant
content that can be used by each teacher. Finally, participants can attach
symbols, monuments and other evidence to their work. This establishes a
deeply layered understanding of working with concepts of historical thinking,
which can be implemented back in their community.
Conversely, teachers did not contextualize narratives that were not
explicitly connected to historical thinking concepts. For example, during the
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second and third interviews I asked teachers to discuss which concepts for
historical thinking they were most comfortable with and what examples from the
tour helped them to make connections. The two concepts that were identified
by teachers as most unfamiliar were cause and consequence and continuity and
change. For example, Professor Lee Windsor outlined at several stands
throughout the tour that a common tactic employed by the Allies in both the
Great War and the Second World War was a strategy known as bite-and-hold.
Essentially, this tactic is when a group of soldiers advance to an objective (bite),
consolidate this position in preparation for the counter-attack (hold) in an effort
to attrite the enemy force when they attack. This tactic was used in both wars
and was a continuous example explored throughout the tour to connect
teachers to a historical event and the concept of continuity and change.
However, there was no assignment or activity used during the tour to
contextualize what continuity and change might look like in the classroom. As a
result, teachers may not be comfortable in using continuity and change because
the tour omitted an activity for this concept.
A second example of the need to ensure explicit activities are provided to
teachers to help them contextualize their work focuses on the concept of cause
and consequence. At several stands during the tour Doctoral Candidate Cindy
Brown identified cause and consequence issues. Brown explored the impact of
civilian casualties and post-war reconstruction as essential components that
must be considered to properly understand events during both the Great War
and Second World War. However, similar to the first example, no explicit
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activity is connected to this information and therefore and opportunity for
contextualization of how this issue can be used in the classroom was missed.
To be fair, no time was given to explicitly make the connection between civilian
issues and casualties and the concepts using a stand or a particular site.
What this reveals is that at every step of professional development
process, teachers must be provided with an opportunity to not only connect a
concept with a historical event but that the pedagogical piece of contextualizing
this connection is important for teachers to feel comfortable with using the
concepts in their classroom.

The use of Primary Evidence as part of Professional Development:
Soldier Biography. All the teachers on the tour were asked to work through
primary evidence that was connected to the ground they would visit and
narratives provided by tour leaders to contextualize the ground. Eleven of the
teachers suggested that this process of working through the documents helped
them to understand the war in deeper ways. Several of the participants noted
that as they assumed more “ownership” of “their” soldier’s life, the research
began to transcend from an academic assignment to a personal and emotional
assignment. Nine of the participants suggested that they had never
experienced this type of “connection” before in their academic careers.
Participants identified with the family of their soldier and wondered what impact
the death of the soldier had on the family and community. Five teachers
suggested that completing their research left them with far more “questions than
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answers” and that many wanted to continue with this research or implement
something similar with their students in the classroom so their students could
experience the same emotional and personal connection. Comments from
several participants such as “I wish I could know more about him” and “I feel as
though I could always do more” are indications of the connection that developed
between the teacher and soldier through the use of primary evidence. Five of
the participants searched through newspapers from the era, visited the family
members of the soldier they were researching and/or obtained letters and
photographs.
A possible assumption of using primary evidence in the classroom is that
it is more applicable to secondary teachers than elementary teachers.
However, the impact of this primary evidence research was not limited to the
secondary teachers as every elementary teacher indicated that their students
could try this work as well. This supports research by VanSledright (1996) and
Barton and Levstik (2004) who examined the ability of elementary students to
work with and understand primary evidence. One participant suggested that he
felt “totally connected to the soldier that [he] researched. I hope to go home
after this tour and continue on because I feel as though I could do more and find
out more about him.” A third participant stated: “I want to talk about ‘my’ soldier
that I researched. I want to tell others about him.” One participant noted that
the willingness of teachers to discuss their research, new ideas and approaches
to the classroom with others was encouraging. “I see 18-22 people all asking
questions and working with each other to share in this experience. It will be
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interesting to see if other teachers can keep up the enthusiasm. The real test
will be when we try to test out some of these ideas [in the classroom]”.
One teacher with ten years of experience in education outlined her
frustration in her first interview with her professional development experiences
and stated:
It seems as though they [students] do not remember how to apply the
skills that I thought I taught them. They also do not seem to know how to
work together or know how to develop a perspective or allow for
discussions in class. Why is it like this? I want to know how to be able to
get kids to do what I am doing here [on the tour] but so far all of my PD
experience has been quite useless and I have never been able to
participate in anything like learning to apply processes of learning so I am
excited to do this on the tour and in the classroom.”

Cemeteries and Monuments. Connected to the primary evidence
research teachers are required to complete each is asked to walk through the
cemetery where their soldier is buried and consider the design of the cemetery,
the layout pattern of the headstones, placement of flowers as well as the
symbols and commemorative monuments. Teachers are asked to interpret how
nations decide to remember the sacrifice of soldiers. Outside the cemetery the
tour leaders initiate a discussion to get teachers talking about whether they
believe the cemeteries are successful in commemorating the fallen soldiers.
Four teachers had never considered the symbols in the cemeteries while two
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other teachers indicated that this would be a lesson that could easily be adapted
to their own community. One elementary teacher noted: “there is far more to
cemeteries than I ever realized”.
As the tour progresses and several cemeteries from different nations are
visited teachers are able to compare and contrast how nations remember and
commemorate differently. The cemetery theme is ongoing throughout the tour
as teachers visit cemeteries from other nations such as Germany, Poland,
France and the United States. The tour leaders look for opportunities in the vans
to ask “what values do you think the architects were trying to convey?” or “how
would you get your students to consider what values need to be identified in a
monument design?” The goal is to get teachers to engage students and
consider symbols or monuments in their own community by asking similar
questions. By taking such an approach the teachers can then consider how
their community has designed their cenotaph or how their cemeteries are
designed. The result is that the teachers can share ideas of how they might
design a monument or get their students to design a monument when they
return to their classrooms. Each day during the tour teachers can build upon
their understanding of “values” and symbols as they are shown different
cemeteries, monuments and headstones and begin to make comparisons. By
the end of the tour, ten teachers commented that this assignment could be
easily adapted to have their students do a similar examination of cemeteries in
their community.
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The Stands: Contextualizing history, history concepts and
pedagogy. The Stands were designed to weave narratives, evidence, the
ground, new research and pedagogy together to create new learning for the
participants. The process is repeated each day of the tour (see Figure 5: Daily
Routine – Chapter 5). In many ways it sets the stage for challenging current
narratives providing new perspectives.
At each planned stop on the tour, Professors’ Lee Windsor and Cindy
Brown conduct a military history stand (short lecture) combining aspects of
tactics, documentation, historical controversies over interpretations of events
and new research. This approach promotes consideration of historical thinking
concepts that should be considered when examining any event. The stands
also encourage teachers to consider subjects such as geography, law, politics,
and math as part of their everyday approach to teaching. In essence, each
stand is designed to blend together the background of an event, relevant
historical thinking concept(s) and the potential pedagogy that could be
employed by teachers when examining an event or issue.
Each stand begins with the simple question, “Why are we here at this
spot?” Often the teachers will be asked to provide their current understanding
of an issue or event connected to the “spot” and their current pedagogical
practice used to teach about the event. The purpose is to create an openended learning environment that invites teachers to share their thinking around
the practice of teaching. The tour works to stay away from practices which can
lead to the perception that there is/are experts or knowers in the group which
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limits discussions as some participants perceive they can contribute less than
others. By declaring that everyone on the tour is a learner, people may be more
willing to discuss and be more vulnerable to new learning. City et al (2009)
states,
Opening up our own practice, vulnerabilities, questions, and ideas
and discussing them with colleagues shows us that we are not so
very different. It show us that together, we are and can become
a lot smarter than if we each tried to think about and improve
teaching and learning on our own. (pg. 96-97)

For example, the stand at the Vimy monument in France begins with a
question: “What does Vimy symbolize?” A second question that is asked is:
“Are the reasons why Vimy is perceived to be significant in Canada’s history a
myth?” The purpose of the first question is for teachers to share their
understanding of Vimy as it pertains to Canada’s identity. Once explored by the
group the second question is intended to create controversy with the teachers
and the leaders hope it challenges their answers to the first question. The
dissonance between prior knowledge and new knowledge is where the tour
leaders hope to lead the participants. The tour leaders worked to facilitate the
potential historical controversy amongst the teachers to explore the differences
between public history and academic history research. Reactions to the second
question indicated that prior knowledge would often conflict with new knowledge
as suggested by City et al. (2009).
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As stated in Chapter 5, some teachers reacted quite negatively to the
questions with one secondary teacher suggesting that questioning the dominant
narrative of Vimy as the birth of our nation was “disrespectful to the Canadian
soldiers” that died or fought at Vimy. One teacher declared that the questions
and activity was “un-Canadian”. This was also one of two teachers that during
the first interview indicated that they used historical thinking concepts in their
classroom.
Once the leaders provide background to the historic site, participants
were asked to consider how they might use this potential new learning in their
classroom or how they might design an activity around the question. However,
rather than a large group discussion the group was encouraged to think about
the question and to be ready to respond later in the day. This provides teachers
with reflection time to reconcile the gap between prior knowledge and new
learning. Teachers were provided time to examine the monument and consider
whether the design of the monument was effective in conveying a nation’s
mourning over lost lives. Also, teachers that were assigned a soldier whose
name is on the Vimy monument will complete their soldier research beside their
soldier’s name and share their research with the entire group. Twelve
participants stated that they found the stands helpful in creating a context for the
activities. Four participants took notes during each stand. Over the course of
the tour I asked each teacher about the purpose of his or her note-taking. Two
teachers stated that it helped them keep track of each day while two other
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teachers suggested that they copied down the ideas and the questions being
asked so they could then be used in the classroom.
At a pre-determined time the group meets back at the parking lot
adjacent to the monument. The tour leaders re-introduce the questions to
connect the elements covered throughout the day and initiate discussion. The
leaders look for a moment when participants are actively engaged and have had
some opportunity to voice their opinions to shift the conversation from large
group discussion to small group discussions in the vans. The shift from large
group to small group is to change settings in the hope it will stimulate further
conversations and mix the groups so no one teacher dominates the discussion.
Also, as indicated earlier, teachers may feel more comfortable talking and
working in smaller groups.
Because the tour challenges established narratives the leaders look for
moments to draw attention to the historical concepts that could be used or pose
new questions to teachers such as ‘what questions would you want students to
consider when dealing with this concept?’, ‘what might this look like in your
classroom?’ or ‘what resources would you use to get students to explore
different viewpoints?’

The goal of ending a stand with a question or set of

questions is to create professional dialogue in the vans. (The importance of the
vans for small group discussions will be discussed in the next section). The
questions also create next steps for new learning by investigating answers to
the questions. Finally, moving from large to small groups enables tour leaders
to use the vans as a small group working environment. The change in
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environment demonstrated the potential of large group and small group settings
with their students as part of their regular classroom practice.

In summary, although controversial the majority of teachers recognized
the value of a daily routine that emphasized a “know by doing” approach. The
integration of research, evidence, questioning and stands with a physical
learning environment that changed to meet the specific needs of the activity
helped teachers to establish new learning approaches for the classroom. As
noted earlier, most teachers, by the end of the tour, began to recognize the
strategic importance of how each day was constructed.

Going Deeper to disrupt prior ideas of Disciplinary Authority and
Pedagogy
The fourth theme that emerged from the data was the consolidation of
new learning connected to curriculum and pedagogy. Teachers were asked to
actively participate in activities that were grounded in the concepts of historical
thinking and then discuss their new learning through seminars as well as small
group discussions in the travel vans.
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Role Playing Exercises: Tactical Exercises without Troops (TEWT) and
Primary Evidence: Normandy. Over the course of the tour four activities were
used by the tour leaders to engage teachers in a series of exercises that focus
on specific historical thinking concepts to explore the connection between
history and education. Research by Snow-Renner & Lauer (2006) contends
that having teachers engage in professional development with a specific focus
connected to a specific activity to support the focus is an essential component of
what CERI (1999) recognizes as effective PD practice. For the Normandy
exercise, teachers and tour leaders gather in the hotel parking lot and
participants are given a set of primary and secondary documents. The primary
evidence documents include maps, letters, and intelligence reports of Allied and
German troops and equipment in a specific sector and aerial photographs. The
material provided was identical to the information available at the time of the
event – 7 June 1944.

The role playing exercise (TEWT) challenges teachers

to consider evidence, significance, perspective, cause and consequence, as
well as historical empathy. The use of evidence in this way connected teachers
to an event that occurred on 7 June 1944. The goal is to have teachers
simulate the event and the decisions made in the same amount of time with the
same evidence. This activity and all the other role-playing activities are
examples that can be used in the classroom with students.
The tour leaders recreate the actions taken by the commanders in 1944
up to but not including the actual decisions made at that time or the outcome of
those decisions. Without knowing the actual decisions the teachers have to
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work quickly to determine a course of action based on an interpretation of the
documents and the ground. The teachers are separated into small groups
(syndicates) of four or five with each group given the same package of material.
The groups are loaded into the vans to begin the drive to the actual location
where the military commanders made their decisions in 1944. Also, the drive
time from the hotel parking lot to the battleground is thirty-five minutes, which is
approximately the same amount of time, made available to the soldiers in June
1944 before they did a ground reconnaissance and were forced to make
decisions.
In the travel vans the syndicates begin the process of working together to
understand the evidence. Equally important is that each group must work
collaboratively to construct a troop deployment plan. Very quickly the
syndicates expressed stress over time constraints and that they have never
learned to interpret maps or photographs. Two participants expressed
frustration over group work and feeling as though their voice in the process was
not being heard.

Arriving at the spot where the 1944 soldiers conducted a

reconnaissance Professor Lee Windsor provides battle space context. This
adds a layer of content and context for the teachers as they continue to examine
their evidence with new understanding. The syndicates continue to work
independently studying the physical and urban geography in the area where the
troops and equipment were to be deployed. Several participants requested
more information but were reminded by the leaders that in 1944 the soldiers
were in the same conditions of restricted time and limited evidence to make
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decisions. Many of the teachers were more worried about making the wrong
decision and simply wanted to know the answer rather than continue with the
exercise of interpreting the documents. After five minutes the participants were
hurried back into the vans and driven into the village where the fighting took
place in 1944 to conduct a quick reconnaissance of the houses and other
landmarks. Here they are given five minutes to quickly assess a plan of action
concerning a railway track that could be identified in the maps and photographs.
Here again, many participants in the groups verbalized that they felt pressure to
make decisions and complained that they did not have enough information. For
the tour leaders, these comments were important indicators that provided the
basis for purposeful conversations with the larger group at the end of the
activity.
The request by all groups for more time and information reveals that
teachers have a difficult time accepting the limitations the soldiers were
confronted with in 1944, namely limited information for decision-making, and
limited time to make informed decisions. For the purposes of the tour the
participants were not only learning about historical significance and historical
evidence but developing historical empathy as they worked to understand the
context and decisions made in June 1944. None of the teachers indicated that
they had participated in a similar type of lesson. For professional development
purposes this activity helps teachers to practice concepts of historical thinking.
Throughout the exercise tour leaders raise issues surrounding interpretation, the
challenge of working with a limited amount evidence but still required to make
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decisions, and the pressure of limited time. At the end of this phase of the
exercise, many teachers began to recognize the importance of working through
the process of inquiry rather than knowing the answer.
To understand the second phase of this exercise a brief description of
syndicate make-up is necessary. The syndicates represent teachers from
across many grade levels and different provinces to ensure that teaching
perspectives from both elementary and secondary levels from across Canada
can be voiced. As well, teachers with several years of teaching experience are
mixed with teachers that have recently graduated from Faculty of Education
programs.
The design of this activity challenges teachers to work collaboratively to
simulate students working together in a classroom. This is an important aspect
to effective professional development, Darling-Hammond (2009) argued that
teachers are seldom engaged in collaborative activities to co-construct lessons
or co-construct meaning from an activity. In observing the groups working
together two patterns emerged. First, those teachers that admittedly considered
themselves well versed in Canadian military history dominated the
conversations within their groups and appeared to be quite dismissive of others
working to construct an understanding of the material.

As a result,

conversations were strained at first as members worked to have their ideas
considered within their groups. As one group member noted in the early stages,
“Are we not supposed to be learning this together?”
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This challenge to group work is not unusual as there are dominant
personalities within every classroom as noted by Barton and Levstik (2004) who
discuss the negative impact these personalities can have on large and small
group discussions. Sears (2014) characterizes this type of dominance by
individuals as the “trivial pursuit approach to history” (p. 25) running counter to
the type of classroom the tour is working to promote. Characteristically, the
dominant personalities in the groups were also the participants that provided
historical facts to participants throughout the tour.
For the leaders of the tour the purpose of having the teachers work in
these small groups is to experience, first hand, the impact this can have on
students. In much the same way in which the participants learn historical
processes by using them, teachers must also recognize are the challenges of
small group work. The complexity of understanding the elements of working in
small groups can only be fully realized by working in small groups. At the same
time many of the elementary teachers indicated that they felt dismissed by the
secondary teachers because of an assumed mastery of historical content
concerning the two wars. In my experience on over ten teacher battlefield tours
the hierarchical has presented itself on every tour as secondary teachers
assume deeper understanding of primary evidence and historical thinking yet
very few admit to working with historical thinking concepts in their classrooms.
As a result of these dominant personalities three teachers initially
disengaged from their syndicate groups. The three teachers that disengaged
were not teachers that admitted that their understanding of military history was
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limited. Instead the three teachers that admitted to having a higher level of
understanding of military history disengaged from the groups when the other
group members commented that their voice was not being heard. Questioning
two of the disengaged members as to why they were not working with their
group they declared that they felt they knew “the answer” to the Tactical
Exercise without Troops (TEWT) activity and were in the way of the others as
they worked to understand the documents. When asked if they currently use
this type of activity in the classroom both participants acknowledged that they
did not, but would consider using a similar format in the future.
Ultimately, the goal of this exercise is to become comfortable working
with evidence such as photographs, maps, and troop and equipment reports
from both sides of the battlefield. As suggested by Sears (2014), Osborne
(1999) and Sandwell (2012), providing teachers with a variety of primary
evidence as a part of everyday practice, will lead them to use these resources in
their classroom.
After the exercise ten participants indicated that they recognized the
value of using this type of evidence in their classroom. Three teachers
wondered where similar types of evidence could be found. Teachers began to
discuss what could be done in their classrooms using similar material that
connected to their community. From my observations this type of conversation
indicates that teachers were adding another layer to their thinking, moving from
understanding historical thinking concepts to embedding these processes as
part of their practice in the classroom. As one participant noted, “I need to do
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more with maps in my classroom”. A teacher, just out of her Faculty of
Education program, commented that, “geography should be considered in
everything” that she does with her students.
Once the ground reconnaissance was completed and each syndicate had
time to devise a plan the groups were brought together to share and compare in
their decision-making. We sat under a group of trees in a park in a village
situated near the ground where the action took place in 1944. As each group
shared their thinking participants in other groups could ask questions. Once all
groups completed their decision making exercise the tour leaders provided the
participants with the actual deployment that was completed in June 1944.
Teachers compared their thinking with the thinking at that time and asked
further questions of the leaders for extra details to develop deeper
understanding. To highlight the significance of the decisions made in 1944 the
park has a commemorative monument to the soldiers of the Canadian regiment
that fought in the area.
Immediately after the completion of this exercise I asked teachers for
feedback on the merits of this activity for teaching and learning historical
thinking concepts. Eight teachers found the activity engaging as an exercise
because it helped them to think about what needs to be considered to properly
understand the complexity of the decision-making through primary evidence.
Eight participants identified the important role that geography plays when
considering how events unfold that involve a specific location. “Everything is so
different when you stand on the ground”, stated one teacher. Three teachers
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commented on the psychological stress that would have been present while the
soldiers were making their decision. Two teachers indicated that they would
“not want the responsibility of making the decisions” that had to be made.
Several teachers commented that it would be important to create a context for
students and that having students examine the topography of an area under
study is an important consideration when working to develop a historical
perspective. Two teachers commented that they would like to try something
similar to this in their classroom based on natural barriers in their communities
such as rivers, bluffs and transportation infrastructure. One teacher commented
that she would like to have her “students examine geographic features that may
have influenced the development of her city in western Canada” and that “using
Google Earth would be a simple way to examine the geography” of the city. One
teacher, new to the profession of teaching, stated, “…if I eventually get a class I
am going to do something like this. I never really thought about connecting
physical geography with history.” This teacher was connecting this theme with
the third theme of creating, contextualizing and connecting narratives.
When this activity was completed the larger group moved from where
tour leaders conducted a syndicate sharing session to the Canadian monument
in the park. The tour leaders added a layer of complexity to the exercise by
having teachers consider how an event such as the one they were examining
should be commemorated. The leaders asked the teachers to examine the
design of the monument constructed by the local town council to commemorate
the Canadian regiment connected to the documents teachers were working to
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understand. Teachers were asked to analyze and interpret the symbols and
objects used to convey a message of what happened there. The teachers were
asked if the monument conveys an effective message to visitors. The goal is to
get teachers to consider the word “effective” which is a theme that is threaded
throughout the entire battlefield tour and mentioned earlier. Teachers actively
engaged in this part of the exercise commenting that this activity could easily be
done back in their community with their students. Participants indicated that the
questions being asked to consider as part of the exercise helped to change the
context and that asking questions was an important exercise to practice. Two
teachers commented that the types of questions being asked by the leaders
helped them because they felt as though they could participate without fear of
looking “stupid”. One teacher suggested that learning to create open-ended
questions should be part of a PD session. The purpose of the monument
activity in this context is to attach the work of the TEWT exercise in which the
teachers have the opportunity to interpret and, in essence, re-create a narrative
which connects teachers to the third theme of creating, contextualizing and
connecting narratives.

The Vans. Each morning, before the teachers have travel time in the
vans a whole group meeting takes place where the tour leaders organize the
groups, and outline the destinations that will be visited for the day. (See Figure
5: Daily Routine) Tour leaders remind teachers who will be presenting either
their soldier biography or leading a seminar at the end of the day.
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The use of the vans for small group work was repeated each day
throughout the tour. As the tour progressed teachers became more comfortable
in engaging in critical small group conversations and the use of the vans to
facilitate these discussions was important (Grodsky & Gamoran, 2003). In my
observation the van conversations evolve as a three step process. During the
first two days of the tour the conversations were dominated by participants
becoming familiar with each other, learning different teaching emphases in
different provinces. This is very similar to students meeting other students at
the beginning of a school year. Once a familiarity with each other has been
established the conversations focus on the identification of historical processes
and the use of the processes in the context of the discipline of history. This
began on day three of the tour. The final ten days of the tour saw a shift in
teacher conversations. Teachers engaged in conversations that focused on the
use of the historical thinking processes and what the processes might look like
in the classroom. In essence, teachers began to discuss next steps looking to
apply new learning as part of new classroom practices. This represents a
combination of what City et al (2009), Fullan (2006) and others identify as
capacity building within the profession. The vans facilitate this capacity building
in many ways such as continuous reflection, work and discussion with peers in
small groups, and guidance from academics in both the field of education and
history to help frame new practices. This process is considered essential for
teachers as effective PD to build new practices (Meiers & Ingvarson, 2005).
Continuous practice through activities implemented throughout the tour helps
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teachers become comfortable using and practicing new learning for their
classrooms after the tour.
As noted earlier, it is widely understood that teachers should be given
considerable time to reflect after a component of professional development has
been delivered (CERI, 1999). This reflection time can be achieved in a variety
of different ways and teachers are not required to participate in any specific
way. For example, at the beginning of each day of the tour a specific aspect of
professional development was emphasized as part of the overall scaffolding of
the PD. By the end of the tour, all historical thinking concepts were examined
and teachers had seen examples connected to each concept. Another
example during the tour was the teachers’ use of primary evidence to interpret
and use as the basis for making a series of decisions based on their
interpretations. These are the TEWTs described earlier. When these were
completed the teachers continued their discussion of what had unfolded as each
group provided a summary presentation of their thinking as they worked toward
a plan of action based on the information provided. As we drove in the vans
toward the next designated stop the teachers compared the plans of the other
groups and how these groups had interpreted the information differently and the
conclusions that they drew from those interpretations. The vans provided a
positive setting for active discussion between teachers. Eight teachers
commented that time in the vans was an important component that helped them
to understand their learning. Through conversations about their work they
shared ideas and explored concepts and visualized what their work would look
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like in the classroom. This represents, two important elements for effective PD;
specific focus on an aspect of PD and reflection of new learning about new
practices (Snow-Renner & Lauer, 2006); Grodsky & Gamoran, 2003).
In my van of eight passengers six were completely engaged in this
reflective practice of processing the elements of the Normandy TEWT described
earlier. Two teachers in the van sat quietly not engaged in the conversation.
For my research purposes, I decided to initiate a conversation with those two to
determine what they were thinking. The first conversation revealed that they
were conflicted emotionally by the activity suggesting that it must have been
very “difficult” for military commanders “to make decisions” such as how to
deploy soldiers with weapons based on an interpretation of documents knowing
that many of those men that were following orders could quite possibly be killed.
The teacher continued on to suggest that “this daily decision-making exercise
for those soldiers must have had a tremendous amount of mental stress on the
commanders and that it must be difficult to reconcile this with having to write
letters home” to families of soldiers that were killed following the orders given by
the commander. For this teacher, this is a first step to exploring the concept of
historical perspective (Seixas and Morton, 2013). Historical perspective is
defined as having to understand the actions of a historical actor not simply
through the eyes of that person but to take into account the circumstances and
concepts that were a part of the individual’s actions.
The second teacher expressed how much they liked the decision-making
exercise. When asked what aspects they enjoyed in the exercise the teacher
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said that they liked the idea that each group was given “the opportunity to
determine their own plan of action using this primary evidence” and that each
group had different outcomes. The teacher noted that this would be a good
practice to engage students in with similarly structured class activities using
primary evidence such as maps, photographs, or letters. The teacher also
noted that they could design a similar activity using information about their city
and have students consider rivers, bridges, and the topography to solve a
problem.
In this case the vans represented three different examples of reflective
practice. The conversation that was taking place with six of the teachers was an
active discussion to make deeper sense of the skills and learning that had taken
place and through external processing they were beginning to visualize the
educational possibilities. A second reflective practice was more internal. The
two teachers that were not engaged in the conversation represented this type.
One teacher considering what this would look like in their community with
geography and other subject areas as part of their new learning and
understanding of what can be done in their classroom. The other teacher was
exploring the emotional connection between the individual at the time of the
event and the empathetic understanding of the consequences of making the
types of decision the soldier had to make.
Throughout the tour teachers used the van time between planned
destinations as an opportunity to engage in a variety of education practices.
Conversations ranged from how much time to set aside to have students
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explore primary evidence, to the connections being made between politics,
history, economics, geography and other subject areas and how everything was
connected. As well, teachers explored assessment practices in the classroom
and discussed the variety of assessment tools that could be used when
evaluating student understanding.
During the third interview stage five of the teachers identified that the
travel time in the vans was an important component of the tour as it allowed
them to have conversations that were critical to help cement an understanding
of the concepts, in combination with the new information provided by tour
leaders. Three teachers specifically identified the vans as a time for thinking
and working to understand the connections between their approaches to
learning and the possibilities of trying new ideas in their classrooms.
It should be noted that the teachers were asked to rotate to a different
van each day to ensure they were continuously mixing groups. The intent of
this practice was to ensure that everyone was exposed to the thinking of all
others on the tour. This included the tour leaders. In my van the conversations
were usually focused on practice in education and the connections that the tour
was trying to make to historical thinking concepts and student learning. The
tour leaders listened for clues in the conversations hoping to insert a question or
provide a comment that will provoke more investigation by the teachers to
deepen their understanding of the activities, concepts or content presented
throughout the tour.
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At the end of each day I asked the tour leaders about the conversations
in their vans. The topics ranged from civilian issues during the wars, information
and specific details about the places visited that day, using concepts of
historical thinking in the classroom and assessment practices. As well, the
teachers used the vans for general conversations about life and teaching.
The vans, used as mini-classrooms for discussions of historical thinking
processes embedded in new classroom activities and lessons, are effective
mobile pods of small group discussions throughout the tour. Eight teachers
interviewed suggested that the conversations in the vans and the syndicate
work in the vans helped teachers to share ideas on historical concepts and
consolidate the interplay between content and pedagogy.
Shared Experience Assignments. Throughout the tour teachers are
required to work on a variety of assignments that are assigned individually but
are similar to the work being completed by other participants. Connecting the
group through shared assignments enabled teachers to work together and test
out their new learning with each other. Each teacher is required to complete a
soldier biography using primary and secondary documents and present their
findings at the grave of the soldier they researched. Each teacher is required to
examine monuments during the tour as well as back in their own community
prior to the tour as part of an investigation of how symbols, monument designs
and other aspects of commemoration reflect values and beliefs (historical
empathy) of the time and particular national or ethnic cultures. When asked
about sharing their work and research twelve teachers responded positively to
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sharing their new learning. Specifically, eight participants suggested that since
everyone was working on similar assignments but the specific content was
different, they could make connections on the similar aspects of their work but
also develop new perspectives on differences in their work. They also
suggested that they could compare and contrast the elements. Four teachers
commented that the specific primary evidence research was unique to each
teacher but the shared experience of the cemeteries and biographies created a
context that helped them understand the content covered during the tour.
All teachers were required to lead a seminar at some point during the
tour. Teachers were specifically asked to facilitate discussions and promote
inquiry with the participants in an effort to challenge current practices and prior
knowledge. The goal was to create a deeper understanding of the issue being
examined. This approach is strategic as it allows teachers to investigate a
historical issue without having to assume they must be an expert on the issue,
allowing for greater comfort in experimenting and acquiring new learning (City et
al., 2009). Many teachers were asked to consider how to determine historical
significance or perspective through open-ended seminar questions. Secondly,
facilitating a discussion replicates an approach to increase the participation and
voice of others that is similar to an approach now promoted in new research
concerning classroom practice (Biddulph, 2011). This approach is in stark
contrast to the common lecture style of history classes (Barton and Levstik,
2004).
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Seminars. For teachers part of the professional development tour is the
completion of a daily seminar that is the last component of the daily regimen of
the tour. The purpose of the seminar is to thread together the activities of each
day in combination with the new experiences learned by the teachers. The
seminar question is an open-ended question that invites the teachers to discuss
their new thinking in relation to the questions and experience of that day. The
questions are attached within the syllabus that can be found in Appendix B. The
seminar topics are made available well before the tour begins to give each
teacher the opportunity to choose a topic that is of interest to them. The teacher
is expected to complete some research around the question but is asked not to
become the “expert” on the topic but more the “facilitator” for that topic with the
intention of fostering greater conversation. Each teacher was able to add any
aspect that they wish to the topic and to approach the topic in any way they felt
comfortable, with the intention of providing an open dialogue to explore the
topic. The goal is to have teachers discuss their new learning in a context that
is guided by a fellow teacher. The tour leaders look for an appropriate setting to
begin a seminar. In most cases the seminars took place in a relaxed physical
environment surrounded by trees sitting or on a lawn so that teachers could talk
freely with minimal background noise. The majority of seminars lasted a
minimum of forty-five minutes.
During the tour there were several approaches by teachers to conducting
their seminar. Six teachers approached the seminar with a set of questions that
were constructed from the teacher’s new learning. These seminars were based
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upon new inquiries or unresolved understandings that were presented through a
series of questions. The majority of participants engaged in providing their own
perspectives as part of the discussion. This approach facilitated vibrant
discussions amongst the teachers that spilled over to van discussions. Several
teachers recognized that they were conflicted by the new ideas that they were
experiencing and that more time would be required for them to fully understand
what they were learning. However, the teachers during these open-ended type
seminars were more than willing to engage and discuss their understanding at
that time. These six seminars that were similar in approach had to be halted by
the tour leaders after an hour of discussion.
The level of engagement and duration of these seminars indicates that
how teachers approach a topic can have significant implications for the success
or failure of a seminar. The seminar leaders did not presume to be the “expert”
on the subject. They worked to ask questions provoking the other participants
to engage with the question in a non-threatening manner. These seminar
leaders actively facilitated the conversations but did not lead or limit the
discussion.
In contrast three seminars were more formal with presentations based
on scripted notes that dominated most of the conversation. Observing the
participants during this time I noted that, in comparison to the other seminars,
the level of engagement was minimal. Three factors could explain this. Firstly,
the topic itself might have been more challenging to understand than some of
the other topics. This could be a significant factor but each topic is connected to
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the activities that day and each day’s activities are built upon the activities from
the day before. As a result, each seminar topic is, in some ways, scaffolded to
the other topics that have been actively discussed by all the participants.
Secondly, the placement of the seminar might have been a factor because
teachers can get somewhat overwhelmed as the tour enters into the final days.
However, two of the seminars that were scripted were early and mid-way
through the tour and four of the six seminars that seemed to flow quite well were
completed in the latter stages of the tour. Thirdly, the time of day was
considered because some days go quite late into the afternoon and teachers
can get saturated with new learning or mental exhaustion. However, two of the
three seminars were completed in the early afternoon on somewhat cooler days
as opposed to other seminars that were completed in the late afternoon or early
evening.
A common aspect to these three seminars was that they were somewhat
“expert” driven with a scripted set of notes that dictated the direction of the
seminar. The approach by all three was closed to the other teachers being able
to actively participate in a discussion, as there was no access point for open
dialogue. Unfortunately when the teacher-leaders were finished delivering their
content the conversation was very limited and all three seminars ended shortly
after the teacher-leader finished reading their notes. This suggests that the
approach to a seminar topic is important to the level of discussion amongst the
teachers. This is similar to the findings of Osborne (2012), Sears (2014) and
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others who point out the negative impact a didactic style can have on the level
of student engagement.
I did not approach any teachers after the first teacher-leader led seminar
in which the notes were scripted, as I was not able to yet establish a pattern, but
after the second seminar of similar delivery I asked several teachers why the
level of engagement seemed minimal. Two teachers suggested that they felt as
though their comments would seem “trivial” as the seminar leader had taken the
approach of being a knower of the topic and it did not seem open to questioning
or discussion. One teacher suggested that they did not want to “appear stupid”
by asking questions. Two teachers indicated that they simply felt “overwhelmed
by the amount of content delivered during the seminar”.
After the third lecture style seminar produced passive engagement with
the other teachers I asked three teachers why their participation was minimal in
this discussion. Two of the teachers suggested that a lecture of detailed content
after a series of activities that combined content and context was not conducive
to creating dialogue for them. The third teacher suggested that having “scripted
notes was more an exercise of someone trying to demonstrate their knowledge
base of a topic and this was a solitary activity and did not invite discussion”.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that how teachers work to
engage students is a critical skill in understanding how to create active
participation in the classroom. It is widely accepted that the lecture format of
delivering content may be satisfying to the teacher comfortable with that style,
but it does not invite students to interact with the material or to develop a
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contextualized understanding of the main ideas. This is somewhat similar to
the use of the textbook as the dominant resource in the classroom even though
surveys suggests students intensely dislike the use of the textbook as a
significant tool for their learning (Barton and Levstik, 2004).
The body language during the scripted lecture-driven seminars was
important to note. During all three seminars the teachers were looking around
more at various objects such as trees or clouds while others picked grass. The
teachers did not look at each other and there was far less facial expression. In
contrast, during the six seminars that were open-ended questions in design the
teachers stretched out in relaxed positions and were far more interactive with
each other, some sitting back-to-back, and more engaged in the discussion and
the questions. The teachers during these seminars laughed frequently while
during the scripted seminars they were stoic. In conversations with teachers at
the end of the tour many recognized the role they can play in inviting dialogue
with students. One teacher commented, “I feel I am aware of what I should not
be doing in my classroom. How I design my lessons is so important. Why was I
not taught this in Teachers’ College?”
The approach taken by the teachers that asked open-ended questions
supports the research that if a learning environment is open to engagement then
students, much like the teachers demonstrated, will actively pursue
conversations. Students will be more willing to share ideas, challenge each
other’s thinking and develop deeper understanding as they work with each
other.
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Three seminars were approached by making extensions of the seminar
topics to other areas in education that were more familiar to the teacher. Two
teachers approached their topic by making connections to the subject areas in
which they teach. For example, one teacher connected their seminar topic to
music. The response from the teachers was an active conversation that
included ideas about the use of music and art as a means of getting students
actively engaged in discussing aspects of war. This conversation led to teachers
discussing how they could implement these practices in their classroom and
what resources they could use. These conversations continued on during the
van drive times.
Another teacher approached their seminar from a community perspective
focusing on how to get students engaged in their community by helping out
those connected to the Second World War. Although the seminar topic was not
directly addressed by the teacher-leader they were working to make
connections from their experience on the tour by bridging the school with their
larger community. Others engaged in this approach by confirming that they too
wanted to explore opportunities to connect their school with their community.
The third leader that made extensions beyond the question being asked
in the seminar approached the question from a genealogical perspective
examining how the research and activities had brought up numerous parallels to
the question. For the other teachers this seemed difficult to follow, as the
parallels were somewhat personal related to the leader’s family and the
circumstances. However, this connects to the personal nature that every
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participant suggested had occurred when they were completing their soldier
biography research. This teacher found it difficult to separate the activities such
as stands that were led by academics, as well as the soldier biographies and
the seminars. In many ways the divergent thinking demonstrated by this person
was extensive.
Finally, two teachers admitted that their limited content knowledge of
Canada’s military history intimidated them and they did not want to look foolish.
They struggled to understand the topic assuming that they were to be the expert
but found that too difficult. They admitted that they realized that the professional
development tour was not about being an expert but about exploring historical
thinking concepts along with a variety of activities that would lead to more
questions. In conversations with these two teachers afterwards they expressed
a relief that this was not a PD tour based on expertise but on exploration and
they realized that they had made a mistake.
Both teachers that identified being intimidated in presenting their seminar
topics were recent graduates out of a Faculty of Education with one teacher in
her first year of teaching while the other had just graduated and was looking for
work. This is connected to some research that suggests that new teachers do
not have a basis of understanding professional development because they lack
the experience to recognize a variety of teaching and learning methods due to
limited experience (Fragnoli, 2005). The response from several teachers was
that they understood the level of intimidation at first but realized that the PD
session was based on inquiry and discovery and an open-ended approach to
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their PD. I also noticed that several teachers reacted with words of
encouragement and hugged the teachers in an affirmation of understanding and
support.

Summary
In summary, a survey conducted by Shirley Yates based on the principles
outlined in Australia’s Centre for Education Research and Innovation (CERI,
1998), revealed that teachers perceived that longer course or sessions of
intense professional development contributed significantly to their professional
development (Yates, 1998, pg. 213). The daily routine of the two-week
boundary work (Figure 5) facilitates the principle of intense professional
development. The effectiveness of boundary work was reflected in the adoption
of several of the concepts of historical thinking by teachers. Many teachers
identified that the interplay between their assignments, activities and seminars
helped to contextualize the concepts.

The design of the assignments and activities promoted continuous
application and discussion of historical thinking concepts to their work. At the
same time many teachers were willing to discuss their learning with other
participants, challenge their current practice to establish new practices, and
reflect upon their new learning to design new activities for their students. The
success of establishing a collaborative learning culture on the tour was identified
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by many teachers as central to the success of the tour as a professional
development opportunity.

The teachers identified the importance of working with their peers,
mentors and academics. The interplay between these groups encouraged
teachers to explore new concepts and experiment in lesson designs that would
incorporate the concepts. Many of the teachers recognized that new learning
was risky as it challenged their current practice but through continuous support
provided through the boundary work the teachers felt comfortable with their new
learning. This support was encouraged through the practices of discussions
during small group van rides, seminars that probed the concepts and issues
surrounding events and general discussions with tour leaders and participants.

The daily routine of the boundary work fostered a confidence in teachers
to challenge accepted narratives. Many teachers began to question many of the
well establish narratives that surround Vimy Ridge, the Somme and Dieppe.
The introduction of scholarly research and participation in activities inside the
boundary work promoted application of the concepts of historical thinking.
Initially many teachers resisted the introduction of alternative narratives but this
resistance diminished as teachers continued to practice the application of the
concepts through the activities. At the same time many teachers began to
question the resources that they used in the classroom and the narratives
promoted within those resources. Participants began to ask tour leaders for
alternative resources to use with their students. Ultimately, the transition from
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their current practice to a desired practice leads to an increase in the use of
concepts of historical thinking.

As well, the daily routine of the boundary work enabled teachers to begin
experimenting with the concepts of historical thinking and contextualize their
new learning through lessons for their classroom. The activities and
assignments fostered a connection between concepts, pedagogy, and
classroom practice. During the third interviews it was apparent that for many
teachers the cycle of learning that included concepts connected to context and
activities during the tour fostered a willingness on the part of teachers to
implement new practices in their classroom.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
The purpose of professional development for teachers is to improve their
current classroom work. By strengthening their practice teachers can better
meet the needs of students. However, as stated in the Introduction there is
growing concern in nations around the world about the quality of professional
development offered to teachers. This research was initiated to determine if the
site-based War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Flanders represents an effective professional
development opportunity for teachers. In addition to this question this research
also answers the question: Does the War and the Canadian Experience:
Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders foster deeper
teacher understanding of historical thinking processes?
The War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’ Professional
Development Tour in France and Flanders does represent an effective
professional development opportunity for teachers. Analysis from multiple sets
of data establishes that the assignments and activities practiced during the daily
routine of boundary work (Figure 5) effectively established new and stronger
pedagogical classroom practice. These new teaching practices include the use
of concepts of historical thinking. To a significant degree the design of
professional development tour introduced teachers to the concepts of historical
thinking that eventually led to the adoption of one or more of the concepts as
part of their regular classroom practice.
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Rigorous learning is required to establish new and stronger classroom
practices. As stated in Chapter 5, the tour philosophy of engaging teachers in a
“doing history” approach that challenge the traditional understanding used to
teach history. To redefine this understanding the tour employed a boundary
work method whereby teachers work with academics in both the disciplines of
history and education as well as peers and mentors. This method resulted in a
significant increase in the use of historical thinking concepts (Figure 4).
This collaborative working environment fostered a willingness on the part
of teachers to experiment in new learning. According to CERI (1998), and Sears
(2014), Fullan (2005), City et al., (2009) and others this type of working
environment is necessary for teachers to develop new pedagogical practices.
As stated in Chapter 2, the “know by doing” approach to teaching
history, in a tightly designed daily routine, assisted teachers to conceptualize
each concept and contextualize the activities into classroom practice. The
routine of this boundary work provided new contexts for the concepts to be
explored each day fostered an understanding of how to use the concepts of
historical thinking. The “know by doing” approach was explored in a variety of
work settings to ensure that teachers explored the concepts in different ways
and through different methods. This process is an example of an effectively
designed professional development opportunity.
The findings in my research align with many of the principles that CERI
(1998), Sears (2014), Barton and Levstik (2004) and Sandwell (2005) identify as
necessary for effective teaching and were discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
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Specifically, teachers were engaged in activities that were experiential
promoting new learning and development but grounded in regular classroom
contexts. As well, the activities were designed to be collaborative with other
participants encouraging teachers to discuss and share in their new learning.
Finally, the post-tour work completed by teachers was supported by a
network of academics and peers as teachers strengthened their teaching
practices. As a result, their knowledge of the concepts led to the concepts
being embedded as part of their pedagogical practice, which was one of the
intentions of the tour. This conclusion is supported through the analysis of
multiple sets of data as discussed in Chapter 5.
The second research question: Does the War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders
foster deeper teacher understanding of historical thinking processes is also
answered by the findings in the sets of data. The activities and assignments
given before, during, and after the tour required teachers to explore each
concept of historical thinking. The rigour of work required by teachers
throughout the tour resulted in the majority of teachers adopting one or more of
the concepts as part of their regular teaching practice.
The design of the tour’s daily routine facilitated the examination of the
relationship between concepts and historical events. Teachers’ exploration of
each concept by visiting specific sites deepened the understanding between the
concept and the event. To this end, site-based professional development
provided numerous opportunities for teachers to contextualize their work. By
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standing on the ground teachers could visualize the relationship between issues
(and the content connected to the issue) and concepts. This strengthened the
pedagogical connections teachers can create for their classroom.
Finally, the teachers acknowledged that they needed post-professional
development support as they continued to experiment and conceptualize
activities for their students. This is particularly important as City et al. (2009)
suggest because teachers will often abandon the “messy” pathway of new
learning and return to past practice because it is safe and familiar. The support
provided to the teachers in the months after the tour helped to solidify and
strengthen practices that used the concepts for historical thinking. To this end,
the degree of teacher competency and confidence in using the concepts was
reflected in their willingness to promote the use of concepts with other teachers
in their school and school districts after the tour. This reveals the success of
their professional development experience through the War and the Canadian
Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders.
As a result, this research concludes that the design of the Canada and
the War Experience: Teachers’ Professional Development Tour in France and
Flanders constitutes effective professional development for teachers. The tour
effectively develops for teachers an understanding and enhanced competency
for using historical thinking concepts. The understanding and competency of
the concepts is reflected in the number of teachers adopting the processes as
part of their regular classroom teaching practice.
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However, my research raises several points that provide insights into
current issues in teaching that should be explored. As stated in Chapter 4 only
two teachers indicated that they were familiar with the concepts of historical
thinking. This represented ten percent of the teachers on the tour that had an
understanding of the process by which historians study history. The
implications of so few teachers being familiar with historical thinking concepts is
far-reaching as discussed in Chapter 2. Many of the teachers on the tour
graduated from university with a liberal arts degree in history but were not
familiar with the concepts. Sears (2014), Barton and Levstik (2004) and
Osborne (1991) identify that without an understanding of the concepts to guide
exploration of history, considerable amounts of disconnected historical content
will dominate teacher practice. The limited practice of teachers using the
concepts reveals that despite having an undergraduate degree in history these
teachers did not come away with an understanding of the concepts of
history. They may have been exposed to the concepts at university but this
learning was not embedded or retained. This indicates that new approaches
must be undertaken to ensure improved retention occurs with post-secondary
students.
From the perspective of teacher-candidates that study at faculties of
education academics should engage in “doing history”, immersing students in
activities that focus on concepts and pedagogy. In some ways it is logical that
in the absence of using the concepts of historical thinking, history classrooms
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are often dominated by decontextualized content. How else will teachers teach
about historical issues and events if they are not familiar with the concepts?
What my research also confirms is that teachers must engage in their
curriculum in different ways. First, History (or Social Studies) curricula in each
province asks teachers to work with the concepts of historical thinking (Seixas,
2006) to ensure that students are working inside the discipline of
history. However, the limited understanding of the concepts or how to use the
concepts within lessons indicates that a continuous review of the revised
editions of provincial curricula by teachers is a necessary component of
professional development (City et al., 2009). Curriculum is revised by provincial
ministries of education to identify required skills and themes necessary for
students to be successful in contemporary society. In turn, these revisions
require teachers to revisit and redesign the work being asked of both teachers
and students. This necessitates that teachers must learn new methods and in
the context of history or social science curricula, this new learning includes the
concepts of historical thinking and how students can engage in history using
them. In essence, this is what Sandwell (2001) is asking teachers to explore
when she encourages educators to think of history as a verb. This is consistent
with one of the tour goals, which encourages teachers to revisit their curriculum
and embed the concepts as a regular component of the pedagogical practice
through professional development.
My research also confirms that a problem exists concerning how
professional development is constructed and delivered by schools, school
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boards or districts. Throughout the tour teachers expressed dissatisfaction with
previous professional development workshops. Many teachers noted that most
of their professional development inadequately connected pedagogical practices
to their classroom practice. As outlined by Darling-Hammond et al., (2009)
most PD has very little planned follow-up to what is commonly understood to be
one-stop workshops. One-stop workshops are defined as unfocused,
fragmented and isolated sessions that are not designed to be directly applicable
to specific teacher’s needs. The disconnection between what a teacher requires
and what is delivered in professional development sessions is well recognized.
Darling-Hammond (2009) and other education scholars that are critical of the
current format of professional development identify that effective teacher
professional development must promote principles of lifelong learning through
coherent, focused, and sustained professional development. To do this,
schools, school boards or districts must employ methods that support more
rigorous academic standards, new curriculum frameworks, and promote
collaborative work in an effort to strengthen teacher practice. These are the
principles promoted during the tour and recognized by the teachers as effective
in assisting them in developing stronger teaching practices. This requires
schools, school boards and districts to rethink how professional development is
implemented and a commitment to adhering to the CERI (1998) principles
outlined in the Introduction can help establish meaningful professional
development for teachers. As stated by Barton and Levstik (2004),

“if teachers do not understand the underlying premises
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of the subject, and if they do not know how to go about
implementing inquiry, or discussing historical

controversies,

or locating primary sources, then it is inconceivable that they
will actually do so. However, this knowledge, by itself, does not
appear to be sufficient condition for transforming educational
practices in history.” (Barton and Levstik, 2004, p. 251)

In essence, how can professional development for teachers be developed and
implemented in such a way that teachers are doing history rather than simply
discussing the concepts that are the underpinnings of history?

A metaphor to

this is outlined by Sears (2014) suggesting that most history classes are about
studying history rather than engaging in the art of doing history. Similar to the
experiences noted by Barton and Levstik (2014) the focus given by academics
in Faculties of Education, teachers do not engage in history. The result, as
Sears (2014) suggests, is that “most teachers are very much at the margins or
even outsiders” when it comes to the practice of history (pg. 23). The results of
my research indicate that one possible answer to improving current professional
development is to engage in “doing history” practices. Teachers that engage in
such activities embed their new learning and begin to implement new and
pedagogically stronger teaching practices. Finally, my research revealed that
teachers require intensive and sustained professional development to adopt
new practices. On the tour teachers established new learning as part of a
continuum as the tour progressed shifting from past practice and establishing
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new practices. This change from current to desired teaching practice requires
considerable time.

As well, my research confirms the need for teachers to engage in
intensive professional development if they are expected to understand the
concepts of historical thinking. This cannot be done in a half day of professional
development (CERI, 1998) as noted in Chapter 1. If revised curricula across the
country requires teachers to embed the concepts of historical thinking as part of
their practice, then teachers must be given the time and opportunity to identify
each concept, connect each concept to essential content and contextualize this
new learning within a classroom environment. With this in mind, and based on
the significant increase in teacher understanding of the concepts from the tour
the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers Professional Development
Tour in France and Flanders achieves this outcome.
To this end, the daily design of the tour was intended to continuously
engage teachers in all the concepts of historical inquiry. This required more
than one hundred and ten hours for teachers to identify and understand each
concept and contextualize the concept within a classroom learning environment
as outlined by CERI (1998). This was evidenced by the teachers’ responses at
the end of the tour as many of the teachers were connecting tour activities to
concepts and extending content and concept to their classroom. Teachers were
exploring the concepts and engaging in conversations with other teachers to
build new lessons based on their new learning.
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An unexpected outcome of my research that requires more research is
connected to Howard Gardner’s (2006) work on prior knowledge. My research
identified a distinction between elementary and secondary teachers’ prior
knowledge of the Great War and Second World War. Overall, elementary
teachers were less familiar with the “content” of both wars that is more
commonly taught by secondary teachers. At first, this appeared to present a
limited understanding of issues and events connected to both wars but my
research revealed the opposite to be true. Secondary teachers were far more
resistant to considering new perspectives on well-established narratives while
elementary teachers openly questioned these narratives and were more open to
accepting contesting sources and alternative perspectives. In many ways,
limited prior knowledge facilitated a more open and accepting approach to
understanding the discipline of history. However, the lack of content attainment
of the Great War and Second World War facilitated a greater acceptance of
using the concepts of historical thinking. It was somewhat significant that by not
having the background knowledge, a greater willingness to adopt the concepts
emerged.
Two other aspects to my research need to be explored. The absence of
connections made between concepts provides an example of next steps for
further research. Teachers treated each concept in isolation of the other
concepts. In many ways, it may be similar to how subject-specific teachers do
not recognize cross-curricular connections the work being explored by students.
If teachers work to make connections between concepts research could be
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initiated to determine if this deepens student understanding of historical issues
or events. At the same time, teachers working to make these connections
would be an indication of a deeper understanding of the procedural expertise in
understanding history as a discipline.
Finally, more than fifty percent of teachers indicated that post-tour
boundary work with academics and peers provided the necessary network
support to experiment and expand the use of the concepts with their
students. This indicates that networking connected to professional development
is important. The facilitation of teacher networks to support and promote
continuous professional development inside and outside the walls of their
classroom needs to be explored especially in an ever-increasing digital learning
environment. This supports the research completed by City et al., (2009) and
Katz et al. (2009) that identifies the power of networks to not only improve
instruction in school but to help bring teachers together through purposeful
professional development that fosters collaborative work to understand new
learning approaches.
In conclusion, the War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers’
Professional Development Tour in France and Flanders represents and effective
professional development opportunity. The tour effectively strengthens teacher
practice and fosters a deeper understanding of historical thinking processes.
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Appendix A: Concepts of Historical Thinking

Historical Thinking
Concept

Historical Significance
How do we decide what is
important to learn about
the
past?
Historical Evidence
How do we know what we
know about the past?
Continuity and Change

Types of Data Collection During and After
Tour

Seminars and discussion, tour stand* discussion,
monument assignment and discussion, art
assignment and discussion, Personal File
Research Project and discussion, Classroom
connection assignment, interview
Personal File Research Project and discussion,
monument assignment and discussion, art
assignment and discussion, Classroom
connection assignment, tour stand discussion,
interview
Seminars and discussion, tour stand* discussion,
monument assignment and discussion, art
assignment and discussion, Personal File
Research Project and discussion, Classroom
connection assignment

How can we make sense
of
the complex flows of
history?
Cause and Consequence Seminars and discussion, tour stand* discussion,
monument assignment and discussion, art
Why do events happen,
assignment and discussion, Personal File
and
Research Project and discussion, Classroom
what are their impacts?
connection assignment
Tour stand and discussions (Ex. Dieppe,
Historical Perspectives
Normandy, Vimy) Seminars and discussions, tour
How can we better
stand* discussions, monument assignment and
understand
discussion, art assignment and discussion,
the people of the past?
Personal File Research Project and discussion
Seminars and discussion, tour stand* discussion,
The Ethical Dimension
monument assignment and discussion, art
How can history help us to
assignment and discussion, Personal File
live
Research Project and discussion, Classroom
in the present?
connection assignment
*A tour stand is a designated spot where the tour group will stop to investigate
the terrain, monument, battlefield or an aspect deemed relevant to
understanding the issue or event being discussed.
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Appendix B: Syllabus

War and the Canadian Experience: Teachers Professional Development
Tour in France and Flanders
History Teachers Study Abroad Course in France and Belgium, July 7 –
20, 2013
This course is a Joint project of The Laurier Centre for Military, Strategic and
Disarmament Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University and the University of New
Brunswick’s Gregg Centre for the Study of War and Society and Faculty of
Education, with generous sponsorship provided by John and Pattie Cleghorn
and the Department of National Defence.
*Can be taken for credit as UNB ED 6109: Teaching the History of
Canada’s World Wars
Instructors:
Dr. Lee Windsor, the Gregg Centre, UNB
Dr. Alan Sears, Faculty of Education, UNB
Cindy Brown, PhD Candidate, UWO
Blake Seward, Educator, Upper Canada District School Board
Purpose and Goals
The 2013 Cleghorn War and Memory Study Tour is designed to introduce
educators to the history of Canada in two world wars and the potential for using
the subject as a vehicle to foster historical thinking skills and “historical
consciousness” in today’s young people.
The tour takes teaching professionals to some of the most important Canadian
battlefields and memorials in Belgium and France. From the great Vimy
pilgrimage of 1936 to the recent anniversary commemorations of Vimy, D-Day
and VE Day Canadians have been drawn to these sites of memory which form
such an important chapter in our nation’s history.
The study tour aim is to provide participants with an in-depth understanding of
Canada’s experience in two World Wars as well as ideas of how to approach
teaching this material. Discussion questions consider a variety of concepts, such
as shifting historical perspective, the use of historical evidence and moral
dimensions of war that can be readily applied in a classroom environment.
Teacher’s Participation & Preparation
1. Participants on the study tour are required to present a biographical sketch
of a Canadian soldier who is buried or commemorated at a site in Belgium or
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France. Both the specific soldiers and sites will be assigned to allow us to keep
to our schedule.
2. Participants are also asked to prepare for each day’s activities by: completing
the required reading, bringing assigned maps and other information with them
each day and engaging in discussions of history and pedagogy. The reading
requirements are limited and focused, as our intent is to inspire participants to
consider new questions rather than arrive with other people’s answers.

Possible Questions for your Biographical Sketch
1. What do the documents reveal to you about your soldier?
2. Is there another possible interpretation of your documents?
3. How could you verify your interpretation? Where might you need to
search for relevant resources?
4. How is your soldier’s information similar or different to information being
researched by other students?
5. How do you determine what resources are necessary to support your
research?
6. What, if any, events emerge out of the documents that you consider to be
historically significant?
7. Can you determine what other people may be affected by the events that
emerge out of the documents?
8. How does your research connect to the issues at the time?
9. What issues that you identified are still relevant today? Explain your
thinking.
10. How is each issue similar or different from today and when written?
11. Based on your research what information do you consider to be
significant? How did you determine this?
3. Daily Seminars: Each day includes one or two debrief seminars to connect
critical questions and curriculum materials to the issues, terrain and
commemorative sites visited. Each teacher/participants will act as discussion
leader/facilitator for one of these. Be prepared to adapt your understanding of the
problem to what you see on the ground and learn about the latest scholarly
research!
In addition to tackling the question asked, there are two primary goals for every
seminar:
1. Determine whether the issues and events covered that day are
historically significant! “What is worth remembering” about the day?
2. Consider whether the day’s experience reveals new classroom
possibilities.
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Daily de-brief seminars are intended to help participants process knowledge and
experience from each day’s ‘campaigning’ and to think about ways to apply new
knowledge and methods in the classroom. One goal is to avoid transmissive
content or factoids and focus on possible approaches to topics or questions for
students to discuss in your classroom. Choose your topic out of personal interest
or curiosity and focus your preparatory reading there.
Everyone must complete a soldier biography and lead a seminar regardless of
whether participants are enrolled in the Cleghorn Tour for credit or not.
Assignments for those enrolled for credit:
1. Personnel File Research Project: As you are completing this project
compile a list of possible questions that emerge from the documents that
you could use with your students. Write a short essay (750 -1000 words)
outlining your main findings, key research questions and how you would
employ this kind of exercise in the classroom.
Value: 25%
2. Comparative Historical Interpretations of a major event: Develop a
prompt (open-ended statement) or question that students can explore to
determine their own perspective or context. Your prompt/question
includes resources that support multiple perspectives.
Value: 25%
3. Artistic Interpretations of War Write a short essay (750-1000 words) on
one of the following:
a) War Art Analysis: Select a piece of war art and send it to Blake
along with a short essay (750-1000 words) describing what YOUR
interpretation of what you see in the artwork and what you think
the artist was attempting to communicate about war?
b) Cenotaph Comparative Analysis: Send to Blake a HD image(s)
of your local cenotaph. Write a short essay (750-1000 words)
while on the tour we will be discussing the values expressed
through cenotaphs from individual, community and national
perspectives.
Value: 25%
4. Participation: Based on your contributions to daily seminars.
Value: 25%
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Required Reading List (For all participants)
New Possibilities For The Past: Shaping History Education in Canada,
edited by Penney Clark (UBC Press, 2011) Book can be purchased
through Amazon for $33.00.
Christou, T., & Sears, A. (2010). Rapprochement: Toward an Inclusive
Approach To History and Citizenship Education In Canada. Canadian
Issues/Themes Canadiens (Winter 2010), 17-21 (I will send via PDF)
Sears, Alan, Making Room For Revolution in Social Studies Classrooms,
Education Canada; Spring 2009; 49,2; CBCA Education (I will send via
PDF)
Terry Copp, “The Dieppe Debate” Legion Magazine, 1999. (This article
was pulled from the magazine because it was controversial. I will send it
to you but you can go to http://www.legionmagazine.com/en/ and find
many more interesting articles.)
Bomber War – Canadian War Museum Debate
http://www.warmuseum.ca/cwm/exhibitions/newspapers/operations/bomb
er_e.shtml
http://www.cbc.ca/news/arts/artdesign/story/2007/10/11/warmuseum.html
http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/news/issuesideas/story.html?id=6cd
c8d4b-6dac-4c03-9468-ad5d7216113e
Clark. Anna, Teaching the nation’s story: comparing public debates and
classroom perspectives on history education in Australia and Canada.,
Journal of Curriculum Studies, 2009, Vol. 41, No. 6, 745-762 (I will send
PDF to you)

Suggested (Not Required) Reading List:
Vance. Jonathan F. Death so Noble: Memory, Meaning and the First
World War, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997)
Vimy Ridge: A Canadian Reassessment. Geoffrey Hayes, editor,
Andrew Iarocci, editor, and Mike Bechthold, editor (Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, 2007)
Sears. Allan, Ian Davies and Alan Reid, “From Britishness to
Nothingness and Back Again: Looking for a Way Forward in Citizenship
Education” in Britishness, Identity and Citizenship: The View from
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Abroad, edited by C. McGlynn, A. Mycock & J.W. McAuley, New York,
(Peter Lang Press, 2011)
Sears. Allan, Fortified silos or interconnected webs: The relationship
between history and other subjects in the curriculum. Debates in History
Teaching (pp. 273-282). (London: Routledge, 2011) ( I will send PDF to
you)
Daily Itinerary-Topic List
Day 1 (July 7) – We meet at a Paris airport hotel in the late afternoon. Most
people will be arriving on the morning of the 3 rd. Once we have gathered at the
hotel we will be having a group dinner to get to know one another at 18:30.
Base - Paris
Day 2 (July 8) – Our day begins on the A1 out of Paris to Ieper (Ypres) driving
across the northern wing of the Western Front to its anchor at the Ypres Salient.
We stop first at the town’s medieval Lille Gate to introduce the Great War and the
heated clash between the recent historical scholarship and earlier interpretations
of the war. We then venture out into “The Salient” to examine the First Battle for
Ypres in 1914 that gave rise to trench warfare. We’ll then check into the hotel
and visit the Flanders Fields Museum to consider how the war is remembered
and portrayed locally. There will be plenty of time on this day to enjoy the central
square, buy chocolate and wander the streets of a typical medieval Flemish town
annihilated by war and then rebuilt to reclaim its former glory.
There are numerous restaurants in the square for supper and most are very
reasonably priced. Great beer!
Seminar Topics:
1. Who is responsible for this war? Why does Canada enter the war?
Base – Ypres/Ieper
Day 3 (July 9) – This day we march to the frontline with 1st Canadian Division.
In the morning we study examine Canada’s role in the Second Battle of Ypres,
including visits to the Brooding Soldier and to Essex Farm field hospital and
cemetery where John McRae wrote “In Flanders Fields”. In the afternoon we
head to the south of Ieper to consider the massive expansion of Canada’s force
on the Western Front and their forgotten battles of 1915 and 1916 including the
St. Eloi Craters and Mount Sorrel. If time permits we will get to the trenches in
Sanctuary Wood.
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At 8:00pm we will be participating in the Menin Gate ceremony and laying a
wreath for the soldiers we are commemorating. Appropriate dress is necessary.
Seminar Topics:
2. Should moral or ethical considerations matter when introducing a new
weapon in war?
3. Is there a place in our classrooms for the forgotten battles of the
Great War?
Base - Ieper
Day 4 (July 10)
This day we pack our kit and roll out to the east and then south. We open the
day by examining the pivotal year of 1917 and the battle of Passchendaele (3 rd
Battle of Ypres). Although we are stepping out of chronological order the horrific
Passchendaele battleground is only minutes away. First, we introduce the state
of the global war in 1917 before attacking with the Canadian Corps through the
slime and mud to Passchendaele Ridge. We will visit a couple of cemeteries
and we will have a number of soldier presentations.
In the afternoon, we leave the Ypres Salient and head south to the Artois-Arras
sector. Here we go back in time to the old French 1914-15 positions around
Notre Dame de Lorette to introduce the Vimy battle area.
Seminar Topics:
4. Why does the war become stalemated in muddy trenches?
5. What are the intentions behind the Great War monuments and
memorials you have seen so far?
Base – Arras
Day 5 (July 11) – We will spend full day in the Vimy area to introduce the
problem of waging war in early 1917 and Canada’s role at the Battle of Vimy
Ridge. We begin the day on the start line to consider plans and the approach.
After lunch we move onto the ridge itself to visit the memorial complex, including
the memorial itself, the interpretation centre and to tour the tunnels and restored
trench system. There are few restaurants in the area so we need to ensure that
we bring food with us. We have a soldier presentation at Vimy. We have a
tunnel tour scheduled for 3:00pm.
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Seminar Topics:
6. Should Vimy stand out from other important Canadian events?
7. What does the Vimy Memorial accomplish?
Base - Arras
Day 6 (July 12) – We pack our gear and begin our day moving further south to
Somme battlefields. In the morning we step back to July 1916 to introduce the
infamous Battle of the Somme at the Newfoundland Memorial Park at
Beaumont-Hamel. Most are familiar with the background and results of the
offensive on 1 July 1916. The tour will focus here on the experience of the
Newfoundland Regiment portrayed in the park and interpretation centre. From
there we carry on to the Canadian Corps battlefield and memorial at Courcelette
from the fall of 1916. After lunch we will consider the final year of the war in
1918 from the decision-point of Amiens and the question of how the war is
finally won.
Seminar Topics: (On this day done over lunch at a tea room in the Somme
area)
8. Was the war Canada fought from 1914-18 worth the cost?
After lunch we drive west, roaring through the 1920s and 30s and coming to a
crashing halt in the Second World War at the tiny fishing village of Puys on the
outskirts of Dieppe. Here we introduce the 1939-42 circumstances that lead to
the decision to launch the 1942 Dieppe Raid.
Base – Dieppe Hotel
Day 7 (July 13) – First thing in the morning we’ll walk the Dieppe beaches to
consider the outcome of raid on Dieppe. Later in the morning we’ll take in the
Dieppe market and load the vans before driving up to the cliffs overlooking the
main beach and then to the Dieppe Cemetery. After the cemetery we hit the
highway for Bayeux, France and the Moulin Morin. This is our long drive day.
We will need to ensure we have food for lunch as we have tolls and car line-ups
to contend with. We will pick up groceries in Bayeux.
Seminar Topic:
9. How should we judge the Dieppe Raid?
Our home for the next week is Le Moulin Morin which is just west of Bayeux in
Calvados, Normandy. This property, a reconstructed mill, consists of numerous
apartments each with bedrooms, kitchens and living areas. There is a large
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common room we use as a classroom. While we are at the Moulin Morin
breakfast and on most days a picnic lunch are an individual responsibility. Bread
and croissants are delivered each morning. Shopping for groceries is within
walking distance as are restaurants for some evening meals.)
Day 8 (July 14) - Our first full day at the Moulin Morin will begin in the
classroom. Blake Seward will lead a final seminar on teaching the First World
War in high school classrooms.
‘The Great War in the Classroom’ Workshop (Facilitated by Blake Seward)
In the afternoon we’ll introduce you to the Second World War in 1944 from the
cliffs along the Normandy coastline.
Day 9 (July 15) – We roll out with lunch rations packed, headed to Juno Beach
for a detailed study of June 6, 1944. We will consider the Allied Operation
OVERLORD plan and especially Canada’s role in it. From here we will visit
Beny-sur-Mer Canadian cemetery. We will have two soldier stands here at the
cemetery.
Seminar topics:
10. Should D-Day stand out from other important Canadian events?
Day 10 (July 16) We begin the day at La Cambe, the German Military Cemetery
and information centre. We will then examine the American landings at Omaha
Beach and the American Military Cemetery at St. Laurent-sur-Mer. We then
carry on to Arromanches, home of the famous surviving “Mulberry Harbour” to
consider the complexity of this massive multi-national operation. On our return
to the mill our two seminar discussions feature Dieppe, Juno and Omaha as well
as the meaning and purpose of Commonwealth, German and American military
cemeteries.
Seminar Topics:
11. Why are we in Normandy?
12. What do war cemeteries tell us about nations?
Day 11 (July 17) – We begin the day in the classroom preparing for an
historical Tactical Exercise Without Troops (TEWT). The exercise goal is to help
participants understand the Battle for Normandy from the perspective of the
soldiers and junior commanders who made decisions about how to fight it on the
ground. We will form syndicates and each syndicate will plan a battalion-level
defence of the bridgehead based on the actual orders, maps and air photos
issued in 1944. After each syndicate prepares an initial plan we will visit the
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actual battlefield and discuss questions of fact. Over lunch syndicates will have
an opportunity to revise their plan and will then present it to the group.
In the afternoon, we follow through the battle to secure and expand the
beachhead in the Caen sector. We will examine Operation “Charnwood” and
visit the Canadian memorial garden at the Abbaye d’Ardenne.
Seminar Topics:
13. Should history combine with geography or any other subject in a
classroom?
14. Should there be rules in warfare?
Day 12 (July 18) – We follow the campaign south of Caen through the bitter
struggle for Verrières Ridge in July and early August 1944. We will study it from
the Point 67 monument and look-off, and Verrières village before launching
Operation TOTALIZE -- the great Canadian armoured attack up to the Canadian
Cemetery at Bretteville-sur-Laize. We will visit the Polish Division cemetery and
finish the afternoon at the dramatic monument to the Algonquin and British
Columbia Regiments at Point 140.
Seminar Topics:
15. Who bears responsibility for civilians in the battle area?
16. What constitutes a battlefield success or failure?
Day 13 (July 19) - This day we consider the problem of how to end the
campaign and the war. We follow Canada’s Operation TRACTABLE which turns
into the dramatic encirclement of German forces in the so-called “Falaise
Pocket”. We will study the incredible climax of the Normandy Campaign from
the Canadian Battlefields Foundation Belvedere in St. Lambert-sur-Dives. We
will visit Falaise itself for lunch and a visit to William the Conqueror’s castle
before returning to the Moulin Morin to pack and prepare for our farewell dinner.
Final Seminar Topic:
17. What elements of Canada’s experience in the Second World War are
most significant for our nation’s history?
18. What should your students learn about the Normandy Campaign?
Day 14 (July 20) – We leave early in the morning for Paris, Charles de Gaulle
for the return flight to Canada.
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Appendix C
Explanatory Letter to Participants
Dear Participants:
The purpose of this case study is to examine two central questions concerning
teacher professional development. First, whether an intensive twelve-day in the
field professional development program (War and the Canadian Experience:
Teachers Professional Develoment Tour in France and Flanders) for history
teachers is an effective method to learn about historical thinking concepts. The
second question that will be examined is whether this professional development
approach translates into the adoption of historical thinking concepts as part of
regular teaching practices in your classrooms (Seixas and Morton, 2013).
This year eighteen educators from provinces across Canada representing both
elementary and secondary school will be guided through the battlefields of France
and Belgium. You will visit historically significant locations to examine the people
and events that contributed to Canada’s history. Depending on the province in
which you work, each participant will determine how the historical thinking
concepts can be used in the provincial curriculum. Teachers accepted to
participate in the tour will be invited to join the research project but there is no
requirement to do so. Participation in the research is completely voluntary and not
a requirement of the tour. Any information collected during the project will be kept
confidential and no participant will be identified by name in the thesis or any
reports emanating from the research. Should portions of your work be quoted a
pseudonym will be used and no other identifying information included.
Each day during the tour through a variety of assignments, seminars and group
discussions, you will be asked to employ historical thinking concepts to establish
criteria to determine historical significance, consider opposing points of view to
develop historical perspective. As well, each of you will be challenged to consider
concepts of continuity and change and work with primary and secondary
documents. Participants will also be asked to investigate ethical dimensions of
historical thinking throughout the tour. The assignments, seminars and
discussions as well as observations and a lesson after the participants return to
their classrooms will be used as part of my data collection to help answer my two
central questions.
As part of case study research method each participant will be interviewed beforeduring-after the tour. The interviews will be audiotaped and transcribed. The
interview before the tour will help to determine current teaching practices in the
classroom and to what degree historical thinking concepts are used as part of
their teaching practice. The interview during the tour will help determine the level
of understanding of historical thinking processes and possible applications with
students while the last interview will be conducted after each teacher has returned
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to the classroom. The data collected from the final interview as well as a lesson
from each teacher demonstrating the use of historical thinking concepts will be
used to determine whether the twelve-day professional development tour is an
effective method for teachers. Each interview will be approximately 30-45
minutes in length.

Sincerely,
A Blake Seward
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Appendix D
Letter to Participants – Consent
Dear Teacher:

The purpose of this letter is to invite you to participate in a research study.
The case study research being conducted is to determine if this twelve-day
Canadian battlefield in-service is an effective professional development method
for teachers.
I need your consent to conduct a series of individual interviews which will involve
a discussion about historical thinking processes, assignments, seminar topics or
lessons that you have completed. I will be taking notes during the interview but
will also be using an audio recorder to ensure I capture all possible information
accurately. The interview can take place at a time of your choosing but optimally
I am hoping to interview you at the beginning of the tour, during the tour and after
the tour when you have returned to your classroom or work. Each interview should
take between 20 and 30 minutes. Any information collected during the project will
be kept confidential and no participant will be identified in the thesis or any reports
emanating from the research. Should portions of your work be quoted a
pseudonym will be used and no other identifying information included. Your
participation in this case study is voluntary, and you are free to withdraw from the
research, and to withdraw any information you have provided, without penalty, up
to one month after the final interview.
Accompanying this letter is an information sheet that may help answer any
questions that you might have. If you have any further questions about this work,
you
can
contact
myself
at
613-283-8188
or
email
me
at
blake.seward@ucdsb.on.ca or Dr. Alan Sears, at the Faculty of Education,
University of New Brunswick at asears@unb.ca. The plan for this case study has
been reviewed for its adherence to ethical guidelines by a Research Ethics Board
at University of New Brunswick and is on file as REBxxxx. If you wish to contact
someone not associated with this study to ask questions or raise concerns please
contact Dr. David Wagner, Associate Dean, Faculty of Education, UNB,
dwagner@unb.ca, 506-447-3294.
I hope that I can look forward to your participation and cooperation in this case
study and that you find it an interesting experience.
Yours sincerely,
A Blake Seward
Graduate Student
Phone 613-283-8188
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SOME QUESTIONS THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE ABOUT THE STUDY
Q. Why was I selected for the study?
A. This case study is has enrolled a broad cross-section of teachers from
across Canada, from a cross-section of grades and backgrounds. You are in
one of the grade levels in which I am interested.
Q. Do I have to participate in the case study?
A. At no point do you have to participate in the data collection for this case
study. You may also withdraw from this research at any point during the tour
and up to one month after the final interview.
Q. What exactly is involved?
A. This case study is interested in determining what constitutes as effective
professional development for teachers. Using the battlefield tour as a PD model
and the historical thinking processes as a teaching method I am collecting data
through a set of three interviews. The first interview will be conducted at the
beginning of the tour, another during the tour and a final interview after each
participant has completed the tour. I will also be taking observation notes
throughout the tour during seminars, assignment work and conversations.
Q. How long will it take?
A. Each interview will take approximately 20-30 minutes.
Q. What are the benefits of participating in the study?
A. This case study is an opportunity for each participant to contribute in an
investigation which aims to determine effective professional development
opportunities.
Q. What are the risks?
A. There are no real risks. Participation in this case study should be interesting
for teachers.
Q. Will my information be kept confidential?
A. Yes. The data that will be collected will be for research purposes only. You
will not be identified by name when this information is analyzed or in any
findings that may come from this case study.
If you have any further questions concerning this case study you may contact
me at blake.seward@ucdsb.on.ca. The plan for this case study has been
reviewed for its adherence to ethical guidelines and certified by a Research
Ethics Board at the University of Alberta. If you wish to contact someone not
associated with this study to ask questions or raise concerns please contact Dr.
David Wagner, Associate Dean, Faculty of Education, UNB, dwagner@unb.ca,
506-447-3294.
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